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Each day is"Set In Stone!"
We have no way of changing
the past; our actions become
permanent as we execute
them. We can leave a good or
bad impression in the stone"
of each day.
God has given us His Word
to help us set standards and
convictions to live by, and
His Holy Spirit to remind us
to practice them daily. We
have a choice to build our
lives on "the sand" or on "the
rock." Let's each take the
challenge and set our lives by
the Word of God, a firm
foundation.
"Why do you call me,
'Lord, Lord; and do not do
what I say? I will show you
what he is like who comes to
me and hears my words and
puts them into practice. He
is like a man building a
house, who dug down deep
and laid the foundation on
rock. When a flood came,
the torrent struck that house
but could not shake it, be-
cause it was well built. But
the one who hears my words
and does not put them into
practice is like a man who
built a house on the ground
without a foundation. The
moment the torrent struck
that house, it collapsed and
its destruction was complete.'
John 6:46-49 (NIV)
.Set In MR
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Top Right: Breakfast at the Silvius' after a weekend nature trip is one
more chance Dr. Silvius has to share of himself. Middle Left: Dr. John
and Abby Silvius. Middle Right: There is always an abundance of plant
life to be found in Dr. Silvius' backyard. Left: Sparks at Grace Baptist
Church wouldn't be the same without Dr. Silvius to demonstrate David
and Goliath. Right: Mindy and Steve Salyers, Dr. John and Abby
Silvius, and Brad and Annette Silvius at the wedding of Mindy and Steve,
June 1996.
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Dr. John Silvius has been
a member of the Cedarville
College faculty for nearly
twenty years. He joined the
faculty of the Department
of Science and Mathematics
as a professor of Biology in
1979 following an appoint-
ment to theAgricultural Re-
search Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
He is probably best known
professionally for his com-
mitment to Christian stew-
ardship of the Creation. He
originated and advises the
Earth Stewardship Organi-
zation on campus, serves as
campus liaison withAuSable
Institute in Michigan and
has served as an instructor
in the ARRIBA Field Biol-
ogy program in Peru and
Ecuador. Frustrated over
the lack of college biology
texts that presented the Bib-
lical account of Creation,
Dr. Silvius authored the text,
"Biology: Principles and
Perspectives",now in its sec-
ond edition and the text is
used in the general educa-
tion biology course at
Cedarville College.
Dr. Silvius and his wife
Abby reside just south of
Cedarville on a woodlot he
has transformed into some-
what of a nature preserve.
His son is a graduate of
Cedarville and lives near
Detroit. His daughter was
recently married in June.
Besides his other attributes,
John is known and respected
in the community as a
family man and as a man
of high moral and ethical
character.
Dr. Silvius was honored by
the student body in 1984
as the Cedarville College
Faculty Member of thefear.
His faculty colleagues have
elected him to some of the
most influential commit-
tees on campus, including
the Faculty Committee to
the President, the Educa-
tional Policies Committee
and theTenure Committee.
Dr. Don Baumann, his
former department chair-
man and faculty colleague
says of Dr. Silvius, "He has
demonstrated scholarly and
professional competence
and, at the same time,
shown theMind of Christ'
with his humble servant's
attitude and love for people
on campus and in his
church. He has been a role
model for me." He is serv-
ing his fourth three-year
term as deacon at Grace
Baptist Church in
Cedarville, serves on the
Evangelism Committee and
chairs the Deacon Caring
Ministry of the church.
Dr. John Silvius can truly
be referred to as a man
with a servant's heart.
Dr. Daniel E. Wetzel
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Sarah Warnken received
the honor of being crowned
the 1995 Homecoming
Queen. As a senior, Sarah
looks back on her years at
Cedarville College as an in-
credible time of growth. Upon
entering as a freshman, Sa-
rah remembers being im-
pressed with the focus and
vision of the college. She
then knew that she wanted to
play a role in this wonderful
experience.
When she was asked about
some of the highlights of her
college years, she shared,
"Many memories were made
in Printy 24 & 26. Oh, I didn't
get any work done that first
year, but I grew immensely."
After being nominated for
Homecoming, she especially
appreciated the chance to
share with the college family
about the growth in her own
life. She reflects," To be able
to share with my class my jun-
ior year and then with the whole
student body my senior year
how God had continued to work
in my life was one of the most
incredible opportunities."
Sarah looks forward to some
exciting plans in the future, in-
cluding her marriage to Kurtis
Epp on November 9, 1996.
She also plans to apply to some
hospitals in the St. Louis area
following her summer intern-
ship with Children's Hospital in
the area of Human Resources.
Sarah would like to offer this
advice to the underclassmen:
"The Lord expects our very
best in school, work, relation-
ships, etc., but He also knows
the importance of taking time
Photo by Eric Fiveland
away. Don't wait until you are
so stressed and exhausted
to escape. He is always there
to be our haven."
Sheri Kregel
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Junior Attendant
Tiffany Hamilton
Sophomore Attendant
Rebecca Blackwood
Freshman Attendant
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•ABOVE: Phil Keaggy exhibits his acoustic guitar skill, using his musical talent to honor and glorify
Christ Jesus our Lord.
Royalty Banquet
On the evening of our Homecoming
Banquet, we set out for a memorable "Stroll
in the Park." Trees lined the arched entry
ways leading into the transformed cafete-
ria. The panorama of starry nighttime
skies, lighted signs, and "bobbies" added
to the atmosphere, while the orchestra
played in the gazebo.
After dinner, each class' attendants and
their dates were introduced as they walked
onto the wooden bridge. On that bridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Purple crowned Sarah
Warnken the 1995 Homecoming Queen.
Following her coronation, the sounds of
Phil Keaggy flooded the chapel. With
humor and what has been called the great-
est acoustic guitar skill in the music indus-
try, our evening's stroll came to an end.
Keturah Stork
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Homecoming
Many alumni returned to re-
unite with college friends and
acquaintances at the annual
Homecoming weekend which
took place on October 20 & 21.
The weekend events began on
Friday night when various musi-
cal groups and individuals per-
formed at a special Prism Con-
cert. The concert offered a va-
riety of musical styles which
were beautifully performed.
Despite the cold and rain,
Saturday's festivities began with
the parade. The theme of the
parade was "Reaching Our
World." Each class and organ-
ization proudly displayed their
float. Later in the day, the
Cedarville men's soccer team
played an outstanding game
against Asbury College and
came away pleased with a
well-deserved victory.
Other activities on Satur-
day included an alumni
chapel and soccer game,
concluding with an inspiring
concert performance by Tim
Kaufman and the Kingsmen
Quartet.
For the alumni, this week-
end was a time to reminisce
over memories of their days
at Cedarville, yet for the
present students, it was a
time to build lasting memo-
ries.
Sheri Kregel
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ABOVE: Pi Sigma Nu takes a spiritual
approach to "Reaching the World" with
the theme "Fishers of Men." They took
home first place this year.
LEFT: On the construction site,
building into peoples' lives.
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homecoming parade
Christmas Comes Early
at the 'Ville
Why is it that each year as
Cedarville students arrive
home at the end of fall quar-
ter and are met with the hustle
and bustle of the holiday sea-
son, they experience a sense
of deja vu? Why does it seem
that Christmas is already
over.. .that the decorations
have been taken down...and
the extra weight gained?
Three words: Christmas
Open House.
That's right--'Ville students
get Christmas twice. Each
year between Thanksgiving
and Christmas vacations, ev-
ery unit and hall on campus
picks a theme, gathers deco-
rations, and transforms their
rooms into various works of
art. Such aesthetically aware
judges as Dr. Matson visit
every dorm and choose an
overall hall and unit winner
ABOVE: Do I see Dr. Dixon singing
one of Amy Grant's Christmas
tunes?! This is living proof that our
beloved President knows how to
have a good time.
Right: A hall in McKinney portrays
an old time Christmas with the
whole family.
and a secondary "best of
dorm" winner for the men and
women. Dinner at The Olive
Garden or Don Pablo's awaits
the grand prize winners while
pizza parties await the run-
ners up.
Themes this year included
a Lumberjack Christmas, the
Twelve Days of Christmas,
an elementary school, a Se-
cret Service facility, Christ-
mas in Space, and a shop to
help the women along with
their M.R.S. degrees. The
only thing missing from the
Open House nights was a
guest appearance from Santa
himself, but Dr. Dixon had
been asked to fill in for him.
He did an excellent job, pos-
ing for many pictures and
sampling a few plates of cook-
ies.
Erin Johns
Photos by Eric Fivela
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multi-cultural Christmas with outfits and traditions could be found at Faith
Dorm.
Can you find the real Dr. Dixon? No wonder he
made it around to all the dorms during open
house--there were several little Dixon helpers to
do the task.
Photos by Eric Fiveland
Sheri Kregel entertains her audience, capturing their attention with a story about
Clifford, the big red dog.
open house
RIGHT: Brock second floor east redid
each room in their hall as a different
section of Chuck's. Paul Click and Rob
Mulvaney posed as Gary and Chuck.
Photos by Eric Fivelan
ABOVE: Christmas down on the farm. Hey, they are some pretty good looking farm girls.
student life
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LEFT: Dr. Dixon and Jon
Woolley seal the deal on the
new mascot for Cedarville
College. NOT!
Photo by Jennifer Lytwynec
ABOVE: Julie Brower, Jennifer Lytwynec, Jill Gerber, Emily Fisher, Micki
Southworth, Natalie Wiewiora, and Sarah Mattke mourn over beloved
Santa Claus' death.
LEFT: Who do you think got the gold star for the day, Carrie DeKock or
Kern Vander Molen?
Photo by Eric Fiveland open house
Right: Some C.A.B. members karaoke
to some 50's tunes.
Below: Dixons and students gather
around for the best dressed contest.
Above: Anthony Torlone measures
bubbles for the bubble gum bubble
blowing contest. The contestant is
saying, "hold on, I can make it bigger!"
Right: Mike Crawford and Christie
Miller pull out the glasses, white t-shirts
and black leather jackets for the 50's
night with the Dixons.
-6/velyz
50's Night
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Getting Started
Smiling faces, helping
hands, and a warm Cedarville
welcome greeted about 700
freshmen and transfers as
they began their adjustment
to life at the 'Ville. On Sep-
tember 15 and 16, students
from all over arrived, glad to
make Cedarville their "home
away from home." Several
returning students sacrificed
their time to help new stu-
dents with the task of moving
in, helping them adjust to life
at Cedarville as quickly as
possible.
Students were encouraged
through various activities to
meet and develop friendships
with fellow students. Activi-
ties included an Early Arrival
party on Friday night and on
Saturday night, a fun-filled op-
portunity for students to break
into small groups and get to
know other students better.
Also on Saturday, a spe-
cial drama entitled, "Calling
Home" was performed, hu-
morously portraying how the
parent/student relationship
can change over the course
of a year.
As the weekend came to a
close with new friendships
made and fun times to re-
member, students looked for-
ward to what their first year
as a part of the Cedarville
College family would hold.
Shari Kregel
&tried
Left: The students arrive in all shapes, sizes
and with different amounts of everything.
Below: Everyone gets a welcome picture with
parents and the Bee to remember his/her first
day, first registration, and the first of many long
lines.
Photo by Bruce Holt
Above: RAs and the "Getting Started"
crew arrive days in advance to prepare
for the freshmen to move in. They are
here to guide and help unload quickly
and efficiently, so the parents can relax
a little.
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CAO events/getting started
Moonlight Madness
School spirit soared as anticipation
for the upcoming basketball season
filled the gym on October 20th. Stu-
dents and fans gathered to "Back the
Jackets" for an evening of excitement.
The event, "Moonlight Madness,"
took place during Homecoming Week-
end for the purpose of introducing the
1995-96 men's basketball team. The
evening boasted of contests for anyone
to participate in, as well as an exciting
scrimmage in which the team divided
to play each other. The enthusiasm of
the pep band, the mascot, and the cheer-
leaders all added to the excitement.
Before the conclusion of the event,
each of the team members had a chance
to shine and show off his dunking abil-
ity. The crowd, as usual, was very
much involved in the enthusiasm and
enjoyed their first chance to "Back the
Jackets."
ABOVE: The men's basketball team display
their unified spirit during Midnight Madness.
RIGHT: The fans have a great time judging
the slam dunks!!
Sheri Kregel
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Above: Caricatures were a fun part of the evening's events.
LEFT: Students file into the trolley
in downtown Dayton.
Photo by Scott Huck
An Evening at the Dayton
Art Institute
This year the Campus Ac-
tivities Board sponsored a new
event which they called "An
Evening at the Dayton Art
Institute." Attractions in-
cluded trolley rides, carica-
tures, and a musical perfor-
mance by the Carillon Brass.
The Carillon Brass played
anything from classical to
contemporary pieces, en-
thralling the audience with
their skill as well as their hu-
mor. One amusing feature
was the piece entitled "But-
tercup," featuring the tuba, as
well as the mandolin instru-
ment created by placing the
opening of one horn inside
another.
Students also had the op-
portunity to view the works
of numerous great artists. The
feature artistic exhibition was
the "Botticelli to Tiepolo:
Three Centuries of Italian
Painting," which displayed
samples from the Renaissance
and Baroque periods. Most
paintings portrayed religious
themes, such as Saint Cecelia
at the harpsichord or the rais-
ing of Lazarus or the martyr-
dom of a great saint. The
grandeur in size and vivid-
ness was very impressive.
Other highlights of the
evening included Chicago
style hot dogs, New York style
cheesecake, and a stress-free
atmosphere to enjoy with
friends. When the evening
finally came to a close, every-
one who attended had re-
ceived an excellent cultural
experience. Keturah Stork
moonlight/dayton art
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Winter Blast
One of the special events
during Li'l Sibs Weekend '96
was the Winter Blast. This
event took place on Friday
evening, providing an oppor-
tunity for siblings to have a
great time with one another.
The evening included refresh-
ments and many opportuni-
ties to get involved through
various games.
Some of the activities in-
cluded a Velcro-obstacle
course, Bungee run, Orbitron,
Speed pitch, Karaoke, and
Free throws.
To add to the excitement,
Bob Holmes, a featured
chapel speaker of that week,
demonstrated his one-man
volleyball skills as he chal-
lenged some of the teams on
campus. He also challenged
the students and their sibs
with a powerful message. The
evening continued with more
entertaining games and fun
for sibs both young and old to
enjoy.
Shari Kregel
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Mrs. Dixon presented the
Ruby Jeremiah scholarship to
Dorothy Piovesan.
Honors' Day
Dressed in their academic regalia, the faculty entered the chapel
amidst strains of the brass choir's rendition of "Lead On, 0 King
Eternal." Another Parents' Weekend had come again to Cedarville
College and with it the thirty-second Academic Honors Day Chapel. Dr.
Dixon opened the chapel service with an invocation and brief remarks
regarding the importance of a spirit of humility when honor is received.
Academic Vice President Duane Wood then commenced the series of
presentations given for excellent academic performance and quality of
character during the 1995-1996 school year.
First, seniors graduating with a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher were
recognized for their achievement. Next, several students from each of
the twelve academic departments received awards for various accom-
plishments including the Alumni Scholarship given to an outstanding
student in each department. The program ended with the presentation
of the Staff and Faculty Members of the Year awards. Mr. Jim Cato
received the Staff award for his faithful service as Director of Swordbearer
Music Teams and Local Church Extension Teams. Dr. Lois Baker,
Associate Professor of Nursing, was honored as the Faculty Member of
the Year. God has truly blessed Cedarville College with a scholarly yet
personal faculty and a dedicated staff.
-Erin Johns
Paige Smith receives the Lillian Kresge
Memorial Scholarship from Dr. Irene
Alyn.
Photo byAndy Biddl
Photo by Erie Fiyelarn
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Left: Dr. Irene Alyn presents the
Alumni Scholarship Award in Nursing to
Kathryn Petersen.
Left: Colleen Chapin receives the
Christian Ministries Award from Vice
President of Christian Ministries,
Robert Rohm.
Above: Dan Forness accepts the
Faculty Music Award from
Dr. Charles Clevenger.
honors' d Y
Ohio State
University's Men'
Glee Club
On January 26, the Ohio State Men's
Glee Club came to minister to the
Cedarville College family through mu-
sic. They offered a variety of musical
numbers, including both sacred and
secular pieces. The Glee Club was
directed by Mr. James Gallagher, who
is a professor at Ohio State University.
The group's purposes are to pro-
mote participation in choral music and
to create an awareness of correct vo-
cal technique. The evening was very
lively as the men expressed their songs
not only through vocal performance,
but through instruments and gestures
as well. They involved the crowd
through a collection of Buckeye tunes
and members of the audience did the
"wave" when "Hang on Sloopy" was
performed. The evening was an en-
joyable one for those who attended as
they were entertained by this talented
group of young men.
Shari Kregel
A PASSION
FOR -----
Pho o by Denver
Michael Card Toncerl
Cedarville students have the privilege of hearin
many great musicians perform during their colleg
years. During fall quarter, one of their favorit
artists, Michael Card, stopped by on his 1995 sol
tour. Using the harp, piano, and several guitars t
create beautiful melodies, Michael passionately san
song after song from his newest album Poiema an
from many of his older albums.
The night was characterized by not only Michael
humor and wit but also by his wisdom as he gave
short devotional from the book of John. It focused o
the servant's spirit that Christ possessed, which w
as believers need to model in our lives.
Erin John
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One of the highlights of the
Cedarville College Artist Se-
ries was the performance of
violinist Pinchas Zukerman
The concert was exclu-
sively Beethoven, which the
audience enjoyed greatly.
The evening ended as the
and pianist Mark Neikrug.
Pinchas Zukerman, a world
class violinist, performed
beautifully on April 12, im-
pressing the audience greatly
with his refined talent.
Zukerman was born in Israel,
and at an early age, he began
to study music with many great
musicians. His accompanist
Mark Neikrug was born in New
York and also began studying
music at an early age. They
now travel and perform regu-
larly around the world, and
major musicians frequently use
Zukerman's compositions.
They have enjoyed working
together for twenty-one years,
and it showed through their
excellent performance.
audience rewarded the men
with a standing ovation, fol-
lowed by an impressive en-
core.
Shari Kregel
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Students use music and drama to
communicate important aspects of
the Christian life to the student body.
Photo by Eric Fivela
Photo by Sco He
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Thursdays Live
What better place to go to be with friends, have fun
and hear an inspirational message than to Thurs-
days Live? The fall event was held on November 16
and stressed the importance of having a passion for
purity. This important theme was demonstrated by
humorous skits, heart-gripping drama, music and a
challenge by Dr. Cheryl Fawcett. The event had the
potential to impact many lives in a positive way. The
spring Thursdays Live took place on April 18 and
guest speaker, Pastor Eric Mounts, closed the
evening with a challenge to the students about mak-
ing one's relationship with God real. Both of these
evenings challenged the students to live their lives in
a way that would glorify God and were presented in
a fun, relaxing setting. -Shari Kregel
thursdays live
Career Dayimmust
One of the programs that Cedarville College prides itself in
is the program of job placement. Students have many
resources available to them for the purpose of helping them
find placement in the careers for which they have studied.
One of these resources is Career Day. Career Day began at
the 'Ville about fifteen years ago, when the Career Services
center invited businesses from various fields to come to
Cedarville College to get a feel for what our students have to
offer and to provide suggestions for the best ways to secure
positions in their expected professions. Some interviews
took place on that day, but mostly the students asked ques-
tions. In this way even the underclassmen could begin
planning for courses and skills to help meet the demands of
the job market.
But where was Career Day this year? Instead of hosting
one large event, the college planned smaller days for specific
majors. The first Career Link Day involved the business and
communication departments. Some classes in those two
departments were cancelled that day so many students
would be able to attend. Other events included days for
engineering corporations, graduate schools, seminaries,
social services and health centers. True to prediction, more
businesses and students participated this year, so Career
Link Days show promise in coming year. --Keturah Stork
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Grandparents' Day
Family days are always special on Cedarville's
campus. One of the favorites is Grandparents' Day.
Students are encouraged to invite their grandparents
to experience a day in life at The 'Ville. They are
welcome to visit classes and attend a special chapel
put on just for them. They even have a chance to meet
Dr. Dixon, a privilege that some of their grandchildren
may not have had. For some, this weekend may be
the only time they will hear the Gospel message
clearly given. Most of all, the grandparents are just
encouraged to spend some special minutes, hours,
or days with their grandchildren, realizing that the
time we spend with those we love will result in
memories set in stone. -Brenda Kregel
student life
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grandparents' day/parents' weekend
rilarkr SAT
RIGHT: Dr. Murdoch interviews Mrs.
Dixon on how the Lord led her to
Cedarville, her accomplishments and
retirement. BELOW: The alma mater is
sung by the student body to remind us of
what we have to be thankful for.
Ine spirit of this halloweube kindled from above,And the joy of serving ChrisLord increase in ChristianCedarville your call fulfillnd t
HARTER DA
JANUARY 26 1887
Charter Day
As we at Cedarville celebrated the college's one hundred ninth
birthday on Charter Day at the end of January, the week was
marked by a series of memorable chapel services. On Monday,
Dr. Dixon brought his annual Charter Week address, reminding us
of our roots as a school and recounting stories of the men and
women to whom we owe thanks for Cedarville's position today.
One of those founding men, Dr. James T. Jeremiah, brought a
message on Tuesday, detailing God's hand in his past as God led
him to Cedarville. On Wednesday, Dr. Murdoch interviewed the
Monroes and Mrs. Dixon, examining their paths to Cedarville.
They spoke of their own beginnings at Cedarville and approaching
retirements. On Thursday, Mr. Harold Strobridge gave us a
special treat. He shared his slides and memories of Cedarville
from the early 1900's to present.
Finally, on Friday, Charter Day was upon us. The faculty
attended dressed in their academic regalia, and Dr. James Mont-
gomery Boice preached a stirring message on the role of the mind
in the Christian life. Fitting, it seemed, to speak of the mind on the
very day on which we celebrated one hundred nine years of the
shaping and molding of the thousands of minds who have passed
through the doors of Cedarville College.
Erin Johns
Photos by Eric Fivelan
ABOVE: Dr. Jeremiah tells how the Lord answered prayers and led
Cedarville College from a small Baptist school to what we know it as today.
student life
Memorial Day
Cedarville College is known throughout the community as a
body of people who give honor to God by honoring our country.
This fact is evidenced annually on Memorial Day, when an entire
chapel service is devoted to remembering those men and women
who have served in the armed forces throughout our country's
history.
The chapel service began with hymns of patriotism accompa-
nied by the symphonic band. Members of each branch of the
military from the college family and the community came to the
platform as the band triumphantly played each group's fight song.
Standing together, we sang the familiar yet victorious words of
"The Star-Spangled Banner" and recited "The Pledge of Alle-
giance."
Mr. Ken Huffman, a 1950 graduate from Cedarville and an
armed forces veteran, recited Johnny Cash's "Ragged Old Flag,"
a poem which tenderly honors our nation's symbol. The chapel
ended with a presentation encouraging the student body towards
political awareness in the coming elections this November. Though
our eternal home may be heaven, we must be active on this earth
by voting with wisdom and discernment. Broadcasting major,
Dallas Hill, closed the service by recounting the circumstances
surrounding Abraham Lincoln's famed writing and reciting of the
Gettysburg Address. President Lincoln shines as a model we
each must follow --devotion to God through devotion to country. -
-Erin Johns
charter /memorial day
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It is easy to see the Lord's hand
directing Dr. Lois Baker in her career of
nursing and in her concern for higher
education. Dr. Irene Alyn tells her
story:
"While Lois K. Baker was working
as the Head Nurse of ICU at Blodgett
Memorial Medical Center in Grand
Rapids, MI, she met President Dixon.
He discovered her approach to sharing
Christ with hospitalized patients and he
invited her to come to Cedarville Col-
lege to teach in his evangelism class.
"The next year she returned to
Cedarville College to work as a Resi-
dent Director in Faith Hall and pursued
a Master of Science in Nursing degree
in Pediatric nursing. She joined the
faculty in the Department of Nursing in
the fall of 1984. She earned her doctor-
ate from Wayne State University, De-
troit, MI in 1991.
"Lois' teaching in the Department of
Nursing and contributions to the De-
partment and to Cedarville College have
been outstanding. She has worked
hard to develop a very strong nursing
knowledge base. She is an author of a
variety of journal articles and one book.
Lois is diligent in producing high quality
work in a timely fashion. Not only is
Lois a well prepared professional, but
she also has a unique ability to minister
to others including those in cross cul-
tural settings. She identifies, under-
stands and assists in meeting the needs
of a wide variety of students and indi-
viduals in the local community.
"God has allowed Lois to experi-
ence a number of different losses. Each
loss was confronted and new ways of
living/relating were developed with God.
Lois is God's kind of woman in that she
focuses on demonstrating the fruit of
the Spirit in her life and communicating
Biblically."
It is because these qualities are
demonstrated in Dr. Baker's life that
she was chosen by the student body to
receive the title and the honor ofFaculty
Member of the Year.
Mrs. Pat Xgnders bixon
Mrs. Pat Dixon is a woman who
wears many hats at Cedarville College.
Her responsibilities are endless, and
she is known for accomplishing each
task with grace and style. Besides
fulfilling the role of the president's wife,
which includes attending numerous
social engagements, conferences and
churches with Dr. Dixon, Mrs. Dixon
has carved her own place at Cedarville
College where she has been able to be
used for the Lord.
Mrs. Dixon has spent the past 25
years in the Language and Literature
department teaching English and En-
glish Education. She is greatly appreci-
ated there and will be truly missed as she
retires. Before Mrs. Dixon came to
Cedarville College in 1971, she was build-
ing experience as a classroom teacher
and as a supervisor of reading. This
experience acted as a great asset when
she came to Cedarville College.
According to Dr. Merlin Ager, the chair
of the education program, Mrs. Dixon
has played an important role in the de-
partment. "She has a great balance
between content and methods. She has
instituted a number of valuable clinical
experiences in area schools which has
prepared our English teachers for the
"real world" and has created very posi-
tive relationships with those schools. She
has served as a valuable resource for
foreign students who need assistance in
developing English proficiency. Her ad-
ditional training in Teaching English as a
Second Language (TESL) has prepared
her for that ministry as well as equipped
her to initiate and be involved in several
MIS ministries with a TESL approach.
She has been a valued member of the
teaching education team at Cedarville
College."
One of Mrs. Dixon's responsibilities
ended three years ago when she re-
signed as the Miracle advisor, but her
expertise and leadership in that area
were greatly appreciated for twelve
years. Even though she is no longer an
advisor, the Miracle continues to ben-
efit from her expertise as she
occasionaly helps with proof-reading.
The Miracle staff appreciates her in-
volvement and recognizes her hard
work and effort in laying a strong foun-
dation for the yearbook.
As Mrs. Dixon retires from her teach-
ing responsibilities, she will be missed.
But as she is still the president's wife
we know that she will not be far away.
She still looks forward to many days
with her grandchildren, working with
her flowers and decorating, and in-
volvement with her husband's minis-
tries. All of us at Cedarville College
congratulate her on this achievement
and wish her the best as she enters this
new stage of her life.
brs.,sgllen teverly
Monroe
Dr. Allen and Dr. Beverly Monroe
have made Cedarville their place of min-
istry for many years. Every faculty and
staff member looks forward to the day
when he or she can take a break and
enter the retirement stage of life. For the
Monroes, it may not be the most relaxing
stage of their lives as they intend to
continue to minister through their travel-
ing experiences. But traveling without
commitments is something they have
looked forward to and it promises to be
an enjoyable time.
Dr. Beverly Monroe is most recog-
nized for her contribution to the educa-
tion department. When asked about her
accomplishments at Cedarville, Dr. Ager
(chairman of the Education department)
said, "Dr. Beverly Monroe began teach-
ing at Cedarville College after experi-
ence in several locations as an elemen-
tary and special education teacher. While
at Cedarcliff elementary, she completed
an M.A. at Wright State in Special Educa-
tion. While at Cedarville College, she
completed a doctorate in Education at
Miami University of Ohio. Although she
has taught many courses while at
Cedarville College, she is best known
for her first love--Children's Literature.
She can be seen from time to time in
her "Mother Goose's" apron with an
armload of children's books. In recent
years, she has been able to pass this
love along to her grandchildren as well
as to future teachers. Dr. Monroe is
well known for being highly organized,
hard working, and very insistent on
high expectations for herself and her
students. She is often in her office
before 7 a.m. and is one of the last to
leave. She has travelled widely both in
the US and overseas, often with her
husband. She recently accompanied a
group of students to China to organize
a school library for a Christian school.
She anticipates doing similarly in other
overseas locations in the future as well
as serving as a resource person for
ABWE in selecting children's books for
translating into other languages. Her
commitment to professional excellence
has been greatly appreciated and will
be greatly missed."
Dr. Allen Monroe has had a part in
the life of every student who has stepped
on campus with his Foundations of
Social Science class, a general educa-
tion course for every major. In January
of 1966, Dr. Monroe joined the
Cedarville College family as an Assis-
tant Professor of Social Science. By
1969, he had been promoted to Asso-
ciate Professor and in 1971, he be-
came a full-fledged Professor of Social
Science, which is where he has re-
mained for the last 25 years. Many may
not realize that before Dr. Monroe came
to Cedarville he was an elementary
classroom teacher for one year and a
secondary teacher for six. Outside of
school, Dr. Monroe has many inter-
ests. He is known on campus as a
gourmet chef and has written a cook-
book which compiles 10 years of teach-
ing cooking classes. He has served
faithfully in his community through re-
search studies, lectures and positions
held on the board of education in
Cedarville and Xenia. Travel is another
great hobby. It seems only fitting that in
their retirement they will be spending a
great deal of time away from home.
Although they both will be greatly
missed at Cedarville College, we con-
gratulate them on this milestone in their
lives and wish them the best as they
spend these retirement years minister-
ing together for the glory of God.
faculty Articles by Brenda Krege
eleanor Taylor
If you would like to know more about
Miss Eleanor Taylor, ask a member of
the women's tennis team about her. If
you can't find one of them around, an
R.A. in Willetts would surely describe
her to you. Or else, a secondary edu-
cation major would be happy to tell
what Miss Taylor is like. How, you ask,
do all of these people know Eleanor
Taylor? Because during her past eleven
years as a part of the Cedarville Col-
lege family, Miss Taylor has built into
the lives of many students and cowork-
ers as her zeal for service for God has
shown transparently through her life.
To quote a colleague of Miss Taylor's,
"She is a woman who lives for
eternity...you don't run into a lot of
people like that."
Miss Taylor began her time at
Cedarville in 1986, when she came to
replace Dr. Dwayne Frank for a year as
a teacher of secondary education meth-
ods and as a supervisor for teachers on
field experience. Upon Dr. Frank's
return, Miss Taylor became the Resi-
dent Director of Willetts Dormitory and
has served in this position the last ten
years. She oversees the largest group
of R.A.'s on campus and has witnessed
the rapid growth other dorm with the
additions of Willetts South and North.
Almost anyone acquainted with
Eleanor Taylor will emphasize one as-
pect of her life when describing this
godly woman--her aptitude for spiritual
leadership through the instrument of
Bible Study. Several years ago she
provided Bible studies for the women's
volleyball team, and she has served as
Bible study leader for the women's ten-
nis team since her arrival at the 'Ville.
Both her IRA. meetings and the team
Bible studies are known for an emphasis
on God's Word in its purest sense--scrip-
ture memorization, often through the
vehicle of scripture songs.
Miss Taylor enjoys many sports in-
cluding racquetball, golf and walking.
Until their untimely exit to Baltimore, Miss
Taylor was an avid Cleveland Browns
fan. She also loves to root for the Cleve-
land Indians and enjoys traveling. She
will be taking a trip to Israel next year.
Few believe that Miss Taylor will ever
actually "retire." She will continue as an
adjunct supervisor of student teachers
and will remain a faithful servant at her
church--Grace Baptist in Cedarville.
Eleanor Taylor remains a shining ex-
ample of professional and personal ex-
cellence. We are grateful for her devo-
tion to her Lord and to Cedarville Col-
lege, and we wish her all the best in her
retirement. And you never know, Miss
Taylor--the pigskin may soon fly again in
Cleveland! -Erin Johns
Virginia Taylor
Virginia Taylor joined the Cedarville
College staff in March, 1973, as secre-
tary to the President, Dr. James T.
Jeremiah. She came to Cedarville from
her native West Virginia, having already
enjoyed a successful career with the
Cabot Corporation.
Miss Taylor retired this past autumn
after nearly 23 years of service to her
Lord at Cedarville. After her tenure in the
office of the President, she devoted most
of her Cedarville career to a variety of
positions in the development division. At
retirement, she was Research Assistant
to the Vice President for Development.
Herwork was distinguished by her faith-
f ulness, her careful attention to detail,
and her continual quest for excellence.
She was always looking for ways to
advance the ministries of Cedarville
College.
Her friends and colleagues think of
Virginia Taylor primarily in terms of her
heart for God and for people. She loves
the students, and she faithfully prays
for students, faculty, and staff mem-
bers. She is also known for her gener-
osity, for she was continually giving of
herself to help others.
The defining quality of God-honor-
ing stewards is faithfulness
(1Corinthinas 4:2). While devoting
many years of her life to the steward-
ship programs of Cedarville College,
Virginia Taylor, in her personal faithful-
ness, exemplified godly stewardship.
-Dr. Martin Clark
Jim Cato
Staff Member of the sear
This year's Staff Member of the
Year was Mr. Jim Cato, Director of
Swordbearers Music Teams and the
Local Church Teams. Jim Cato
began working at Cedarville Col-
lege in August, 1983, with CDR
Radio Station, as the morning show
host. In the summer of 1986, he
began his work with the Division of
Christian Ministries. During his time
in Christian Ministries, he has seen
the local church teams grow in min-
istry to over forty churches. His singing
teams represent the Lord and the Col-
lege in nearly 100 churches each year.
Jim Cato is known around campus
as a family man and works to create a
family-like unit. Whether it is meeting
with team leaders and students during
the days or holding rehearsals in the
evening, his dedication and love forthe
college family has been very evident.
In addition to his reponsibilities at
the college, Jim has also been actively
involved with his home church. From
past ministries with the youth choir,
Sparky's, and Sunday School teach-
ing, to his current responsibilities as
Sunday morning worship leader, choir
director, and music committee, Jim has
faithfully served the Lord with his tal-
ents and abilities.
Jim, his wife, Melody, their three
children, Kristen, Celeste, Grayson, and
dog Hershey, live in Cedarville. We
thank the Lord for the Cab's and for the
part they play in the Cedarville family -
community, church, and college! -
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Above: Ross Meyers takes some time to scan the Sports.
Right: Steve Keary, alias "Chop-chop," taught Karate lessons
to fellow students.
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Left: Many students work part-time at Chuck's to
help pay those school bills or earn a little spending
cash. Above: Mark Robertson spent hours working
on an engineering project.
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Christopher Williams
Amber Wilson
Kelly Wilson
Stephanie Wilson
Julie Wires
Julie Witt
Nicole Wolf
Aaron Wolfe
Jan-Harm Wolters
William Woods
Donnie Woodyard
Cindy Wren
Jana Wright
Tom Wright
Angelina Yeremenko
Randy Yinger
Kristy Young
Liz Young
Angela Zinz
Tiffany Zirke
David Zwan
freshmen
Top: The UPS man unloads over a hundred boxes for all the sweathearts on campus!! Above: Painting
"the rock" is a tradition and someone wishes all a Happy Valentine's Day. Right: Later in the morning,
all those sweethearts anxiously wait in line for their Valentine packages.
underclassmen
Left: Remember the many times we dug our cars out of the snow this winter
and the trouble many of us had returning from Christmas break?!? Below &
Bottom: Sometimes studies are not our top priority -- we always find time to
play in the snow!
candids
Laura Abraham
Matthew Adams
Clayton Allen
Mark Allen
Robert Ament
Josh Amos
Jim Amstutz
John Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Stephani Anderson
Jessica Angelone
Laurie Anna
Julie Armour
Kevin Armstrong
Chris Ashcraft
Joshua Ausfahl
Janette Baker
Julie Baker
Christina Baley
Erin Barker
Holly Barnett
Israel Barr
Brad Bartlett
Jonathan Basner
Sara Bathrick
Matthew Beck
Jaime Bedford
Eric Bedillion
Dwight Bejek
Sarah Bendt
Summer Bennington
Michael Bentley
Aaron Berning
Allyson Bielo
Stacey Billing
Michelle Boehm
Jill Bollman
Michael Bonner
Rob Bouwens
Becky Bovay
David Boyd
Lisa Branon
Stacy Brewer
Melody Brickel
Joseph Brinkely
Heather Brodie
Andrea Brooks
Evelyn Brown
Jeff Brown
0 122 ores
underclassmen All portraits taken by Davor Phot
Kristin Brown
Amanda Bruckner
Saranne Bryan
Amanda Bryson
Can Buck
Margaret Burgess
Ryan Brukhard
Sharon Burns
JoHana Byrer
Phil Caldwell
David Carl
April Carter
Kristyn Carter
Kristine Chamberlin
Antonia Charles
William Cheek
Peter Chevere
Erica Chung
Lea Anne Churgovich
Jason Cirone
Ernest Clark
Amy Clayton
Christy Cleaver
Paul Click
Justin Colby
Keith Cole
Bethany 'Corner
Rebecca Comfort
Lisa Cook
Andrew Cooper
Beth Cooper
Andy Cousens
Kathleen Cramer
Eric Crawford
Michael Crawford
Jim Creswell
John Cushman
Mark Cushman
Gabriel Custer
Jamie Dato
Ryan Daugherty
Gina Davidson
Carrie DeKock
Shawn DeShetler
Toni DeUsania
Jennifer Decker
Joey Decker
James Dewald
Stephanie Dickerson
Jamie Dodson
Cheri Douglas
Dave Duhaime
Erich Dumbeck
Gina Dyson
Greg Dyson
Stacie Eldeen
Rachelle Elder
Jeff Elliott
Jody Elliott
Linton Ellis
Robert Emery
Todd Erickson
Jean Estes
sophomores
Martha Failor
Bryan Falk
Reade Faulkner
Scott Fischer
Emily Fisher
Andrew Fleming
Timothy Flowers
Laura Foeldvari
Joel Foerch
Amanda Foote
Kevin Fountain
Heather Fourman
Matt Fourman
Diione Fox
Renee Francis
Kristen Frederick
Victoria Frederickson
Matthew French
Megan Fryman
Heidi Fuller
Beth Gaffner
Betsy Galovits
Heather Ganly
Stephen Garcia
Kristen Gault
Brandon Geddes
Jill Gerber
Stephen Gerber
Linda Gilbert
Kristi Gleason
John Glick
Chris Glupker
Eric Gosman
Blake Goulette
Aimee Greenwood
Sara Gromko
Sarah Gross
Carrie Gwilt
Ben Haffey
Jodie Hager
Sara Hall
Joanna Halsey
Josh Halulko
Lori Hamilton
Tiffany Hamilton
Anna Hamrick
Anson Hanbury
Jennifer Hangosky
Dustin Hansen
Cara Harju
Anna Harlan
Nathan Hart
Joy Hasty
Sara Hauter
Dacialea Heil
Scott Heins
David Helton
Daniel Hicks
Brooke Higgins
Michelle Higgins
Alicia Hill
Jeff Hill
Geoff Hillman
underclassmen
David Hofert
Christy Hoover
Kelly Hoppe
David Hoskins
Tim Hotchkiss
Nancy Houck
Kathleen Housten
Jody Hovis
Abigail Howe
Patricia Hubbard
Dan Hudson
Lisa Hunsberger
Erica Hunter
Jonathan Hurd
Amy Hurst
Aaron Hutchison
Brenda Inion
Becky Ivey
Jason Jasguez
Julie Jaskilka
Rebecca Jenks
Erin Johns
April Johnson
Brenda Johnson
Gregory Johnson
Jaime Johnson
Julien Johnson
Rebecca Johnson
David Jones
Julie Jouwstra
Melissa Kahl
Phil Kaufman
Daniel Kaynor
Lori Kenny
Julianne Kerns
Jennifer Kerr
Eric Kierstead
Ken Kleppin
Stephen Kline
Heather Klingaman
Rachel Knight
Ann Kobiela
Paul Kopp
Scott Koziol
Kristi Krogel
Rebecca Lakes
Karen Lamb
Gena Lamoreaux
Anna Lankhorst
Kristen Lannerd
Sonwoo Lee
Angela Lenhart
Nellie Leuck
Christopher Leverette
Sarah Lightly
Karisa Linafelter
David Linn
Joe Lloyd
Melissa Lorinovich
Nichole Losee
Derek Luke
Joshua Lunney
Jennifer Lutz
sophomores
Paul Lykow ski
Jonathan Magin
Andy Malone
Christine Martin
Sarah Mattke
Kim Maynnard
Anne McClintock
Julie McCoy
Dale McCrory
Noel McDermitt
Stephen McGillivray
Peter McLeod
David McPherson
Ethan McQuinn
David Meekley
Emily Meeks
Angela Meredith
Angie Meyers
Tammy Michaels
Jeffrey Mick
Bryan Miller
James Miller
Kyle Miller
Mindy Miller
Sara Miller
Stephanie Moody
Jonathan Moon
Katie Moon
Christine Mottin
Kevin Mowrer
Amanda Mudrey
Jodi Muehling
Rob Mulvaney
Heather Murdoch
Mathew Murphy
Brad Murray
Michaela Murray
Jennifer Myers
Lesley Nester
Jeffrey Neuman
Heidi Neumann
Amy Nichols
Patricia Noble
Ben Nordaas
Michelle Norton
Jessica Nuzum
Atsuko Ohtake
Michael Okulich
Virginia Opperman
Dan Osborn
Andrea Osterc
Shonda Overman
Harold Owen
Andrea Owens
Troy Page
Elizabeth Parr
Wendy Passineau
Jessica Patton
Lisa Peary
Chris Perry
David Perry
El Campos Persons
Holly Peterson
underclassmen
The Engineering department holds an
annual cardboard canoe race in the fall so
that engineering students can try their
hands at design, creativity and survival.
Brett Pfeiffer
Melinda Pickell
Ruthanne Pierson
Hilary Pifer
Matthew Pileggi
Nicholla Pitcher
Christopher Pittenturf
Amy Plough
Justin Poe
Samantha Polgardy
Aaron Ponzani
Jacob Porter
Richard Porter
Cynthia Potter
Mary Powell
Amy Price
Elizabeth Price
Kelly Purdy
Nathan Radford
David Rea
Laura Refior
Rebecca Ribeiro
Patricia Rice
Christina Rising
Charity Rizer
Chasta Roberts
Micah Roberts
Shawna Roberts
Jeffrey Rockwood
Elizabeth Rogers
Stacy Rohm
Sara Romang
Karen Rombough
David Rooke
Rene Rosencrantz
sophomores
Darin Rosenvold
Julie Ross
Chrystie Ruba
Daniel Rudd
Ann Ruegsegger
Carla Salvaggio
Stacy Saville
Michele Schafer
Heather Scheffel
Brian Schoepke
Jessica Schrader
Aaron Schradin
Jennifer Schweickart
Lana Schwinn
Dana Scott
Tami See
Amanda Senior
Andrew Shaw
Scott Shaw
Karin Shilling
Courtenay Shoaff
Erick Shumaker
Michael Shupp
Nathan Simkus
Tim Simon
Stephen Slates
Allyson Smith
Presian Smyers
Shannon Snow
Rachel Soderstrom
Kathy Sohn
Rebecca Sokoll
Rebekah Sorensen
Rebecca Southwell
Amy Spurling
Kendra Stanton
Neal Stark
Eric Steenwyk
Kevin Stern
Darin Stevens
Megan Stevens
Elizabeth Stewart
Michelle Stock
Alison Stone
Aimee Stout
Nikki Streit
Randall Strong
Abby Stroven
Chris Strychalski
Jessica Stuenzi
Matthew Stutzman
Pete Sutton
Sarah Svendsen
Brenda Tabberer
Brooke Taylor
Daniel Temmesfled
Shane Tenny
Amy Thayer
Greg Thompson
Matt Thompson
Sarah Towsend
Jeremy Toyer
Trisha Trost
underclassmen
Jason VanHeukelum
Scott Vandegrift
Jennifer VanderBush
Ben Vawter
Chris Vitarelli
Rebecca Voigt
Amy Volpe
Rhonda Vore
Holly Waechter
Nathaniel Waldock
Philip Wallis
Dana Walter
Sally Ward
Lisa Warren
Mark Warren
Kelly Warriner
Ben Watson
Laurie Weber
Steven Weber
Heather Webster
Angela Wenzel
Joseph Whinnery
Joy Wickholm
Emily Wiljamaa
Sheri Wilson
Jonathan Witmer
Jill Witte
Jennifer Wittenbach
Adam Witters
Kristin Wohrle
Mary Wolfe
Mark Wood
Sherri Woodard
Andrew Woodman
Deborah Woods
Scott Wrigglesworth
Suzanne Wright
Tracie Wright
Jonathan Wu
Dan Wyma
Dan Yeakel
Jamie Yoder
Marla Yoder
Michelle Zeeb
Tiffany Zimmerman
he start of spring brings students out of the dorms and buildings to enjoy the fresh air. The
enches around campus offer a place to sit, study or socialize, since there are NO dandelions on
ur lawns. sophomores
Arik Akerberg
Andrew Alderfer
Heather Alexander
Matthew Alexander
Barton Allen
Kerry Allen
Beth Amos
Doug Amundson
Amy Anderson
Angie Anderson
Lori Anderson
Adria Andrews
Erik Anglund
Darla Anthony
Melissa Armitage
William Armistad
Aaron Armour
Valerie Ashurst
Johannah Augustine
Graig Austin
Jill Avery
Jeremy Awbrey
Justin Bailey
Krystal Bailey
Wendy Baker
Kimberly Bandy
Virginia Barrett
Rachel Batchelder
Douglas Bayler
John Beach
Mary Beth Beal
Shannon Bean
Jamie Beck
Joy Beitler
Josh Bell
Kimberly Bell
Heather Bethel
Jennifer Blackburn
Mary Jo Blanton
Philip Boggs
Jennifer Bolt
Elizabeth Boone
Scott Borling
Angela Boyce
Scott Bradley
Debbie Brazalovich
Jeff Brenamen
Tonya Brockman
Hannah Broeckert
Yunibrs
underclassmen All portraits taken by Davor Phol
Chad Brown
Jason Brown
Jill Brown
Kristine Brown
Renee Brown
David Burke
Ellen Burkhard
Michelle Burson
Amy Butcher
Chad Butler
Rita Call
Valerie Calvert
Becky Campbell
Chris Campbell
Joseph Cantor
Lisette Cardel
Don Carlson
Lara Carlson
Amy Can
Amy Cartzendafner
Christine Cassell
Kelli Cast
G. Colin Castelow
Terah Cavell
Jennifer Chesebro
Marjorie Chesebro
Scott Christner
Jennifer Clark
Rod Clawson
Constance Cochren
Daniel Coleman
Suzanne Collier
Kim Collins
Sharron Combs
Matthew Comrie
Nicole Cooley
Benjamin Cooper
Deborah Copeland
Sean Cottrill
Jonathan Crider
Chad Croft
Koren Cronk
Cory Crozier
Tom Culberson
Can Cullins
Renee Cunningham
Marie Curry
Christine Dabravalskas
Carey Daniels
John Daoud
Alinda Davis
Jena Davis
Larry Davis
Leslie Davis
Sherri DeClark
Paul DeKruyter
Michelle Delaney
Katherine Denham
Damon Derstine
Michelle Dick
Dan Douglas
Traci Durham
Jim Dyer
juniors
Students battle the Cedarville winter but try to invite spring to
come by getting out the clubs a little early.
Nathan Eads
Kipp Edgington
Greg Edlund
Heather Edwards
Mamie Ehlers
Renee El-Khouri
Cheryl Emmert
Pamela Emswiler
SheIlene Everson
Paula Faris
Jeremy Farlow
David Farrell
Jamin Ferner
Jennifer Ferris
Brian Finnity
Brandi Fisher
Meghan Foehl
Deborah Frank
Brooke Frazier
Michael Frazier
Penni Fulkerson
Ryan Futrell
Wendy Garber
Krystee Gehman
Bethany Geiger
Kelly Geist
Christine Gerard
Elliott Gilham
Debbie Gleichman
Laura Glessner
Jolyn Glines
Hasmine Gmuer
Darrin Gosser
Janna Gottwals
Daniel Graham
underclassmen
Liz and Patty show off their
pumpkin which Liz carved to set
outside their unit for the fall
holidays.
Susan Gray
Daniel Grazier
Derrick Green
Mike Gribbin
Jessica Griffith
Lisa Grindall
Heidi Groves
Jeff Gruet
John Gruet
Nathan Hable
Joanna Hall
Josh Hanks
Kenneth Harris
Tim Hartman
Kelby Hassenzahl
Julie Hastings
Dan Hatfield
Timothy Haylett
Brian Hegyi
Gretchen Hein
Jill Heisler
Dawn Henney
Rachel Henricks
Chad Henry
Lowell Herschberger
Melissa Hewitt
Amy Hickox
Dallas Hill
Matthew Hintz
Melissa Hintz
Melissa Hively
Jonathan Hjembo
Scott Hoadley
Jeff Hock
Emily Hodel
Beth Hoffman
Sarah Holesovsky
Stephen Houg
Kenneth Howard
Karisa Howe
Sara Howell
Dan Huber
Dustin Hughes
juniors
Amy Humphreys
Amy Hunsaker
Susan Hunsaker
Jeff Hyatt
Scott Ice
Konichi Ikeda
Bradford Illian
Jennifer Ingalls
Drew Ireland
Emilie Israel
Christina Jackson
John Jackson
Stephen Jackson
Nathan James
Sarah Jenks
Angela Johnson
Jennifer Johnson
Christopher Jones
Jonathan Jones
Sofie Jorstad
Scott Judkins
Ryan Junkins
Benjamin Kanzeg
Susan Kauffman
David Kaynor
Beverly Keist
Libby Kennedy
Jerami King
Janet Kollmeyer
Debra Koopman
Wade Krampe
Brenda Kregel
Debbie Kruse
Kristen Kuiken
Bonnie Kuvshinikov
Andy Kuyper
Michelle Labor
Melissa Lampton
Amy Lawson
Gary Leach Jr.
Daniel Lee
Kara Lehman
Mina Lehman
Philip Lehaman
Thomas Leightenheimer
Karrie Lenhart
Lesa Lepak
Andy Leslie
Angie Letson
John Linak
Betsy Lindaberry
Kim Livingston
Todd Lozier
Fred Ludwig
Sara Ludwig
Marie Lyons
Robert MacDonald
Heather MacLean
Jessica MacPherson
Shari Magin
Rachel Maki
Kara Malone
Chad Manifold
underclassmen
Nick Mariano
Heather Marsceau
Andrew Marshall
Laura Martin
Lisa Mascall
John Maskill
Philip Mattson
Veronica Mayer
Ruthann McAuley
Miguel McCleese
Gordon McComb
Danette McCullough
Amy McDevitt
Chad McFadden
Dawn McGlothin
Brandon McGuire
Megan McMacken
Nancy McMillan
Stephanie Mead
Sarah Medlong
Julie Meeden
Sharla Megilligan
Monica Mennenga
Andrew Miller
Brian Miller
Cara Miller
Erika Miller
Kimberly Miller
Linda Miller
Donna Mitchell
Karin Moon
Douglass Moore
Michael Morris
Steve Moulson
Travis Mulanax
Amanda Murray
Brian Naess
Bradford Neslon
Juliana Nelson
Traci Niehaus
Laura 0' Bern
Jason O'Dell
Kathy Ogg
Jennifer Olexa
Samuel Olsen
Ellen Oncu
Mandy Orme
Christian Pagnard
Marianne Palmer
Gina Palombo
Angela Pappas
Julie Parker
Cindy Parsons
Nancy Parsons
Eric Peery
Mitona Pel
Heather Perrault
Trey Peters
Kathy Petersen
Joy Peterson
Michele Picuii
Stephen Pierce
Julianne Pletcher
juniors
Jason Poling
Meredith Pollard
Jeremy Porrett
Sarah Powell
Edward Powers
Krista Price
Nicole Pryor
Chuck Quarles
Allison Randall
Shari Read
Robert Reich
Janelle Reis
John Richard
Brent Ridley
Amy Rigg
Kendra Risser
Heather Ritchey
Jesse Roberts
Micah Roberts
Charles Robinson
Gordon Rogers
Jennifer Rogers
Rachel Rogers
Matt Rohrer
Douglas Romaine
Elizabeth Roseboom
Daniel Ruba
Paula Rucker
Christopher Rudolph
Zach Ruffin
Kimberly Ruhl
Josh Rupp
Theodore Russell
Monica Ruth
Tom Sagraves
Jeff Saunders
Gabriel Sava
Rachel Savage
Troy Schaneman
Mark Scharnberg
Mark Schcelth
Ivy Schlesener
Above: Brenda Inion gives a smile to all she
passes by. Right: Chris Jones entertains us with
a muscle man pose.
underclassmen
Left: Todd Wiedemann finds himself surrounded by his
fellow female nursing students. Below: A little sib finds
herself surrounded by DOE men and a sweatshirt to boot.
Holly Schulmeyer
Jessica Schuring
Cliff Scott
Denver Seely
Melissa Sepkovich
Rachel Sharp
Lori Shelly
Matt Sherwood
Michelle Shinaberry
Jon Sluubsole
Pam Sibole
Melinda Silvius
Toni Sivic
Charlotte Skillman
Daniel Skurdal
Michael Slone
Darrin Smith
H. R. Ryan Smith
Julia Smith
Katie Smith
Marisa Smith
Vance Smith
Angela Snook
Joanna Snowden
Shannon Snyder
Eric Sorensen
Heidi Sorensen
David Southwell
Melissa Sprankle
David Staedtler
Jeremy Staley
Jacqueline Stauffer
Samantha Sternad
Rob Stiles
Elizabeth Stone
juniors
Tobin Strong
Duane Stutzman
Benjamin Stutzman
Brodie Swanson
Dave Swasey
Deborah Sweeney
Tara Swiger
Anna Taylor
Eric Taylor
Jamie Tegtmeier
Sarah Terpstra
Robert Thomas
Debra Thompson
Scott Thomson
Nadine Tomsa
Anthony Torlone
Matthew Towle
Ray Townsend
Melany Trimble
Renee Tuinstra
Lisa VanWormer
Natalie Vandermark
Mark VanderLinden
Kerni VanderMolen
Lisa Vannatta
Amanda Veach
Rebecca Venks
Timothy Vinal
Keely Waibel
William Walker
Eric Wambold
Amy Wannemacher
Charles Ware
Tim Ware
Kristen Wawro
Celeste Weaver
Paul Weaver
George Weber
Jonathan Weber
Todd Webster
Nathan Wehr
Jamie Weiss
Stephanie Weldy
Susan West
Brian White
Jennifer Whitman
Alissa Whitten
Jared Wick
Natalie Wiewiora
Emily Williams
Joseph Williams
Rachel Wirt
Philip Wittmer
Rebecca Woelk
Deborah Woods
Jon Woolley
Steve Wurster
Meredith Wylie
Sam Yeiter
Michael Young
Keith Youngblood
Jill Zenner
Christina Zuiderveen
underclassmen
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BETHANY ABBA
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CEDARVILLE, OH
TYLER ALLISON
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
CYPRESS, CA
RACHA ACTON
MARKETING
NORMAL, IL
ELIZABETH AMUNDSON
ACCOUNTING / GLOBAL
ECON. INT'L BUSINESS
LwwL 
•
KRISTA AKERBERG
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CEDARVILLE, OH
CHRISTOPHER ANDERSON
MARKETING
SPRING LAKE, MI
DAWN ALLEN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CEDARVILLE, OH
ERIC ANDERSON
MUSIC
CEDARVILLE, OH
JAKUMSBAUGH
COMMUNICATION ARTS
FORT WAYNE, IN
ONATHAN ANNA
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
PENNELLVILLE, NY
seniors
APRIL ARTMAN
ATHLETIC TRAINING
CONNEAUTVILLE, PA
DOUGLAS ASHLEY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
WELLSTON, OH
ALL PORTRAITS TAKEN BY DAVOR PHOTO
ANA AVERY
ACCOUNTING
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
AMY AWABDY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CLIFTON PARK, NY
DAVID BAKER
MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
WEST CHESTER, OH
LINDA BALDWIN
HISTORY
KETTERING, OH
MALINDA BARENSCHERE STEPHEN BARR ERIK BAUER MELISSA BAUGHMAN
NURSING MARKETING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MUSIC
CEDARVILLE, OH SPOKANE, WA AKRON, OH CHURUBUSCO, IN
SCOTT BENNETT
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
MINFORD, OH
ROBEWRGEN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CEDARVILLE, OH
KR 1ST
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
PLAINWELL, MI
KARI BERES
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
TIPP CITY, OH
KELLY BERGEN
NURSING
CEDARVILLE, OH
AARON BEY
ACCOUNTING
GREENVILLE, OH
BROADCASTING
PEKIN, IN
AMY BIGGS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
XENIA, OH
seniors
JEFFREY BINGHAM
ACCOUNTING
HOWELL, MI
JAMES BLACK
ACCOUNTING
GALLIPOLIS, OH
ERIC BLAIR
ACCOUNTING
VALPARAISO, IN
ELIZABETH BLEVI NS
MATHEMATICS
BIDWELL, OH
JAMES BLUMENSTOCK MATTHEW BOEHM NATHAN BOLHUIS STEPHANIE BOLSEM
BIBLE, PRESEM INA RY MATHEMATICS ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CEDARVILLE, OH DUNKIRK, OH HUDSONVILLE, MI OELWEIN, IA
JANET BONGA
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
STANTON, MI
LAURA BOOTHE
NURSING
MARION, OH
DARLENE BORGM AN
NURSING
BRADENTON, FL
HEATHER BOSSLEY
MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
CORNWALL, NY
IDI BOSSLEY
NURSING
CORNWALL, NY
H EIDI BOWEN
MARKETING
WATERVLIET, MI
JEFFREY BOWEN
SOCIAL SCIENCE
LINCOLN PARK, MI
LORRAINE BOYER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATON
COLOM A, MI
JOHN BRADLEY, II
MARKETING
CEDARVILLE, OH
LARRY BRANDMEYER
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS / MANAGEMENT
ANKENY, IA
RYCHEL BRICKEL
firlirlik, CHEMISTRY
IIPPWLEWISBURG, OH
"MBIBIIF
SHAWN BRADSTREET
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
BRIDGEWATER, ME
JOY BRANDON
MUSIC EDUCATION
MANSFIELD, OH
JULIE BROWER
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
ELKHART, IN
CHRISTINA BRALEY
NURSING
WEST READING, PA
DANIEL BRASWELL
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BARBERTON, OH
  Alk
NEIL BROWN
MARKETING
JAMESTOWN, OH
MOLLY BRANDENBURG
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPRINGFIELD, OH
MATTHEW BRENEMAN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICSBURG, PA
NOAH BUEHNE
BIBLE COMPREHENS
ROCHESTER, NY
STEVEN BURDET
BIOLOGY
MEDINA, OH
GERALD BURKETT
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Du Bois, PA
JACQUELINE BURKHOLDER
NURSING
HUDSONVILLE, MI
DEBORAH BURKLEY
PSYCHOLOGY
FLUSHING, MI
seniors
SARA BURNET
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COMPREHENSIVE
NEWTON, IA
BART BUTLER
ACCOUNTING
FINANCE
WAUSAW, WI
MICHELE BURNS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ARPI4 RSVILLE, NY
MARY CAIN
COMMUNICATION ARTS
ANKENY, IA
AMY BURSON
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
LANCASTER, OH
JUDITH CAMPBELL
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPRINGFIELD, OH
REBECCA BUSHEY
MATHEMATICS
RANDOLPH VT
TARYN CAMPBELL
MUSIC
COMMUNICATION ARTS
SALEM, CT
BENJAMIN CARMAN RHONDA CARNAHAN GARY CARTER BECKY CAVE
NURSING PROFESSIONAL WRITING APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY NURSING
ALGER, OH ORILLIA, ONTARIO TRUFANT, MI MT. MORRIS, IL
COLLEEN CHAPIN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FLAT ROCK, MI
seniors
JONATHAN CHECK
MANAGEMENT
MARKETING
ONTARIO, NY
BETHANY CHILDRESS
ENGLISH EDUCATION
MARTINSVILLE, IN
KERI CHRISTNER
NURSING
GOSHEN, IN
CHERISH CLARK
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CEDARV 1.3..E, OH
MATTHEW CLARK
PRELAW
PERRY, IA
RONDA CLAWSON
NURSING
SOUTH WHITLEY, IN
ROBERT CLINE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MARION, OH
JENNA COAKLEY PAUL CODY JULIE COOPER JENNIFER COPELAND
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION ARTS NURSING
MERRIMACK, NH JAMESTOWN, OH GRANBY, CT COLUMBUS, OH
HEATHER CORNELIUS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HAMEL, MN
JOSHUA CORNER
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CARROLL, OH
TIMOTHY COURTRIGHT
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
MANSFIELD, OH
PATRICIA CRABTREE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPRINGFIELD, OH
JAMES CRAMER
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
SEDALIA, OH
AMY CRAWFORD
NURSING
LEBANON, OH
MIA CRECCO
MUSIC
NAVARRE, OH
ANDREW CREFELD
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
POMPTON PLAINS, NJ
seniors
CINDY CREMEANS
SOCIAL SCIENCE
NEW CARLISLE, OH
EMILY CURRALL
CHEMISTRY
LOUISVILLE, KY
DEBRA DAVIDSON
ACCOUNTING
AUSTIN, MN
NURSING
MIAMISBURG, OH
WILLIAM CURRY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COMPREHENSIVE
BROWNSBURG, IN
SETH DAVIS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CLEARWATER, FL
KRISTIN CRUM
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GROTON, NY
DAVID CURTIS
BIOLOGY
AMHERST, NH
TIMOTHY DAVIS
ACCOUNTING
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
JOSEPH CUNNINGHAM
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
BATAVIA, OH
CHARSTIE DAVIDS
ENGLISH EDUCATION
MASON CITY, IA
AMY DE WITT
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
LOCKPORT, NY
CHARLES DEAN II
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
GLASFORD, IL
seniors
KRISTIN DECKER
NURSING
FT. MORGAN, CO
JODIE DELICH '
PROFESSIONAL WRITIN
ANOKA, MN
RAJAN DESAI
BIBLE, PRESEMINARY
ANDERSON, IN
LISA DIETTERICK
NURSING
DOVER, PA
KIMBERLY DORSEY
NURSING
ADA, MI
KEVIN DUTIL
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
LEWISTON, ME
GREGORY drMLER
PRELAW
SCRANTON, PA
JASON DRIESBACH
BIBLE, PRESEMINARY
Sr. CHARLES, IL
SARA DYSON
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
NEWPORT, MI
IFAMARA DODEN
SOCIAL WORK
AUBURN, IN
BRANDON DUCK
HISTORY
DEARBORN, MI
CHAD EDER
FINANCE
CEDARVILLE. OH
SHELLEY DOLF
POLITICAL SCIENCE
RANDALIA, IA
JENNIFER DUTCHE
PSYCHOLOGY
WELLSBORO, PA
JULIANNE EDGERTON
MUSIC
COMMUNICATION ARTS
WEXFORD, PA
EVE EDSELL
CHEMISTRY
ROME, PA
CARRIE ELDEEN
NURSING
TUCSON, AZ
ALICIA ELMOR
PSYCHOLOGY
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
CEDARVILLE, OH
JODIE ENTERKIN
IBLE COMPREHENSIVE
GREENFIELD, IN
seniors
URTi PP
BIOLOGY
ST. LOUIS, MO
BRADLEY FAWCETT
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
CEDARVILLE, OH
DEBORAH FOX
MANAGEMENT
NEW PHILADELP
BRAD EVAN
COMMUNICATION ARTS
ALTOONA, PA
JOHN FERGUSON II
FINANCE
MANAGEMENT
SEAN FOX
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SM. COURT HOUS
ENJAMIN FAILOR
BROADCASTING
NEVADA, OH
litARTFARMER
ENGLISH EDUCATION
DAYTON, OH
REBECCA FERGUSON PETER FIVELAND
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE BROADCASTING
CEDARVILLE, OH MONTCLAIRx, NJ
„
MELANIE FRALEY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MORROW, OH
CHRISTINA FREEMAN
GLOBAL ECONOMICS / INT'L
BUSINESS
MECHANICSBURG, PA
MICHELLE FREEMAN
NURSING
TAICHUNG, CHINA
seniors
JAMIE FRENCH
ACCOUNTING
BINGHAMTON, NY
ANGELA GABRIEL
MARKETING
WESTERVILLE, OH
MATTHEW GAFFNE
BIBLE, PRESEMINARY
CEDARVILLE, OH
 7777,7,
PAUL GARDNER
FINANCE
AR SOT FL
BRENT GIBBS
COMMUNICATION ARTS
CEDARVILLE, OH
11011111111111LoWN
PSYCHOLOGY
AMSTERDAM, NY
AMY GATHANY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
)4. MANCHESTER, IN
JASON GILMORE
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
REXFORD, NY
66.
JACK GOODENOUGH
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SAGINAW, MI
LYNDA GAVITT
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
WARREN, OH
JOY GILSON
ENGLISH
MARION, OH
EBORAH GOODROW
NURSING
FLUSHING, MI
DOUGLAS GENTRY
BIOLOGY
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
HOLLAND, MI
CARRIE GLIDEWELL
COMMUNICATION ARTS
WYOMING, MI
PAM GOOD
MARKETING
NEW LONDON, OH
IMP- MINDY GREGG
NURSING
GRAND JUNCTION, CO
HEIDI G
EMENTARY EDUCATION
PAULDING, OH
CARRIANN GRAY
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
EAST WENATCHEE, WA
COMMUNICATION ARTS
WHITELAND, IN
seniors
JULIE GRIFFETH
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
CEDARVILLE, OH
KIMBERLY GURRY
MATHEMATICS
WESTFIELD, NJ
KRISTY GRIFFITH
MANAGEMENT
SPRING VALLEY, OH
KEVIN GWIN
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
LIMA, OH
CASEY GRIFFITHS
NURSING
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
JENNIFER HABEGGER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
UNIONTOWN, OH
LISA GROEBER
NURSING
ABSECON, NJ
DAVID HACKNEY
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
MADISON, OH
MELISSA HADLEY MICHAEL HALL KEITH HAMER OLIVIA HAMMOND
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION POLITICAL SCIENCE BROADCASTING LEMENTARY EDUCATION
LEWIS CENTER, OH MCCLELLAN AFB, CA MCDoNALD, OH WEST MANSFIELD, OH
MELISSA HARTMAN 111
BIOLOGY
FORT WAYNE, IN
AMIE HAPEMAN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
__CLARKS SUMMIT, PA
94 seniors
BRYAN HARJU
BIOLOGY
HUDSONVILLE, M
BRIAN HARRIMAN
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
BARRE, VT
JAMES HARTY
OMMUNICATION ARTS
WESTMONT, NJ
TIMOTHY HASSENZAHL
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MANITOU BEACH, MI
DAVID HEIM
SOCIAL SCIENCE
RIPLEY, NY
MARK HEjltiNER
BROADCASTING
HAMILTON, OH
JEREMY HASKELL
PSYCHOLOGY
HUMMELSTOWN,
KAREN HATCHER
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
SUFFOLK, VA
^GRETA HENDRIC
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
WELLSTON, OH
LANA HASS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ALeioN, IN
KAREN HAYES
NuRSING
SOUTH MONTROSE, PA
NICOLE HERNANDEZ
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY
IAN HASSELL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CLOVERDALE, VA
ELISSA HEALE-SKiLLmAN
MUSIC
CEDARVILLE, OH
RUTH HERR
PSYCHOLOGY
MARTINSBURG, P
MISTY HETZLER
COMMUNICATION ARTS
LANCASTER, OH
HE r HER HICKSr A NWIWEIF
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION NURSING
ROTHESAY, HAGERSTOWN, MD
NEW BRUNSWICK
seniors
CHRISTY HILLMAN
....EMENTARY EDUCATION
MORTON, IL
KRISTINE NOADLEY
NURSING
EPSOM, NH
LORI HOCKENBERRY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ORLAND PARK, IL
BENJA H I OFF MAN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
GOLDEN, CO
CAROLYN HOHMAN BRUCE HOLT AMY HOOP REBEKAH HOORN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACCOUNTING NURSING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
LIMA, OH CHATTANOOGA, TN VANLUE, OH ENGLISH EDUCATION
LONDON, OH
AH HOOVER
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
AML114, OH
KIMBERLY HORD
FINANCE
BUCYRUS, OH
JENNIFER HORNE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CHESTER, PA
DAVID HOSKINS
FINANCE
SAINT ALBANS, WV
DAREN HOUCK
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
WARREN, OH
seniors
KRISTEN HOULIHAN
NURSING
BINGHAMTON, NY
BOWE HOY
BROADCASTING
COMMUNICATION ARTS
CEDARVILLE, OH
RYAN HUEBNER
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
MILWAUKEE, WI
NATHANIEL H UFFMAN
MARKETING
PLEASANT PLAIN, OH
BRENT JACOBS
BIBLE, PRESEM INARY
XENIA, OH
DEREK JOHNSON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BARRE. VT
LAURA H UGGLER
BIOLOGY
OTISVILLE, MI
TOBY JACOBSON
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SAULT STE. MARIE, MI
SETH JOHNSON
BIBLE, PRESEMINARY
DA RVILLE, OH
JOHN IAMAIO
COMMUNICATION ARTS
WEBSTER, NY
BRYAN JEFFERIES
BIOLOGY
WARSAW, IN
STEPHANIE JOHNSON
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ROCKFORD, IL
YOSHI MI IKEDA
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
HOKKAIDO, JAPAN
AARON J EX
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
MONTROSE, MI
GWEN JUDKINS
ENGLISH EDUCATION
PERRYSBURG, OH
JENNIFER KAMAUF
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CUMBERLAND, MD
DAWN KAUFFMAN
ENGLISH EDUCATION
MECHANICSBURG, PA
CHESTER KAUFMAN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TACOMA, WA
JENNIFER KEARY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CHAGRIN FALLS, OH
seniors
LISA KEEVER
CHEMISTRY
BROWNSBURG, IN
ERIN KILLIAN
NURSING
XENIA, OH
JEFFREY KIRSCH
BIOLOGY
SCHAUMBURG, IL
SCOTT KEGEL
MANAGEMENT
WHEELING, IL
MICHELLE KINLEY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
COGAN STATION, PA
TERI KOFSTAD
NURSING
NEW RICHLAND, MN
KARA KELLEY
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
WASH. COURT HOUSE, OH
JASON KINNIBURGH
NURSING
MARION, MT
STEVEN KREITZER
BIBLE, PRESEMINARY
„4.Y,TON. OH
OURTNEY
ENGLISH
SECONDARY EDUCATION
KETTERING, OH
ILBURN
DAWN KIRGAN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MURFREESBORO, TN
STEVEN KRISE
PSYCHOLOGY
STERLING, VA
KEVIN KUCZYNSKI
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
N • RTH TONAWANDA, NY
seniors
ANDREW KUNKLER,
MARKETING
STOW, OH
DENISE KURTZ
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CHESAPEAKE, VA
BRIAN KUVSHINIKOV
BIOLOGY
ENGLISH
ERIE. PA
NAOMI LAMBERTSON
SPANISH
SOCIAL SCIENCE
COLLEEN LANG
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GRAND RAPIDS, MI
BARRETT LEHR
BIOLOGY
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI
LoR I LA N DWEHR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HOWARDS GROVE, WI
SARAH LARA MORE
BIOLOGY
JAMESTOWN, NY
TA BITHA LEI NINGER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ANTWERP, OH
GEOFFREY LANE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ALLEGAN, MI
CAROL LEE
OM M U N !CATION ARTS
COLUMBUS, OH
NANCY LEITER
ACCOUNTING
ELKHART, IN
TODD LANE
MARKETING
BLANCHESTER, OH
KENNETH LEE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CLIFTON PARK, NY
4111111.1111ft
CHARLES LEMONS
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SOUTH ROCKWOOD, MI
BRIAN LENHAR
BIBLE. PRESEMINARY
CINCINNATI, OH
STEVE LEWIS
COMMUNICATION ARTS
SCH ROON LAKE, NY
REBECCA LODGE
NURSING
ELIZA BETHVI LLE, PA
JON LONGSHAW
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
VINCENTOWN, N
seniors
LISA LOUGH
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
_ENGLEWOOD, OH
ANDREW LUTZ
ACCOUNTING
ANDERSON, IN
JENNIFER LYTWYNEC
ENGLISH EDUCATION
HERKIMER, NY
MIEKKA MAILE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
JEWELL, IA
JILL MALAR KEN MANTLE SEAN MARR AMY MARTIN
PROFESSIONAL WRITING BIBLE COMPREHENSIV FINANCE ENGLISH
PARMA, OH MEDINA, OH OCONOMAWAC, WI XENIA, OH
II
DUSTIN MARTIN
COMMUNICATION ARTS
MILWAUKEE, WI
ELISABETH MARTIN
ATHLETIC TRAINING
LAWRENCEBURG, IN
JENNIFER MARTIN
NURSING
XENIA, OH
LARAE MARTIN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EAST PEORIA, IL
JULIE MARTINDALE
COMMUNICATION ARTS
P NAMA CITY, PANAMA
seniors
BRENDA MATTK
NURSING
MENOMONEE FALLS, WI
SARA MC CARTY
NURSING
PERTH ANDOVER,
NEW BRUNSWICK
PAMELA MC CLAIN
MARKETING
MIDLAND, MI
BECKY MC INTYRE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
TABERNACLE, NJ
4111111111111111111111111b
CHRISTOPHER MELKONIAN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
COVENTRY, RIgum
CHERYL MILLER
MATHEMATICS
CEDAR FALLS, IA
BRENT MC KANNA
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
COPLEY, OH
DAWN MERRITT
BIOLOGY
XENIA, OH
KIMBERLY MILLER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
REDONDO BEACH, CA
DAVID MC MURTRY
ATHLETIC TRAINING
NORTH OLMSTED, 0
KRISTINA MILENTIS
MANAGEMENT
FORT WAYNE, IN
NATHAN MILLER
BROADCASTING
EDINBURG, TX
RYAN MEARS
BIOLOGY
DELAWARE, OH
AMY MILLER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATI
CHURUBUSCO, IN
R. CLINTON MILLER
MANAGEMENT
VINCENTOWN, NJ
SUSAN MILLER
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
SHIREMANSTOWN, PA
MELISSA MOCNY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SHEFFIELD, PA
BETHANN MOHN
NURSING
LANCASTER, PA
DENNIS MOLES
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
RED HOUSE, WV
seniors
KAEDRA MOLL
NURSING
LONG BEACH, CA
LORA MYERS
MATHEMATICS
WILLIAMSPORT, MD
TANYA NICHOLSON
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
DELRAN, NJ
JENNIFER MOSBY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO
GREENWOOD, IN
DANIEL NELLES
BIBLE PRESEMINARY
CINCINNATI, OH
TIMOTHY NICKLAS
PSYCHOLOGY
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
CAMP HILL, PA
1/IF
DAVID MULLINS
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
FRANKLIN, PA
ANGELA NETTLEINGHAM
COMMUNICATION ARTS
MAW P.R!.EAris, .4,4%
ANDREA NICODEMUS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
RIVERSIDE, CA
JENNIFER MYERS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MORTON, IL
MICHAEL NEUFELD
BROADCASTING
SOUTHFIELD, MI
LISA NIELSEN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ST. JOSEPK.JII
TODD NIELSEN
BIBLE COMPREHENSIV
ST. JOSEPH, MI
seniors
KARA NIEMOTKA CATHY NOBLE
ENGLISH BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
CHICAGO, IL TECHNOLOGY
CEDARVILLE, OH
JULIE NUNES
BIOLOGY
BURLINGTON, WI
ERIC O'BRIEN
HANICAL ENGINEERING
OSWEGO, IL
HEIDI OPGENORTH
NURSING
OOSTBURG,
JASON OESTERLING
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
WEBSTER, NY
lor /11=11ffir.
MONTY ORCUTT
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
A IN
JAMES OLINGER
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
BRIAN ORME
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
DAYTON, OH
MARSHA OLSEN
ENGLISH
ENGLISH EDUCATION
XENIA, OH
MARK OTTO
ACCOUNTING
ST. PETERSBURG FL
AMY OWENS STEPHEN PAINE DAVID PEALE KRISTOFFER PEPPERELL
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MARKETING PHILOSOPHY BIOLOGY
McDONALB, OH MORRISVILLE, VT PERKASIE, PA NEW HOLLAND, IL
MARLA PERKINS
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
ENGLISH
ITHACA, NY
KYLE PETERSON
MARKETING
STRONGSVILLE, OH
AIMEE PHELPS
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
KETTERING, OH
LORI PHIPPS
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
CEDARVILLE, OH
seniors
JANINE PINKLEY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
OTSEGO, MI
BOBBY POLACK
BROADCASTING
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
JAIMEE POTTER
MUSIC EDUCATION
CONKLIN, NY
„
NATHAN PIOVESAN
BIOLOGY
CEDARVILLE, OH
MELISSA POPE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
RUSHSYLVANIA, OH
JANET POTTS
NURSING
OXFORD MI
KIMBERLY QUICK
ENGLISH EDUCATION
LAGRANGE, OH
MELISSA PITONY AK
LEMENTARY EDUCATION
MONTPELIER, VT
SHANNON POPE
COMMUNICATION ARTS
HAMILTON, OH
AMY POWLEY
NURSING
HARRISBURG, PA
JASON QUINN
MARKETING
MANAGEMENT
TOLEDO, OH
JULIETT L'UNKET 
COMMUNICATION ARTS
SPRINGFIELD, MA
ERICA PORTER
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
DAVID PRESTON
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MIDLAND, MI
CYNTHIA QUINT
ACCOUNTING
HOULTON, ME
DENISE PROUDFOOT
NURSING
DAYTON, OH
seniors
LISA RADCLIFF
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GALLOWAY, OH
CHRISTOPHER RAYDER
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COMPREHENSIVE
LAKE LUZERNE, NY
I
SARA RADFORD
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HURRICANE, WV
ANGELA REAM
NURSING
COLUMOYPHg
MELANIE RAS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
JENISON, MI
MARIA REDFERN
CHEMISTRY/BIOLOGY
KASSON. MN
MWE
AARON RAYDER
ENGLISH
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
LAKE LUZERNE, NYA
K. NOELLE REED
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
BALTIMORE, OH
MELISSA REED ANGELA RICH REBECCA RICH CURTIS RICHARDSON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION NURSING MATHEMATICS BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
READING, PA CHATTANOOGA, TN SOUTH BEND, IN BELLEFONTAINE, OH
1
KRISTIN RINEHART
COMMUNICATION ARTS
MARYSVILLE, OH
MICHELLE ROBBINS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPRINGFIELD, OH
AARON ROBERTS
COMMUNICATION ARTS
CINCINNATI, OH
KAREN ROBERTSON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
WARMINSTER, PA
seniors
4111•1111110111111111111111,11IMPF
DAVID ROBINSON, JR.
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
SPRINGFIELD, OH
JENNIFER ROLOFF
MATHEMATICS
CANTON, OH
RACHEL Ross
BIOLOGY
WELLINGTON, OH
WINONA ROBINSON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
VERONA, PA
.1 RIBRF
SUSAN ROOKE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BAKERSFIELD. CA
'yr
JAMES RowLEy
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ROCHESTER, IL
NURSING
DENVER, CO
DOUGLAS ROSE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CEDAR GROVE, NJ
BENJAMIN RUETZ
MATHEMATICS
XENIA, OH
JASON ROLOFF
AMERICAN STUDIES
SAINT CHARLES. MO
JENNIFER ROSS
NURSING
GREENFIELD, IN
PAMELA RUTLEDGE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ROCHESTER HILLS, MI
KRISTA RYAN
LEMENTARY EDUCATION
SYLVANIA, OH
seniors
MICHAEL SABELLA
GLOBAL ECONOMICS/INT'L
BUSINESS
CEDARVILLE, OH
JANET SAHL
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
EGG HARBOR CITY, NJ
STEPHANIE SAVILLE
BROADCASTING
LANHAM, MD
LORI SCHEUMANN
COMMUNICATION ARTS
DECATUR, IN
CORY SCHWINN
SOCIAL WORK
SHEBOYGAN WI
KARA SEABRA
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
CEDARVILLE, OH
ANDREA SCHIMMENTI
MATHEMATICS
TABERNACLE, NJ
AMY SCOBEE
NURSING
ROACHDALE, IN
KIMBERLY SEBOE
NURSING
AUBURNDALE, WI
CHERYL ScHNEcKENBERGER
ATHLETIC TRAINING
EAST AURORA, NY
CAROLYN SCOTT
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
GRAND RAPIDS, MI
JONATHAN SEEGER
GLOBAL EcoNomiCs/INT'L.
BUSINESS
YORKTOWN, IN
KYLE SCHWENDEMANN
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
OLATHE, KS
TORAN SCOTT
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
CANTON, MI
BENJAMIN SELANDER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
YAHOGA FALLS, 0
BETSY SHEARER
NURSING
CEDARVILLE, OH
DEREK SHAW
COMPUTER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
VACAVILLE, CA
TIFFANY SHAW
ENGLISH EDUCATION
SOUTH PARIS, ME
AMIE JO SHEAR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GRAND RAPIDS, MI
seniors
ITSSINIW
CYNTHIA SHEETS— -
LEMENTARY EDUCATION
BlowELL, OH
PETER SIMONS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CEDARVILLE, OH
COLIN SMITH
PHILOSOPHY
PEEKSKILL, NY
KEVIN SHERD
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
WALKER, MI
/SIr -1'21Wmqv
ANDREW SIPES
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
GALIoN, OH
DON SMITH
BROADCASTING
BERGENFIELD, NJ
MARTHA SHRUBSOLE
BIOLOGY
CEDARVILLE, OH
TAMARA SITORIUS
NURSING
GOTHENBURG, NE
H. ERIC SMITH
CHEMISTRY
CASSOPOLIS, MI
MARTW7MONS
GLOBAL EcoNomics/INT'L.
BUSINESS
TROY, OH
SARAH SIZEMORE
NURSING
LIMA, OH
HEIDI SMITH
ENGLISH EDUCATION
LANCASTER, PA
MELANIE SMITH
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MAHOMET, IL
seniors
PAIGE SMITH
NURSING
BALTIMORE, MD
STEVEN SMITH
BIBLE PRESEMINARY
VI NCENTOWN, NJ
CHAD SNOW
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING -
GRAFTON, WV
HOLLY SNYDER
BROADCASTING
FREEPORT, IL
ANGELA ST. ARMOUR
MATHEMATICS
MUNISING, MI
JASON STEVENS
FINANCE/ACCOUNTING
CHARLESTON, WV
• LYNETTE STRON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BEECH GROVE, IN
CHAD SORENSEN
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
CORNING, IA
KRISTEN STANTON
POLITICAL SCIENCE
DEFIANCE,
WILLIAM M. STONE
NURSING
LEANOR, WV
,rtkPIPM.-
M ICHELLE SOUTHWORTH
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
PORTSMOUTH, OH
AINk
JULIE ANN STARRET
NURSING
XENIA, OH
PAUL STREETMAN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE, OH
BRIAN SPENCER
BROADCASTING
KENT, OH
JANELLE STEINER
NURSING
WOOSTER, OH
SANDRA STREIT
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SHREVE, OH 1
TAMARA STRONG
MANAGEMENT
LINO LAKES, MN
AMY STRYKER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BARRE, VT
ROBERT SWANSON
ENGLISH EDUCATION
NASHVILLE, TN
seniors
JASON TAYLOR
ACCOUNTING
WALDO, WI
TROY TERRILL
CHEMISTRY
LEBANON, OH
JENNIFER TEW
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
COMPREHENSIVE
MARION, PA
BETH THARP
BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
HEATH, OH
DIANA THOMPSON VERONICA THUNDER JENNIFER TIMBLIN SUMMER TODD
PHYSICAL EDUCATION NURSING PHYSICAL EDUCATION BIOLOGY
COMPREHENSIVE EL CAJoN, CA COMPREHENSIVE BEND, OR
SIMPSON, NC LEMGO, GERMANYI
CRYSTAL TOOMEY MARK TOTTEN ECHO TUINSTRA TIMOTHY TUINSTRA
PSYCHOLOGY COMMUNICATION ARTS BIOLOGY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
RICHLAND, NY KALAMAZOO, MI SAGLE, ID BANGOR, MI
HOLLY VAN TIL
NURSING
FORT WAYNE, IN
seniors
HARRY VANDER WAL
BIOLOGY
RUTHERFORDTON, NC
AMY VA RNER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
RUNNEM EDE, NJ
MARCUS VA ROTTI
ACCOUNTING/FIN A NCE
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
KEVIN VAUGHN
ACCOUNTING
EDARV1LLE, OH
JEREMY VERWYS
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GRAND RAPIDS, MI
ELIZABETH VIVIAN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FREEPORT, IL
KATHLEEN WAINWRIGHT
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ROE BUNG, NJ
DOREEN WALKER TRICIA WALKER SARAH WA RNKEN JENNIFER WA RRI NER
HISTORY PROFESSIONAL WRITING APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
CALEDONIA, OH CEDARVILLE. OH FACTORYVI LLE, PA PORTAGEVILLE. NY
JEREMY WASHBURN
MARKETING
SPRINGFIELD, OH
WENDY WEAVER
NURSING
BIRDSBORO, PA
THOMAS WEISE
FINANCE
CLY MER, NY
LESLIE WENZEL
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
PAPILLION, NE
KRISTI WEST
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
JERSEY SHORE, PA
MICHELE WES
NURSING
BLA I RSVI LLE, PA
AMANDA WHITM ER
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BOWLING GREEN, OH
BETH WHIT Y
ENGLISH
ELLSWORTH, ME
seniors
JANEEN WHITNEY
MUSIC EDUCATION
BRUNSWICK, OH
SUSAN WILKINSON
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SAN BORN, NY
REBECCA WINE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELKHART, IN
TOD WIEDEMANN
NURSING
DUNCANSVILLE, PA
KENNETH WILLETT
MARKETING
MINERVA,
RYAN WITTERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SAINT JOHNSBURY, VT
REBECCA WILKINS
NURSING
PEMBROKE PINES, FL
TIMOTHY WILLIAMS
PHILOSOPHY
ATHENS, MI
HEIDI WOLTER
ACCOUNTING
FOREST CITY, IA
STACEY WILKINSON
NURSING
COVINGTON, IN
JANET WILSON
ACCOUNTING
MASON, OH
DEBORAH WONG
ACCOUNTING
CALDWELL, ID
AMY WOODS LIANNE WRIGHT REBECCA WRIGHT STEPHANIE YAGER
ACCOUNTING ELEMENTARY EDUCATION NURSING PSYCHOLOGY
DILLTOWN, PA GALLOWAY, OH WADSWORTH, OH MOUNT EPHRAIM, NJ
seniors
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JENNIFER YAGGI
BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE
ALLIANCE, OH
STEPHANIE YANKOVICH
ATHLETIC TRAINING
COLUMBUS, OH
MARCELLA YODER
NURSING
CEDARVILLE, OH
•,
HEATHER YORK
NURSING
SIDNEY, OH
ADAM YOUNG LISA YOUNG MARISA YOUNG MELISA YOUNG
BIOLOGY NURSING BIBLE COMPREHENSIVE ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
DELAWAR CEDARVILLE, OH SPRINGFIELD, OH SPRINGFIELD, OH
REBECCA ZOMER
NURSING
JACKSON, MI
ERIN WAWRO
CHEMISTRY
WHEELERSBURG, OH
1995 GRADUATE
ABIGAIL BROWN
FREMONT, IN
HEIDI COMERS
TOLEDO, OH
CAROLYN HORTON
MATTITUCK, NY
BROOKE SPIETH
KIRKERSVILLE, OH
KAREN WARE
CEDARVILLE, OH
seniors
senior atnAlAs
RIGHT: Seniors will do almost any-
thing to pay off school bills. Andy
Biddle joined the maintenance crew to
help keep our campus looking beauti-
ful.
BELOW: These students enjoy their
Senior Reception on the Dixons' back
porch.
Photo by Eric Fiveland
RIGHT: Jodie Enterkin Blackburn enjoys an
ice cream bar after graduation.
Photo ht, Mike AI
seniors
pm MilI
FAR LEFT: Dave Hoskins soaks in
the sun at the Senior Reception.
LEFT: The girls of C.A.B. model
their fall fashions as they pass through
arbor Springs.
W by Keely
BOVE: Pam Goodwin and Keely Waibel enjoy lunch in New York's
ttle Italy after a business tour during the KEA trip.
EFT:These students enjoy a study break. How many BB's can you
t onto this piece of wood?
Photo by Jennifer Lyt
LEFT: They made it!! After four
intense years, friends gather for one
last picture at the Nursing Convoca-
n.
candids
among 4merie4S caMegeS ,tn% Kniversities
Right: (front) Janeen Whitney, Deborah Wong, Julianne
Edgerton, Taryn Campbell, Heather Bossley.
(back) Lori Phipps, Steve Burdette, Lianne Wright, Nathan
Piovesan, Jennifer Yaggi, Krista Ryan.
,MIOMMIF
Above: Eric Anderson and Cherish Clark.
Right: (front) Laura Boothe, Bethann Mohn, Karen Robertson,
Jennifer Roloff.
(back) Matthew Breneman, James Blumenstock, Marcus Varotti,
Kyle Schwendemann, Matthew Boehm, Alicia Elmore,
Tom Weise.
All photos by Sherri Ma
seniors
Left: (front) Lisa Lough, Colleen Chapin, Lori Scheumann,
Charstie Davids.
(back) Stephanie Saville, Jamie French, Melissa Hartman, Jason
Quinn, Emily Currall.
Left: (front) Heidi Bossley, Pam McLean, Beth Abbas, Mia
Crecco.
(back) Arnie Hapeman, Jason Stephens, Sara Radford, Jenna
ley, Penni Ruhl.
who's who
soar reet4,asts
e,troe Lee - ,__creeA
hsrm 744Airtin - reeeh
7'flt4 ereeep - --PC4na
laneen VV4itney - P14nD
74ryn C#104p6ee(
Wietissa T41,14:144)1 -
Itttnne goigerton - French Herrn
seniors
7!411
senor sponsors
Photo by Eric Fiveland
ove: Dad and son enjoy an after-
n at Dixons' during the senior
eption.
Toof% 4n4 14ple 94t44ny
tlrith st 
"Sound check... .Check one, two, three." The Class of 1996 was privileged to
have as their advisors Todd and Jacquie Gathany. Todd, who reigns in the
Chapel sound booth, and his wife provided "sound checks", reliable advice, for
our class for the past four years. They especially helped the class officers
organize events, make class decisions, and grow as student leaders.
As we look back on our college journey, we can see the quiet hand of the
Gathanys influencing us all along the way. Todd and Jacquie, we thank you
for letting us stretch our wings to try new things. We appreciate the gentle but
firm course corrections you gave us when we needed them. Most of all, we
strive to emulate the caring example of Christ that you lived before us.
"Is that activity planned yet?" "Yes, Todd and Jacquie." Check one. "Todd, can
you sign this requisition?" "Yes, I can." Check two. "Are you two ready to help
us graduate?" "Yes, we are!" Check three.
senior recitalists/senior sponsors
sen`ar dtdpee
Right: These seniors fondl
recall having their year one
picture taken during Gettin
Started. Do we still look t
same?
Above: I have been excercising all week
and I still don't have a date for Friday night.
Right: Debbie Wong explains how life at
the 'Ville has affected seniors over the past
four years.
seniors
Left: Jaso
tries to crack the
case of "whodunit"
during Senior
Chapel.
ar Left: Julianne Edgerton and
aryn Campbell sing the verses of
e senior song "So Far, So Good."
eft: Jennifer Yaggi gives her testi-
ony during Senior Chapel about
ow she came to Cedarville.
senior chapel
%bans' reeepron
The Senior Reception gives the seniors one last
time to chat with Dr. and Mrs. Dixon and
friends at the Dixons' house.
Photo by Jodie Delic
seniors
dixons' reception 
Sierra
The miles, they stretch ahead
They twist and turn and never end
Shakinn my confidence
'id I run to Your arias auai
That's when, You lift me tin
In SIMI COM11111011'S holy C1111
I see the Villigs down holow
I won't let no
These stens of life I'll Iladly climh
To reach a home to call it mine
On holy nround rink by Your side
Is where I need to he
A iliuher Place -Sierra
Above Right: Sierra, Wendi Joy Green
Deborah Schnelle, and Jennifer Hendrix
brought a great concert to end a lastii
moment in seniors' memories for the re
of their lives.
Right: Jason Stevens, Nathan Bolhiu
Marcus Varotti, David Hackney, a
Mark Totten spend one of their last sent
events together, and take a snapshot to s
the memory and their friendship in ston
h
"4 4ig4er pe,tee"
seniors
uritor—c1i.L.
•Bangtee
--
1_9.96
leppcac
The Junior/Senior Banquet was held at The Re-
gal Cincinnati on the 24th of May Nineteen
Hundred and Ninety-Six at Seven O'clock in the
evening.
Fruit and punch were served before dinner. The
menu was a garden salad with choice of dress-
ings, a free range chicken accompanied with a
pommeny mustard sauce, rice Pilaf served with a
medley of fresh vegetables, and dessert was a
white and dark chocolate mousse.
ft: Cara Miller, Lisa Lough and Amy DeWitt
k forward to a fun filled, memorable evening
Cincinnati at the Junior/Senior Banquet.
ft below: A walk through downtown and
sing for pictures before dinner or following
mer was relaxing and gave seniors one more
emory to add to the many from their four years
Cedarville.
low: Juniors, Andrea Eimers, Adria Andrews,
la Crecco, Kara Malone, Naomi Lambertson,
d Wendy Garber gather around for a ladies
up shot.
Chairman Alissa Whitten
Co-Chairman Greg Walker
Assistant Chairman Ellen Burkhard
Decorations Amy Wannemacher
Entertainment Craig Hamer
Program Chrissy Cassell
Publicity Douglas Amundson
Senior Tribute Jennifer Ingalls
Jr. Class Sponsors Ben & Jane Smith
Sr. Class Sponsors Todd & Jacqueline Gathany
Musical Group Sierra
Special Guests SENIORS
Sierra, a Christian contemporary group, served
as the evening entertainment.
j/s banquet
sen'tor Any
seniors
•niors spend a day at t e water
k, The Beach, followed by a buf-
dinner on a river boat cruise down
hio River.
senior day
grwth4ONI
F4ektety ce4o6irs4ip
,Ar/wtrat peeents
Pamela McClain
Deborah Wong
Above right: Paige S
Colin Smith chat one last time
before leaving college.
Right: Tim Hassenzahl gives a
sigh of relief after receiving his
diploma.
seniors
PresMent's Trop Ieelpients
Melissa Hartman
Bowe Hoy
Mark Totten
Top left: Wow -- I never thought I'd see this.
Debbie Davidson and James Cramer study their
diplomas to make sure they're authentic.
Left: Friends forever, keep in touch and see ya in
five years? Wonder who will be engaged, married?
Will one of us have a kid yet?
graduation
ABOVE: Jubilation after graduation. After years of
anticipation they have their diplomas, signed and ready to
face the world.
RIGHT: Julianne Edgerton, Lori Phipps, Misty Hetzler
and Carly Farmer, friends since t day in P
Above: The Cedarville College Medal of Honor
was presented to John W. Berry.
seniors
nttrses ' v4ane,t6tyn
Top: Paige Smith and the rest of the nursing
graduates provide special music during the
convocation.
Above: Veronica Thunder and Mark Stone
show off their certificates.
Left: Hugs of congratulations were given to all
for their accomplishments in the nursing
department.
Faektet ehoCarship
4t-v-4rA eeitlients
Janet Potts received the Character Award
Left: Erin Killian - Clinical Practice Award
Right: Heidi.. t9pgenorth - Academic
Achievement Ativ.ii.d.
All photos by Mike Apic
nurses' convocation
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ADVISORS
When the yearbooks first come out, what do you think of? Maybe your first
impulse is to look up that special person whom you have thought about all
summer, that someone who has caught your eye on campus now, or maybe
you pore over page after page to find a picture of yourself. Hopefully, as you
look through this year's Miracle, it will bring back all those memories that
you have of the 1995-96 year.
When the yearbook staff looks at the Miracle , most of us see it as just that,
a miracle!! Somehow, all the layout drawing, copy writing, and photography
came together to produce a product of which we can be proud. The yearbook
staff has a big responsibility to meet deadlines that often come at the most
inconvenient times of the quarters. Under the leadership of Racha Acton, we
have put together the 1996 yearbook. It has been our goal to produce a
yearbook that will remind you of the memories you have made that are "set
in stone." All of our efforts are paid off when we have the joy of passing out
the finished product because we are aware of the joy that comes with
remembering. As you leaf through this yearbook, allow yourself to sit back
and enjoy the memories that have been put together for you and may your
memories always be "Set In Stone."
A Miracle, Indeed, Set In Stone!
Brenda Kregel
EDITOR
Susan Terkelsen Adviso
Carol Bliss  Adviso
Racha Acton  Editor-in-Chie
Jodie Delich Layout Edito
Jeff Elliot Layout Staf
Jerami King Layout Staf
Heather Bossley Layout Staf
Julie Brower  Layout Staf
Eric Fiveland Photography Edito
Jennifer Lytwynec Photography Staf
Brenda Kregel Copy Edito
Shari Kregel Copy Staf
Erin Johns Copy Staf
Keturah Stork Copy Staf
Julie Witt Secreta
NOT PICTURED:
Maggie Gallerini Layout Staf
Tim Vinal Photography Staf
Denver Seely Photography Staf
Kim Dorsey Photography Staf
Shey Perkins Secreta
Heidi Corners Secretar
1995-96 MIRACLE STAFF
1
1
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LAYOUT STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
COPY STAFF SECRETARY
miracle staff
STUDENT COURT
Student Court: (1 to r) Misty Hetzler, Elected Officers
Matt Clark, Amy Woods, Gregory Bowe Hoy Preside
Dimler, Shelley Dolf, Brandon Duck. Kristin Rinehart Vice Preside
Abigail Brown S ecretar
Bart Butler Treasure
Mark Totten Chaplai
Executive Chairs
Brandon Duck Student Cou
Jeremy Haskell Social Service
Mike Hall ...Org. & Senate Affai
Scott Vandegrift Student Li
Matt Hintz Public Relatio
Ann Gabriel Student Servic
Becky Woelk Off-Camp
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ELECTED OFFICERS
EXECUTIVE CHAIRS
FRESHMEN CLASS OFFICERS
front:
Rachel English
cS
Mark Kakkuri
Jocelyn Kakkuri
261-visors
Rebecca Fisell
3reasurer
back:
Shawn Brennan
CSapfain
Matt Loose
cS.9.71e,o
Jeff Motter
.Tresiden I
Kristin Marshall
Vice- 53.es icieni
Ashlea Cheek
c.Secrethry
front:
Ryan Anderson
.Tresiolen/
Scott Koziol
Vice-?resrdenl
back:
Elizabeth Price
c_Secrethry
Heather Murdoch
2ep
Brooke Higgins
7reasurer
Kirsten Gibbs
alVisor
Christy Farris
TA'J?ep
not pictured:
Jason Malone
GSapfain
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SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
front:
Jane Smith
gduisor
Sara Howell
69g2ep
back:
Douglas Amundson
3reasurer
Brian White
Craig Hamer
6.9g g'ep
Samuel Olsen
Vice-,R-esiden/
Scott Kennedy
acapkin
not pictured:
Krysty Bailey
cSecrethry
front:
Janet Potts
CS eCrefary
Debi Wong
7reasurer
back:
Todd Gathany
gduisor
David Heim
Vice...Tres/den/
Mike Sabella
giLesidenl
Ryan Mears
6Y-A g'ep
Steve Caton
c59g,Tep
Daniel Nelles
csaptain
class officers
Homecoming
The Campus Activities
Wknd., Dayton Art
Board is the group to thank
Institute, Intramural
for all of the cultural, social,
Sports, Li'l Sibs
educational, and recre-
Weekend, Guest
ational activities that go on
Speakers, Special
at the 'Ville. They work
Concerts, Great
hard to add to the
Food at Basketball
development of college and
Games, and More!
community members.
Top: Mr. Dick
Walker dedicates
plenty of hard
work and time to
the many func-
tions that happen
on campus.
Above: The
C.A.B. takes a
night out to enjoy
a Reds' game.
Right: Sarah
Warnken and
Sherri DeClark
dressed up in
50's outfits for the
"Finding the love
of your life" semi-
nar in Detroit.
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ampus Activities Board
ront row: Anthony Torlone, R. Brian White, Jack Goodenough, David Kaynor, David
AcMurtry. Middle row: John Richard, Heidi Bossley, Tiff Shaw, Colleen Chapin, Jodie Delich,
mie Hapeman, Cliff Scott. Back row: Michelle Miller, Heather Bossley, Krista Ryan, Tricia
Valker, Lori Scheumann, Melanie Ras, Dick Walker, Sherri DeClark, Sarah Warnken.
ove: C.A.B. isn't all work and
play. Heather Bossley, Tricia
alker, Mel Ras, Colleen Chapin,
d Jodie Delich pose for a picture
President Dixon's hot tub.
Below: C.A.B. is a big part of
Homecoming Weekend. It rained
in Cedarville once again, and these
C.A.B. members were still out there
to help: Anthony Torlone, Tricia
Walker, David Kaynor, Colleen
Chapin, John Richard.
Above: David Kaynor takes a bite
out of Jack Goodenough's straw-
berry while at a party at the
Walkers'.
c.a.b.
CHRISTMAS
Christmas means something tCsAiRsk),L
right? Christ's birth, family, friends, parties,
gifts. Not quite. This Christmas Cedarville
watched Ebenezer Scrooge turn from a man
who once said, "If I could work my will, every
idiot who goes about with a 'Merry Christmas'
on his lips should be boiled in his own pudding
"to a man that people would say this about:
"And it was always said of him that he knew
how to keep Christmas well, if any man alive
possessed the knowledge."
Directors:
Mischelle L. McIntosh Director
Dr. Mark W. Spencer Director of Music
D. N. C. Jone Technical Director
G. Colin Castelow Stage Manager
Kevin Meadows Ass't. Stage Manager
Cast:
Ebenezer Scrooge Doug Moore
Jacob Marley Aaron Berning
Bob Cratchit  Joshua A. Rupp
Fred; Baker Chris Pierre
Ghost of Christmas Past  Sara Romang
Ghost of Christmas Pres.; Poultry Man John Iamaio
Fred's Wife; Frezziwig's Daughter  Stephanie Yager
Yg. Ad; Ad. Scrooge; Undertaker's Asst .. Josh Strychalski
Scrooge's Fiancee; Mrs. Dilber Ghena Marie Marchetti
Mrs. Cratchit  Stephanie Lynn Saville
Martha Cratchit Amy Bohn
Belinda Cratchit  Stephanie Jones
Peter Cratchit Ben Bookie
Old Joe; Fezziwig Dustin J. Martin
First Woman Lisa Walker
Solicitor; Dick Wilkins; Businessman I Todd Musser
Solicitor; Mrs. Fezziwig Sandra Streit
Worker; Businessman II Kevin Meadows
Ghost of Christmas Future; Schoolmaster  Matthew Japson
Matthew the Fiddler Nathan James
Tiny Tim; Boy Scrooge David Nester
Older Boy Scrooge; Adam Tim Nester
Fan Johannah Leightenheimer
campus life
a christmas carol
THE
NERD
by: Larry Shue
When Willum learns that Rick Steadman,
the man who saved his life during the
Vietnam War, plans to visit, he is
elated...until Rick tactlessly ruins his
career and his sanity. He possesses no
heroic qualities, but instead turns out to
be an exasperating nerd. By humiliating
and tormenting Willum's boss and fam-
ily, then -editing" the hotel blueprint,
Rick ends his friend's job. No longer
torn between loyalties, Willum finally
succeeds in kicking Rickout of his home.
The unexpected twist comes when Alex,
Willum's good friend, has the house to
himself and invites a colleague. In walks
the nerd - dressed normally and speak-
ing intelligibly. Alex and he had con-
spired to ruin the job that Willum dis-
liked anyway, so that he would move to
Virginia for another job offer. They
trumped this new job up as well. Thus
he could live close to Tansy, who was
moving to Washington, D. C.
In an unforgettable way, Alex weaves
sarcasm throughout the play. causing
continual laughter from the audience.
In response to a challenge by Tansy. he
plans the greatest -random act of kind-
ness" she could have desired. His inge-
nious creation of the -strange tradi-
tion," intended to expel Rick. brings out
the ludicrous side of Willum's personal-
ity. The play is a humorous reminder
that unexpected twist of fate can drasti-
cally alter the course of life.
Keturah Stork
CAST
Willum Cubber
Jamin Ferner
Tansy McGinnis
Angela Wenzel
Alex Hammond
Jeremy S. Haskell
Warnock Waldgrave
Matthew J. Hermiz
Celia Waldgrave
Stephanie Saville
Thor Waldgrave
Adam Schlappi
Rick Steadman
Christopher Vitarelli
the nerd
Though written in 1669,
Be amused by
Tartuffe is as current as
Tartuffe's chica-
today's news: people are
nery, appalled by
duped and bilked in the
his audacity and,
name of religion. Moliere
just a bit more,
meant this to be a comedy
awakened to the
with a bold warning to the
dangers of naivete
church against hypocrisy.
Tartuffe, played by Jeremy Haskell, at-
tempts to convince Orgon, portrayed by
Eric Sorensen, that he is not a hypocrite
but is in fact sincere in all that he does.
Madame Pernelle, played by Sara
Romang, berates Marianne, the daughter
of Orgon, played by Stacy Saville, about
the many faults that she feels her family
has.
Orgon (Eric Sorensen), Cleante (Ch
Vitarelli), Dorine (Elizabeth Roseboo
Elmire (Krista Price), and Marianne (St
Saville), await the presentation
Marianne's marriage contract by her fat
Orgon.
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Director 
 
David Robey
Orgon Eric R. Sorensen
Madame Pernelle Sara M. Romang
Elmire 
 
Krista D. Price
Damis Jesse James DeConto
Marianne 
 Stacy Marie Saville
Cleante Chris J. Vitarelli
Valere 
 
Christopher J. Pierce
Tartuffe Jeremy S. Haskell
Dorine Elizabeth Roseboom
Monsieur Loyal 
 Daniel S. Scott
An Officer Andrew T. Marshall
Flipote 
 
Rebekah Crosson
Tartuffe (Jeremy Haskell) attempts to se-
duce Elmire (Krista Price) as her hus-
band, Orgon (Eric Sorensen), listens un-
der the table.
Elmire (Krista Price), Cleante (Chris
Vitarelli), and Madame Pernelle (Sara
Romang) listen as Dorine, Orgon's maid
(Elizabeth Roseboom), accuses old la-
dies of being prudes because they wish to
be younger.
Photos by Scott Huck.
tartuffe
Deborah Haffey has
been the coach of the
Cedarville College de-
bate team for the past
six years with 1995-
1996 being one of her
most successful years
yet. The members of
the debate team com-
peted in a total of seven
tournaments, winning
two tournaments in Lin-
coln-Douglas debate
and two tournaments in
team debate. They also
had one or more teams
place as quarterfinalist
or better at every tour-
nament. In addition to
Debate
the team's accomplish-
ments, individual de-
baters received a
speaker award at every
tournament, usually 5th
place or higher.
Mrs. Haffey points to
the seniors and varsity
debaters as the leaders
of the team. Like all
other teams from
Cedarville, the debate
team constantly en-
counters people who
are unsaved. The suc-
cess of the debate team
is not only a testimony
to the excellence of
Cedarville, but also for
the cause of Christ.
Derrick Green
Right: Several of the debate members
competed at the Governor's Cup Tourna-
ment.
Right: Seniors, Pamela McClain and
Kristen Stanton, provided a strong foun-
dation for the debate team.
Below: front: Mrs. Deborah Haffey,
Pamela McClain, Brandon Duck, Jenni-
fer Reilly, Jason Brown, Christina Farris,
Jeff Motter, R. Brian White. back: Gary
Leach, Heather Smith, Katie Moon,
Amanda Serfass, Sara Romang, Hannah
Haffpv
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wet row: Derick Green, Eric Sorensen, Elizabeth Roseboom, Angela Wenzel.
econd row: Mr. Gary Barker, Dr. David Robey, Jeremy Dunlap.
hird row: Christopher Vitarelli, Tim Sturgis, Heidi Dean, Stacy Saville, Jennifer
chweickart, Laurie Weber, Ruthann Pierson, Charles Dean.
ourth row: Dan Scott, Krista Price, Greg Dimler, Jamin Ferner.
A Solid Placing in the
Midwest!!
The Cedarville College forensics team
coached by Dr. David Robey is one of the top
programs in the state of Ohio. The 1995-96
team consisted of 18 novice and varsity stu-
dents. The team competed in 8 tournaments,
finishing 4th place or higher at all the compe-
titions, and winning 4 of them. The team was
led by two graduating seniors, Charlie Dean
and Greg Dimler.
Cedarville has brought home many trophies
over the years, but the true success of this
team should be measured by how consis-
tently it represents Christ. The consistency in
presenting a positive image of our Lord is
truly what puts Cedarville "among the best in
the midwest."
Above: The forensics team at their an-
nual Christmas party at the Robeys'
house.
Left: The forensics team had a show at
the Gavelyte in the spring. Stacy Saville
and Chris Vitarelli have a dual reading.
debate/forensics
m aking 
Cedarville students aware:
A place where students have a voice to make Cedarville their own.
SGA Senate
Front row: Sara Howell, Rachel English,
Lori Shelly, Stephanie Jones, Lea Anne
Churgovich, Christy Farris, Hilary Pifer,
Kara Lehman.
Middle row: Matt Loose, Joe Williams,
Craig Hamer, Kirk LeBlanc, Ryan Ander-
son, Heather Murdoch.
Back row: Gabe Custer, Josh Amos,Jen
Benson, Joshua Ausfahl, Chad Brown,
Damon Douridas, Seth Valentine.
Below: The student government asso-
ciation sponsored many events and spe-
cial meals on campus. The Hoedown
meal at Chuck's was one of those many
events.
President's Council
Front row: Cherish Clark, Stacie Eldeen,
Jill Malar, Carrie Eldeen, Beth Tharp,
Mike Sabella.
Middle row: Chris Jones, R. Brian White,
David Heim, Doug Amundson, Jeff Motter,
Greg Walker.
Back row: Ryan Anderson, Racha Acton,
Kristy Griffith, Emily Currall, Michelle
Kinley, Jon Check.
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Left: Mark Totten, student body chap-
lain, led in an interesting discussion or
short message three Fridays a month.
Above: John Ferguson, also part of the
Praise band, joins Eric Anderson and
Jeremy Washburn in a special music song
by The Kry."
Far left: Jason Grills
plays the guitar and
leads the Praise band in
another chorus.
Left: Josh Roop and
Jeremy Washburn make
up the bass and drums
for the Praise band.
Below: The vocalists,
Julianne Edgerton, Eric
Anderson, and Jessica
Schuring, of the Praise
band were very good at
leading the student body
together in melody and
harmony. Not pictured,
Mia Crecco played the
piano and Eric Ander-
son often filled in on the
keyboard.
student government
WSRN and Karaoke
WSRN brought karaoke to many events
on campus this year. They even got the
SRN team to get up there and practice
one together.
On the Air
Ephesians
4:29
The Student
Radio Network
of Cedarville
College
Above:
Front row: Benjie Cooper, Nancy
McMillan, Deborah Woods, Emily Will-
iams, Jennifer Wittenback, Brian Spen-
cer, Nancy Parsons, Patty Noble, Vicki
Frederickson, Sarah Carr Second row:
Paul Lykowsky, Shane Tenny, Josh
Snyder, Wade Harris, Nathan Miller, Mark
Button, Amy Cartzendafner, Dallas Hill,
Ryan Coverdell Third row: Andy Biddle,
Don Smith, Pete Fiveland, Stephen
Garcia, Craig Hamer, Mark Hershner,
Aaron Darr, Paula Fans, Ellen Burkhard.
Right: Paula Fans and Brian Spenser
spin CD's now instead of records.
Left: WSRN is sponsored by many area
businesses to help provide funding and
prizes. This gives the students a taste of
the real thing. Brian reads a local adver-
tisement after a 15 minute music spot.
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Hot off the Press
An inside scoop on "Cedars"
"A high quality col-
lege paper that pro-
vides for a greater
awareness of the
ethical issues fac-
ing the students in
their world and a
strong rapport with
those within its
readership."
-Keturah Stork
Julie Plunkett
You trek to the PO, doubting you'll
find any mail awaiting. But no,
your box almost overflows. And
there it lies - Cedars - the stu-
dents' bi-weekly newspaper. Ar-
ticles uncover the scoop, from
the dean's list to musical pro-
grams to sports victories to com-
munity outreaches. Obviously,
its purpose is not to report the
most recent world news, but rather
to keep the students and faculty
informed with what takes place
on campus and in one another's
lives. For those parents who re-
ceive the publication, the staff
provides an interesting, realistic
overview of the college. No won-
der a favorite column is "Daren to
be Different," in which Daren
Houck expounds upon the corn-
Stephen Simons - News Editor
Danny Cook - Assignment Editor
Julie Plunkitt - Editor-in-Chief
Daren Houck - Business Manager
Philip Wallis - Photography Editor
Charstie Davids - Copy Editor
plexities of dating. Another,
"Haven't Been There, Haven't
Done That," points students to
local cultural attractions. This
year's editor, Julie Plunkett, has
enjoyed the experience that only
a completely student run program
can give. The responsibilities and
opportunities expound in the jour-
nalism field. Working with the
dedicated team, she has seen
the staff of six combine efforts,
uniting through deadlines and all-
nighters. The result has been a
high quality paper that provides
for a greater awareness of the
ethical issues facing the students
in their world and a strong rapport
with those within its readership.
--Keturah Stork
cedars
wsrn/cedars
Trumpet: Christian Pagnard, Mark Mosley, Flynn Tregay, Brian Rowley, Israel Barr, Ben Forshee Horns: Julianne Edgerton, Paul Gardner,
Laura Maki, Eileen McCoskey Baritone: John McCaw Trombone: John Ferguson, Tom Mullins, John Hjembo, Paul DiCuirci Tuba:
Professor Michael DiCuirci, Chris Brown Timpani: Eric Perkey Percussion: Ben Vawter Piano: Laura Maki, Mrs. Pamela Snider
Brass Choir
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Cumpet: Chris Pagnard, Israel Barr, James Scheid, Ben Forshee, Dr. Kevin Sims Trombone: Paul DiCuirci, Tom Mullins, Damn Smith,
Mfin Armstrong,Saxaphone: Chet Jenkins, Jason Vasquez, Donnie Woodyard, Brett Pfeiffer, Kristen Wawro Piano: Matt Rexford Guitar:
hn Grapentine Drums: Ben Vawter, Seth Johnson Bass: Mark Cushman, Nathan Miller Vocalist: Julianne Edgerton, Jody Hovis Directors:
ike DiCuirci and Charles Pagnard.
Lab Band
instrumental groups
Men's Glee Club
Tenor I: Eric Anderson, G. David Boyd,
Steve Caton, Ryan Huebner, Brooke Tay-
or Tenor II: Matt Beck, Joshua Berrus,
Kevin Boblitt, Gordon McComb, David
McPherson, Jason Naill, Chris Williams,
Chris Van Hart Bass I: Stephen Brown,
Jesse DeConto, Dan Forness, Dan Huber,
Joshua Kimmel, Erik Larsen, Brian Naess,
Nike Neufeld, Jason Overturf, Josh Rupp,
Scott Shaw, Chris Vitarelli, William Wood
Bass II: Mark Armstrong, Jermi Ander-
son, Rob Bouwens, Ryan Burkhard, Ryan
Freed, Jerry King, Jason Oesterling, Rich
Porter, Doug Romaine, Ben Stutzman,
Nathan Waldock Accompanist: Lori
Anderson Director: Dr. Lyle Anderson.
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Darla Anthony, Joyce Boggs, Rebecca Border, Sara Bosaw, Kristen Boyes, Margaret Burgess,
Jayla Chapman, Erica Chung, Ronda Clawson, Amy Clutz, Lisa Cook, Krista Cox, Mia
Crecco, Angela DeSantis, Andrea Dieringer, Jon Forward, Doreen Fuhr, Tanya Gardner,
Carolyn Guerette, Leah Hoover, Julia Home, Jody Hovis, Julie Jouwstra, Karen Lamb,
Stephanie Mace, Sarah McCarty, Atsuko Ohtake, Michele Picuri, Deborah Pittman, Erin
Prentis, Amanda Prusha, Jennifer Puterbaugh, Jennifer Rogers, Kimberly Scott, Valerie
Smith, Alicea Stachler, Beth Stephenson, Elizabeth Stewart, Kathy Tanis, Susan West, Sarah
Whitney, Kelly Wilson, Stephanie Wilson.
Women's Glee Club
glee clubs
Symphonic Band
Piccolo: Sara Bryan Flute: Sarah Clayton, Rebecca Lakes, Faith Buchanan, Becky Croson, Leah Hoover, Rebekah Cain, Jessica Schuring, Jason Brown, Julie Jowstra, Megan McMu
Kelly Montague, Lezley Bath Oboe: Sarah Moseley, Ruthanne Pierson, Elizabeth MacDonald Bassoon: Deborah Kruse, Cindy Potter Bass Clarinet: Liz Parr, Heidi Corners Sa
Chet Jenkins, Andy Heyd, Jim Dyer, Connie Woodyard, Jason Vasquez, David Arthur, Brett Pfeiffer Clarinet: Michelle Delaney, Christine Dabravalskas, Rachel Soderstrom, A
DeSantis, Karisa Linafelter, Susan Hunsaker, Heather Smith, Rychel Brickel, Stephanie Moody, Amanda Bruckner, Elizabeth Rogers, Anna Hamrick, Holly Waecter, Alissa Williams, C
Lawry, Anna Lorenz, Rebecca Kniowski, Rachel Schafer French Horn: Laura Maki, Rachel Wirt, Jennifer Roloff, Becky Voight, Amy Bohn, Eileen McCoskey, Melody Brickel,
Saucier, Amy Clutz, Summer Schafer Baritone: Julie Palmer, Aron Fay, John McCaw Trumpet: Chris Pagnard, Brian Rowley, Flynn Tregay, Israel Barr, John Filson, Jeff Brown,
Warren, Elissa Heale-Skillman, Debbie Frank, Ben Forshee, James Sheid Trombone: John Ferguson, Tom Mullins, Matt Boehm, Debbie Pitman, Damn Smith, Damon Titus, Kelly Ka
Kevin Armstrong Tuba: Jamie Potter, Paul DiCuirci, Chris Brown, Beth Frank Percussion: Ben Vawter, Eric Perkey, Steve Estep, Kim Miller, Erica Chung, Lori Skillman, Sarah Harts
Director: Professor Michael DiCuirci.
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The Concert Chorale spent a part of their Christmas break in the
Czech Republic and Austria. They performed several concerts in
different churches within these countries. They ministered to un-
saved people and encouraged fellow believers in Christ. With a
variety of musical numbers and personal testimonies, the Chorale
shared Christ's love with the nations.
The Chorale prayed that their ministry and testimonies would be
an encouragement to the nations and God blessed the Chorale for
their efforts. But at times, it was the members of the Chorale that were
blessed and encouraged instead.
One of the memorable moments for the Chorale was at their first
concert at the First Baptist Church in Prague, Czech Republic. After
the concert, the pastor of the church asked an elderly gentleman to
pray. As he got down on his knees and began to pray, he lifted his
voice with a deep cry from his heart. The man had come out of
communism. What an encouragement to the members of the Chorale
to see a man hold onto his faith, even through trials and tribulation.
Soprano: Lori Anderson, Amy Blevins, Lisa Branon, Jill Breckenfeld, Can Buck, Taryn Campbell, LeaAnne Churgovich, Christine Dabravalskas, Amber George, Carolyn Guerette, Rachel
Henricks, Jody Hovis, Karen Jacobsen, Sarah Lightly, Mandy Orme, Erin Prentis, Laura Refior, Selena Samuelson, Nikki Streit, Rebecca Upham, Lisa Walker, Alisa Whitt, Christina
Zuiderveen Alto: Allyson Bielo, Jill Brown, Kelli Cast, Nicole Cooley, Julianne Edgerton, Kelly Grady, Karen Hatcher, Kristen Houlihan, Brenda Inion, Trisha Johnson, Becky Kayser,
Jennifer McCallister, Jenni Myers, Jessica Nuzum, Kathy Peterson, Jessica Shuring, Nadine Tomsa, Jamie Weiss, Stephanie Yankovich Tenor: Eric Anderson, Joshua Berrus, David Boyd,
Steve Caton, Dave Heim, Ryan Huebner, Bradford Illian, Jason Naill, Aaron Ponzani, Stephen Slates, Vance Smith, Brooke Taylor, Jonathan Weber, Steven Weber, Chris Williams Bass:
Josh Amos, Aaron Armour, Ryan Burkhard, Daniel Forness, Ryan Freed, John Glick, Josh Hanks, Bruce Holt, J. David Hoskins, Josh Kimmel, Jerry King, John Maskill, Brian Naess, Michael
Neufeld, Jason Oesterling, Rich Porter, Chuck Quarles, Chris Rayder, Josh Rupp, Scott Shaw Accompanists: Kathy Peterson, Steven Weber Director: Dr. Lyle Anderson.
Concert Chorale
symphonic band / concert chorale
Broadway Tonight was performed at the
historical Cedarville Opera House in down-
town Cedarville. Over the past several
years the community members have
worked hard to restore the Opera House.
Cedarville students gathered together and
performed several songs and acts from
Broadway musicals over the years. The
finale was a grand "Chorus Line."
"...Anything you can do, I
can do better, I can do any-
thing better than you..
Broadway Tonight
campus life
r oreign cultures, tastes, and apparel.
Above: Cultural experiences are made
plentiful at Cedarville with the wide diver-
sity in students' backgrounds. Students
here are trying some oriental foods while
wearing authentic kimonos.
Left: Arts and crafts from other countries
were displayed.
campus life
Intramurals: Who will win the shirt?
Ahh--the coveted intramural
t-shirt. We see them around the
campus on the backs of the
chosen few, and we dream that
one day such a prize will be our
own. A bit dramatic? Sure, but
what can be more dramatic than
the blood, guts, and sweat of
intramurals? Each quarter,
halls, units, and individual stu-
dents form teams to play such
sports as basketball, softball,
walleyball, soccer, volleyball,
and many others. Special tour-
naments are also held through-
out the year for games like ten-
nis and golf.
For those who will never be
able to guard like Michael Jor-
dan, hit a fast ball off of Randy
Johnson, or ace Andre Agassi,
intrannurals provide a chance
for exercise, hours of enjoyment,
and stress relief on cold winter
nights. And above all, a chance
to win an intramural t-shirt!
Erin Johns
campus life
intramural s
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Advisory
Seven
Advisory 7
Front row: Daren Houck, Jack
Goodenough, Andy Lutz. Back row: Cliff
Scott, Gabe Sava, Charlie Dean, Josh
Green.
Not all aspects of Cedarville Col-
lege are set in stone. We are con-
stantly undergoing changes. For as
far back as many can remember, the
Fellowship has been a church away
from home. Led by a group of seven
men in the student body, the Ad7,
and supervised by Pastor Robert
Rohm, the Fellowship provides a
place of worship on Sunday morn-
ings and evenings and on Wednes-
day nights. Each member of the Ad7
is responsible for one aspect of the
ministry. It is a team effort that
organizes the services each week.
The Ad 7 also utilizes the talents and
abilities of others in the student body
for speaking, song leading, special
music, and accompaniment. Each
member of the Ad 7 is elected by the
student body on the basis of charac-
ter and testimony.
Over the next year the Fellow-
ship will be experiencing some
changes. In an effort to support in-
volvement in the local churches,
Fellowship will meet only on Sunday
and Wednesday evenings. This
change is expected to take effect in
the fall of 1996. -Brenda Kregel
Gabe and Jack worked out the chords on
the guitars for a fellowship service.
christian ministries
Day of Prayer
The entire student body drops to their
knees in prayer for specific requests of
the students on the "day of prayer."
For two days each year, once during fall quarter and once during spring
quarter, the faculty, staff and students of Cedarville College pause for a moment
to devote their hearts to prayer for the nation, the College, and the College family.
Dr. Dixon set the tone for the fall quarter Day of Prayer during his address when
he prescribed a consistent prayer life as a prerequisite for moral purity.
The day began in chapel where the College family met for praise, worship, and
focused on prayer. Greg Vossler, the president of International Schools for
China, brought a message employing Psalm 27 to illustrate four steps towards an
effective prayer life. Special prayer was lifted during chapel for the unsaved
parents and grandparents of those present and for the seniors who were facing
major decisions in the next few months. To conclude the service, students
gathered in small groups to pray for the special requests heavy on their own
hearts. The official activities for the day ended as students met with their advisors
for prayer.
Students gathered in groups of 10 around
the lake to pray for our Nation after the
8:00 am flag raising on the National Day
of Prayer.
day of prayer
Bible
Conferences
Allistair Begg
Beginning a new year spells out
incredible amounts of activity, with
moving into the dorm room, catching
up with your roommate's summer or
perhaps meeting him or her for the
first time. In all the excitement, it is
easy for us to lose sight of our Cre-
ator. Thus we attend the Fall Bible
Conference for the opportunity to quiet
ourselves before God.
This year Cedarville College in-
vited Pastor Allistair Begg to speak
each morning and evening during our
opening week. One thing not easily
forgotten was his distinct Scottish ac-
cent and his sense of humor. He ex-
horted our student body in our pursuit
of a "Passion for Purity."
The week closed with an illustra-
tion of two ships: while both weath-
ered the same winds, each ship posi-
tioned its sail in a different direction.
Thus the sail and not the gale deter-
mined its course.
-Keturah Stork
John MacArthur
Despite the season's blizzards and
gales, Dr. John MacArthur flew in from
Sun Valley, California, to speak at the
annual Winter Enrichment Confer-
ence. With his background as pastor
of the large Grace Community Church,
he spoke intensely on the subjects of
the root of the Christian faith. Begin-
ning with the importance of the con-
science, he then continued with God's
wrath and sorrow over contemporary
culture. But he didn't conclude there;
he challenged the student body to
pursue the likeness of Christ and be
found climbing instead of falling using
witnessing as an example. This com-
pared with the examples of the teacher,
the soldier, the athlete, and the farmer,
all striving faithfully toward the goal.
The parting session focused on a holy
God's use of sinful man to proclaim
His message. Looking back, students
will remember the provoking encour-
agement he shared, coupled with the
tenacity of his beliefs. 
-Keturah Stork
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The annual missions conference is
one that is greatly anticipated by the
college faimly. Held in the spring, it
begins spring quarter in a way that
causes students to evaluate the ex-
tent to which they are willing to serve
God. This year, represenatives form
various missions were available to
meet with students about various mis-
sions opportunities. The featured
speaker of the conference was Dr.
Joe Jordan, Director of Word of Life,
who brought excellent messages
throughout the week about the need
for the students to be obedient to God
and about the great need for people
who are willing to share their faith.
Many decisions concerning missions
were made by students throughout
the week, and on Wednesday evening
several students went forward to pub-
licly acknowledge their willingness to
follow the Lord wherever He called
them.
Shari Kregel
conferences
Traveling
Teams
"Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in "In Luke 14:23, Jesus spoke these words in a parable, and today they serve as an excellent
summary of the work of the Cedarville College Touring Teams.
In addition to serving four weekends each quarter in local Midwestern areas, each group traveled on a special tour over spring break and during the summer.
The Lifeline Players employ drama to present spiritual truth to both teenage and family audiences. The group took a spring break tour to serve in North Carolina.
The Master's Puppets are divided into two groups: a team which traveled locally during the school year and took a spring break trip to Des Moines, and a summer
team which spent ten weeks of the summer in the Mid-Atlantic states.
The ten-member Abundant Life singers traveled throughout the Midwestern states during the summer. The Kingsmen Quartet spent spring break touring
Cleveland and then ministered in Michigan over the summer. The Swordbearers are also divided into two twelve-member groups: one group traveled locally during
the school year and took a spring break trip to Atlanta, Chattanooga, and Knoxville while the Summer Swords spent ten weeks in Washington state.
Through the talents of these committed individuals, the Gospel was presented in almost every region in the United States.
Abundant Life Singers
Front Row: Steve Caton, Julianne Edgerton, Sarah Lightly, Jessica Shuring, Steve Kreitzer. Back Row: Mia Crecco, Chuck Quarles, Jennife
Rogers, Taryn Campbell, Eric Anderson.
christian ministries
Kin gsmen Quartet
ront row: Dan Forness, Adam Kane, Vance Smith. Back row: Matt Rexford, Paul Shaver, Ryan Huebner.
ront row: Sara Gromko, David Burke, Jen Warriner. Back row: Jason Stevens, Beth Gaffner, Brad Luring,
ob McKinney, Susan Miller.
traveling teams
Master's Puppets
Front row: Greg Flory, Carrie Scott. Middle row: Amy Stout, Emily Hodel, Trisha Trost. Back row: Don Chapin,
Justin Bailey.
Summer Master's Puppets
Front row: Anthony Torlone, Sara Radford, Craig Schaap. Back row: Rebecca Patten, Josh Amos.
christian ministries
Swordbearers
rant row: Laura Foeldvari, Alisa Whitt, Kim Miller. Middle row: Aaron Armour, Graig Perry, Lori Kenny, Steve
lates, Dana Scott. Back row: Anson Hanbury, Becci Appel, David Boyd, Sara Clayton.
ront row: Janeen Whitney, Brenda lnion, Ryan Dyer. Middle row: Jason Oesterling, Geoff Lane, Lori Anderson,
arrin Gosser, Rachel Henricks. Back row: Steve Handel, Salena Samuelson, Steve Smith, Midi Pickell.
traveling teams
Community
Karen Robertson
Student Director of Visitation and
Correctional Ministries
Scott Kennedy
Student Director of Outreach
and Youth Ministries.
Adult Literacy
ROW ONE: Becky Story, Rhonda Vore, Elizabeth McDonald, Brooke Higgin;
Rachel Soderstrom. ROW TWO: Jennifer Roloff, Jolie Fourman.
Bristol House Cedar Cliff Elderly
ROW ONE: Julie Lauritzen, Laura Dolph, Aimee Stout, Sara Hauter. ROW TWO: ROW ONE: Sarah Hartshorn, Laura Quirke, Rene Rosencrantz, Anastas
David Helton, Nathan Hart. NOT PICTURED: Travis Mulanax, Heather Klingamen. Mobley. ROW TWO: Carolyn Hohman, Paul Miner. Libby Kennedy. Debb
Davidson.
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Cedar Kids
ROW ONE: Amy Nichols, Melissa Kahl, Sandy Streit, Emily Davis, Laura O'Bern, Angela Zinz.
,ROW TWO: Lisa Thomson, Melissa Lormovich, Christine Martin. Mandy Prusha, Julie
Hastings, Sarah Medlong, Laura Kroner. ROW THREE: Shannon House. Christopher Pierre,
Adam Kane, Jared Henniger, Nick Gapinski, John Mason, Lisa Van Wormer, Heidi Dean.
Central State University
Paige Smith, John Linak, Kara Lehman, Cheryl Miller.
Cedarville Tutoring
ROW ONE: Kristen Lee Hunter, Joe Reaper, Bethany Vaught, Martha Failor, Stephen Pierce.
ROW TWO: Michael Stark, Jaime Bedford, David Carl, Amy Ginn, Micah Roberts, Cassie
Dillard, Christi Baldwin. ROW THREE: Deborah Frank, Erica Chung, Martha Shrubsole,
Ashlea Cheek, Beth Kramer, Eileen McCoskey, Ben Stutzman. ROW FOUR: Marla Perkins,
Matt Sherwood, Andy Heyd, Matthew Boehm, Bryan Bell, Joel Dean.
College Partners
ROW ONE: JaneIle Steiner, Jaime Bedford, Elizabeth Rogers, Rebekah Cain, Anna Lorenz, Joy Gilson.
ROW TWO: Heather Smith, Amanda Mudrey, Julie Opperman, Erin Steelman, Elizabeth Young, Keturah
Stork, Becky Lodge, Beth Blevins. ROW THREE: Constance Cochren, Joanna Snowden, Susanne Garcia,
Jacqueline Stauffer, Ruthann McAuley, Nikki Pitcher, Lisa Warren, Amanda Foland, Mindy Gregg. ROW
FOUR: Paula Farris, April Carter, Amanda Bryson, Cheri Douglas, Stacy Rohm. Rebecca Southwell, Alison
Stone, Kathy Houseten, Ken i Lancaster. ROW FIVE: John Botkin, Amy Anderson, Ken Willett, Rod Clawson,
Dave Staedtler, Josh Lunney, Justin Colby, Andy Cooper.
community ministries
Communit
Dayton Detention Home
ROW ONE: Paul Sheldon, Mark Armstrong, Kevin Gwin, Patty Hubbard, Lewis Pulley, Laura Brooks. ROW
TWO: Pete Sutton. Emilio Base, Dwight Bejec, Tim Simon, Rutledge Etheridge, Jeff Elliott, Jeff Motter. ROW
THREE: Shannon Boynton, Daphne Diaz, Christine Mottin, Johannah Conant, Suzanne Sutter, Melinda
Schwartz, Anna Hamrick. ROW FOUR: Colin Smith, Kevin Mowrer, Saulo Grtiz, Bill Cunningham, Jon
Emery, Chris Brown, Alan Anderson. NOT PICTURED: Evelyn Brown, Dan Castellini, Jennifer Fisher.
11.111M1.11Fr
Dayton Mental Health Care
Marjie Chesebro, Ted Russell, Jana Wright. NOT PICTURED: Janet Sahl.
Dayton Gospel Mission
ROW ONE: Naomi Kossel, Hannah Broeckert, Susan Hunsaker, Amy Hunsake
Debbie Gleichman, Karin Shilling. ROW TWO: Drew Ireland, Gregory Rhean
Kevin Sherd, Joseph Mellish, Stephen Brown, Jan-Harm Walters, MikeYoum
Darrin Smith.
Echoing Valley Residential Center
ROW ONE: Natalie Bunch, Lianne Wright, Rhonda Culp, Jessica Patton, Kel
Wilson. ROW TWO: Jana Wright, Dave Gums, Tom Wright, Chris Williams.
christian ministries
inistries
First Airborne
10W ONE: Heather MacLean, Denise Kurtz. Dawn Muneio, Stephanie Jones,
'am Claus, Elizabeth Smith, Elizabeth Rogers. ROW TWO: Kristin Heckrote,
;hris Moles, Ernest Clark, Daniel MacLean, Brian Dye, Kathleen Pugh.
Fostering Friendships
IOW ONE: Jennifer Bear, Aimee Copeland. Kristin Wohrle, Lori Hockenberry. Amy Carpenter, Michelle Bolt.
IOW TWO: Lisa Branon, Emily Wiljamaa. Clayton Allen, Chrystie Ruba, Courtenay Shoatf, Dada Heil, Molly
itkinson. ROW THREE: Gabe Custer, Danielle Coler, Melissa Pitonyak, Kristen Lannerd, Jennifer Yaggi,
lichelle Boehm, Lindsay Schneider, Rochelle Marcum, Dwight Bejec. ROW FOUR: Sarah Gross, Gena
amoreaux, Joseph Williams, David Rooke. Mark Wood, Randall Strong, Josh Amos, Liz Parr.
Friends of Israel
ROW ONE: Rob Bouwens, Chad Croft, Jonathan Weber, Gwen Judkins, Amber
Seely. ROW TWO: Patricia Rice, Naomi Lambertson, Angelina Yeremenko, Jef-
frey Starkey, Debbie Brazalovich, Bethany Vaught.
Greene County Crisis Pregnancy Center
Tracy Weber, Erin Barker, Robyn Simmonds, Cara Harju. NOT PICTURED:
Jessica Angelone. Sarah Jane Bruce.
community ministries
Community'
Greene County Jail
ROW ONE: Faith Buchanan, Beth Cooper, Melissa Wabeke, Winona Robinson,
John McCaw, Tim George, Julie Parker. ROW TWO: Joe Cunningham, Jason
Alexander, Andrew T. Crefeld, Dave Pfahler, Jason Isaacs, Nathan Radford, Matt
Alexander.
Greene County Residential Center (Males)
Josh Nelson, Steve Gerber, Jonathan Witmer. Chris Rudolph, Richard Dorun.
Greene County Juvenile Jail
ROW ONE: Lindsey Milne, Diana Christensen, Mina Lehman, Beth Stephenson, Mandy Mackay. Sarah C
ROW TWO: Joyce Boggs, Natalie Wiewiora, Lisette Garde!, Loh Hockenberry, Heather Alexander. Mari
Young, Kimberly Bandy. ROW THREE: Gwen Judkins, Robert Emery, Lowell Herschberger, Matt Palom
Jim Keenan, Ken Kleppin, Kevin Bennett. NOT PICTURED: Sandra Neely, Emily Fisher, Amber Wison, Do
Gentry.
Greene County Residential Center (Females)
Lara Carlson. Jodie Enterkin, Brooke Frazier, Krysty Bailey, Marlena Bantley.
christian ministries
inistries
Greene Memorial Hospital Greenewood Manor
10W ONE: Emily Weber, Kimberly Kuczynski, Robyn Bamford, Cara Hines. ROW ROW ONE: Kelly Montague, Stephanie Mace, Abigail Brown, Beth Stuart, Rhonda
-WO: Anna Harlan, Wendy Pochop, Steve Bruhl, Rachel Wirt, Sheryl Buckley. Carnahan, Tabi Leininger. ROW TWO: Monica Lindsey, Cindy Wren, Matt Huss,
Ed Powers, Andy Lawrence, Melanie Abel, Amy Carnahan. NOT PICTURED:
Janette Baker, Suzanne Collier, Jason Camillo.
He ergreene I eathergreene I
my Stewart, Roxanne England, Debbie Gleichman, Betsy Lindaberry. NOT Angie Letson, Kelly Hoppe, Rachel Dyer, Beth Cooper, Tara Seyfert, Sarah Martin.
ICTURED: Kipp Edgington, NOT PICTURED: Ben Diller, Cann Micheleski.
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Community
Hillside Retirement Home
Jennifer Alt, Laurie Anna, Jonathan Anna, Christy Hillman, Brandi Covert, Emily Alt.
100F
ROW ONE: Dan Smith, Stephanie Mead, Rachel Ross, Don Carlson. ROW TWO:
Michelle Higgins, Atsuko Ohtake, Renee Brown. NOT PICTURED: Brian
Kuvshinikov.
International Friends
ROW ONE: Jamie Sell, Erin Barr, Susie Lee, Edith Grunillo. ROW TWO: Nata
Hill, Carrie Mansfield, Kouichi Ikeda.
Knights of Pythias
ROW ONE: Angel St.Amour, Julie Cooper, Leslie Wenzel, Jennifer Bolt, P
Bathrick. ROW TWO: Stacy Saville. Elizabeth Smith, Amy Ginn, Sharon [1..1
ROW THREE: Scott Shaw, Philip Boggs, Paul Click, David Zwan, Andrew Marsh
Nathan Houk. NOT PICTURED: Amy Carr
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Mercy Hospital
IOW ONE: Jenna Reedy, Sara Bryan, Kathy Sohn, Tom Culberson. ROW TWO: Jennifer Hangosky, Jessica Stuenzi, Carrie Scott, Jocelyn Endsley, Carrie Orme.
amie Beck, Stephanie Dickerson, Tracie Wright, Jane! Perkins, Jaime Larson.
JOT PICTURED: Phil Caldwell, Antonia Charles, Erin McLarty.
Miami Valley Crisis Pregnancy Center
Open Heirs
FiOW ONE: Sheryl Buckley, Ryan Coverdell, Doreen
Fuhr, Angela Merideth, Dana Walter, Amy Ginn. David
arl, Tiffany Hamilton, Richard Porter, Carrie Miller.
OW TWO: Dale Pinkley, Annmarie Reynolds, Julie
Opperman, Diana Christensen, Lori Hamilton, NoeIle
Folkmann, Catherine Walcott, Krisitie Johnston, Marjie
Chesebro, Jessica Schrader, Rob Boumans. ROW
THREE: Rajan Desai, Douglas Romaine, Mike Kuhns,
Andrew Alderfer, Laura Quirke, Laurie Weber, Melissa
Wabeke, Lisa Mariano, Carrie Miller, Andrea Kline,
Mary Beth Powell, Aaron Jex, Stacy Rohm, Chad Croft.
ROW FOUR: Jaimi Bedford, Andy Malone, Tami See,
Genny Opperman, Erin Johns, Sam Polgardy, Ronda
Clawson, Jessica MacPherson, Beth Amos, Deborah
Chuckering, Gordon Rodgers. ROW FIVE: Darrin Smith,
Ray Townsend, Stephen Kline, Kimberly Boesch, Rob-
ert McDole, Daniel Hicks, Brett Shilton, Jimmie Mitchel,
Josh Amos, Bryan Bell, Greg Flory, Barry Gorsuch.
community ministries
Communit
The Other Place
Julie Griffeth, Chris Scott, Joe Lloyd, Joan Mollman.
Operation Rebirth
ROW ONE: Linda Miller, Brandon McGuire, Erika Olin. ROW TWO: Justin
Colby, Tim Tuinstra, Jeff Breneman, Scott Ice, Andrew White.
Ronald McDonald House SAINTT
ROW ONE: Angie Pappas, Sarah West, Tarye Sandy, Jolynn Bishop, JD Sutherland. ROW ONE: Kevin Haisch, Aaron Fay, Jai Mantravadi, Micah Keaton. ROW TWC
ROW TWO: Ann Kobiela, Joanna Cormany, Andy Biddle, Jennifer Duterbaugh, Larry Brandmeyer, Tyler Allison, Jim Cramer, Elliott Gilham.
Beth Brentlinger, Gina Dyson, Gregory Dyson, Jessica Dyson.
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Ministries
Springfield Crisis Pregnancy Center
OW ONE: Julie Mobley, Sara Bosaw, Stephanie Moody, Darcie Blakemore. ROW
WO: Emily Berry, Charity Brown, Kimberly Rideout, Charis Perez, Angela
lerideth.
Yellow Springs Riding Center
OW ONE: Shalom Kester. ROW TWO: Jessica Bolender, Lezley Bath, Matt
lexander, Kristi Gleason, Nellie Leuck. NOT PICTURED: Jen Kerr, Laura Jonson,
ndy Leslie.
Springfield Tutoring (Hayward)
ROW ONE:Tiffany Hamilton, Brett Frey, Heidi Christman, Carrie Miller, Jonathan Hjembo. ROW TWO: Aaron
Ponzani, Dacia Heil. Michelle Zeeb, Gina Davidson. Nettie Waibel, Rachel English. Heather Smith, Noelle
Folkman. ROW THREE: Kendra Stanton, Amanda Veach, Tami See, Heidi Neumann, Vicki Frederickson,
Klinda Davis. ROW FOUR: Christina Baley, Scott Thomas, Stephen Kline, Mark Price, Rob Boumens,
Andrea Osterc, Julie Armour, Ben Nordaas.
Student help. ROW ONE: Jodie Delich-Heart to Heart editor, Karen Hatcher-Ass't
to the Director of Swords. ROW TWO: Sarah Jenks- Ass't for Local Church
Extension teams, Rebecca Patten-Ass't to the Director of Community Ministries.
community ministries
Church
Swords Extension
Executive Team
ROW ONE: Nate Bolhuis, Dawn Kirgan.
ROW TWO: Sarah Jenks, Dan Huber.
Airway Baptist
Bethany Walker, Lonny Cooper, Melissa Sepkovich.
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Berea Bible (Wednesday Team)
ROW ONE: Lisa Groeber, Chris Prediger, Joshua Ausfahl, Charstie Davids.
ROW TWO: J.David Hoskins, Mark Hershner, Paul DeKryter.
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Bethel Baptist (Springfield)
Gerry Burkett, Laura Refior, Carrie DeKock, Heather Webster. NOT PICTURED:
Amanda Bruckner.
Colonial Baptist
Ben Selander, Jennifer Roloff, Lisa Warren. Heather Marsceau.
Chapel in Ohmer Park
Deborah Woods, Dada Anthony.
Cornerstone Baptist
Scott Bradley, Joanna Halsey, Melissa Lampton, Eric Sorensen. NOT PICTURED:
Anna Harlan, David Heim.
church ministries
Church
County Line Baptist
Paul Streetman, Chad Snow, Heather Murdoch, Sarah Glupker, Kim Collins,
Brandi Fisher. NOT PICTURED: Kristi Krogel.
Fairhaven Church
ROW ONE: Lynette Strong, Cindy Blanton, Scott Judkins, Michaela Murray, Patty
Noble. ROW TWO: Erik Anglund, Jesse Roberts, Jason Stevens, Nate Bolhuis.
Emmanuel Baptist (Dayton)
ROW ONE: Melody Brickel, Penni Fulkerson, Debbie Woods, Michele Burns, Kris
Boyes, Natalie Vandermark. ROW TWO: Beverly Keist, Timothy Overdorf, Bryan
Miller, Regina Fulton, Mathew Murphy.
Faith Baptist
John Moodie, Annmarie Reynolds.
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Ministries
Fellowship Alliance
oy Borkholder, Meaghan Lemke, Cindi Lawry.
First Baptist (Wilmington)
)oug Rose, Melanie Ras, Sarah Jenks
First Baptist (Enon)
ROW ONE: Sara Burnet, Carrie Tyson, Wendy Garber. ROW TWO: Dru Snyder,
Ray Dewer, David Jones, Jim Amstutz.
First Reformed
Rebekah Sorensen, Ray Dewar, Michele Schafer, Laura Waddell.
church ministries
Chur c
Franklin Street Baptist
Stephen Garcia, Dan Huber, Andrew Alderfer, Joy Hasty. NOT PICTURED: Robyn
Simmonds.
40MN01100
Friendship Baptist
Jennifer Tiel, Jason Poling, Melissa Powell, Melissa Sprankle, Samantha Sterna
Grace Baptist Grand Heights
ROW ONE: Sarah Powell, Susie Dunham, Heidi Sorensen. ROW TWO: Jeremy ROW ONE: Angela Boyce, Elizabeth Stone, Heather Ritchey, Erica Porter.
Farlow, Wade Krampe, Brad Voumard. ROW TWO: Kristen Houlihan, Debbie Burkley, Ken Lee, Sarah McCarty,
Stephanie Mead.
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Korean Baptist
• 
Northside Baptist
Marla Perkins, Kathy Sohn, Kurt Epp. Sarah Warnken, Julie Brower, Jodie Delic ROW ONE: Ryan Dyer, Karen Ware, Nicole Carlson, Chrystie Ruba, Kelly
Warriner, Amy Clutz. ROW TWO: Ellen Oncu, Lori Hamilton, Tammy Michaels,
Jamie Yoder. ROW THREE: Sara Ober, Dan Douglas, Jim Blumenstock, Rachel
Ayres, Amy Thayer.
Petre Road
Debra Thompson, Presian Smyers, Rachel Soderstrom.
Natasha Hill shares some Christmas spirit by reading to two young gir
church ministries 189
Church
Prince of Peace
Brian Reen, Heidi Groves.
South Fairborn Baptist
Paul Lykowski, Jeremy Toyer, Chris Strychalski, Abigail Howe, Amy Volpe, Jill
Townsend. NOT PICTURED: Ben Vawter.
Shawnee Hills Baptist (Nursery/AWANA)
ROW ONE: Holly Sorensen, Beth Frank, Emily Alt, Jennifer Alt, Traci Niehaus, And
Schimmenti. ROW TWO: Kara Lehman, Alyssa Arndt, Ronda Clawson. Jennife
Blackburn, H. Eric Smith, Yoshimi Ikeda.
Vi&
Southgate Baptist
ROW ONE: Amy Butcher, Nadine Tomsa, Cherish Clark, Sally Ward. ROW TW
Julien Johnson, Sheri Wilson, Erin Goehring, Kerry Allen. ROW THREE: Nath
Eads. David Preston, Gary Leach, Rob Mulvaney, Joey Decker.
christian ministries
Ministries
Union Baptist
my McDevitt, Christina Zuiderveen, Ken Howard, Meghan Foehl.
OT PICTURED: Rob Reich.
Victory Baptist
ROW ONE: Crystal Toomey, Emily Nadel, Stephanie Streetman. ROW TWO:
Michael Morris, Stephen Goldsworth, Jim Rowley.
Wright Patterson Air Force Base Wright Patterson Air Force Base (S.S.)
OW ONE: Amy Clayton, Ruthanne Pierson, Rebecca Wright, Racha Acton. Ray Townsend and Deborah Chickering. NOT PICTURED: MaryBeth Powell.
OW TWO: Jeremy Dunlap, Ross Meyers, John Gruet.
church ministries
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Organizational Fair
Carrie Scott and Jenn Habegger share a fun time at the Organizational Fair.
'Ms
o'
Smile pretty for your picture!
organizations
What determination!
We know you can do it!
A Fair to Remember
A glimpse of cotton candy and pi77a, the beat of contemporary music, the thrill of contesting
gladiators- not exactly what a first-time participant expected at the annual Organizational Fair. Each
organization sponsored an activity ranging from twister games to face paintings to blood pressure
readings. For the musically inclined, as well as the novice singer, a karaoke contest presented itself,
whether in the form of Happy Days° r The Flints/ones. And throughout the adventurous evening
students gathered information about clubs within their realms of interest; the options seemed
numerous. The Emergency Medical Technicians offered their program. Missions opportunities,
Spanish get-togethers, and other memberships drew yet some more. While no parade marched
through that evening and no stuffed animals were won, all who came out agreed that the fair was a
great activity for enjoying friendships.
-Keturah Stork
Many students enjoyed the boxing ring!
organizations
A Night of Talent
To say that Cedarville College is lacking in talentwould be a
big mistake. This was clearly seen on February 1 7 when Alpha
Chi held their annual Talent Show. Students were required to
try out if they wanted to be in the show and several students
jumped at the opportunity. A wide variety of talents were
demonstrated including music, impersonations, acting, ventrilo-
quism, juggling, and a martial arts demonstration. All who were
involved spent a great deal of time preparing their part of the
show and this was evident in the performance. The audience
voted on their favorites and first place went to Nate Radford for
his humorous demonstration of ventriloquism. Second place
went toiesse Dawkins for his inspiring guitar solo and Matt
Rhorer took third place for his outstanding juggling. The time
and effort put into perfecting each individual act was evident by
the success of the evening.
-Shari Kregel
First place winner, Nathan Radford, entertains
with his ventriloquism.
Berney (left) and Barry (right) Gorsuch perform their "Buttercup" act.
organizations
Cupid's Bash
Li'ISibsMeetCupid
Cupid's Bash. One of the more unusual activities of Cedarville
College, but one into which a lot of time is given in preparation.
Cupid's Bash is an annual event sponsored by Alpha Delta
Omega (ADO) and Delta Omega Epsilon (DOE). This evening
takes place during Li'l Sibs Weekend. It's so popular that suppos-
edly even Cupid shows up!
The evening provides a variety of entertainment including skits,
songs, and games including the infamous dating game in which
two Li'l Sibs are paired up for a date. The evening provides fun
for all and a chance for sibs to catch up on one another's lives.
- Brenda Kregel
Chuck Quarles, alias Cupid, sang a song
of love about Cupid's Bash.
Steve Smith finds out how well these Li'l Sibs know their Cedarville College sibs.
organizations
Alpha Chi is a men's service
organization endeavoring to promote
I Christian character, leadership, an
I attitude of service, a Christ-centered
1 HIsocia Le and an opportunity to be a
testimony to others through various
service projects and social activities.
First row: Joe Lloyd, Noah Buehner, Philip
1 Boggs, Steve Burdette, Scott Vandegrift, Tobin
Strong, Dave Mullins, Dr. Kevin Sims, Scott
Koziol.
Second row: Andrew White,Jonothon Weber,
Erik Larsen, Andrew Alderfer, David Helton,
Mike Sabella, Chris Brown, James Dewald,
Chris Ashcroft, Ryan Coverdale, Gordon Roger.
Third row: Joel Misirian, Matthew Stutzman,
Luke Postema, Nathan Houk, Dan Huber, Matt
Breneman, Aaron Jex, Ken Howard, Paul
Weaver, Gabe Custer.
Alpha Delta Omega is a
women's organization designed to
encourage the development of its
members primarily through per-
sonal services to students and
others.
First row: Kristin Rinehart, Am ie Jo Shear,
EmilyCurrall, Sherri Woodard, Linda
Gilbert, Karisa Howe.
Second row: Cindy Parsons, Jenna
Crowe, KeelyWaibel, EmilyWiljamaa,
Lianne Wright, Allison Randall.
Third row: Lori Anderson, Amy Spurling,
Amy Clayton, Julie Cooper, Laurie
Weber, Angie Pappas, Heather Perrault.
organizations
Alpha Psi Omega strives to
familiarize psychology students
with the different aspects of their
field of study through guest
lecturers and field trips to the
Isurrounding community.
First row: Kara Kelly, Kevin Boblitt,
Rene Godden, Jennifer Beres.
Second row: Shauna Summers,
Almeda Bierly, Steven Kreitzer, Ben
Bookie, Jessica Bollender, Jana
Wright.
ASME is a student chapter of
the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, and the
activities of the chapter at
Cedarville include plant tours,
seminars, conferences, and
competitions.
I First row: Julie Armour, Cherish
Clark, Andrea Osterc, Debbie
'Pittman.
Second row: David Preston, Eric
O'Brien, Matt Breneman, Andy Heyd,
Dan Ruba, Dan Coleman, Erik
Anglund, Seth Valentine.
Third row: Monty Orcutt, Ken Lee, Jeff
Breneman, Scott Thomas, David
is
Beta Chi provides service
opportunities for its members
who either major in broadcast-
ing or are interested in the field.
First row: Deborah Woods, Emily
Williams, Jennifer Wittenbach, Brian
Spencer, Nancy Parsons, Patty Noble,
l Phil Wallis
Second row: Nancy McMillian, Josh
Snyder, Nathan Miller, Mark Button,
Amy Cartzendafner, Dallas Hill, Ryan
Coverdell.
Third row: Don Smith, Peter Fiveland,
Stephen Garcia, Craig Hamer, Mark
Hershner, Aaron Darr, Paula Fads,
Ellen Burkhard
organizations
Beta Rho Delta is the German
Club which provides an oppor-
tunity for those students who
would like to become more
fluent in German to improve
their skills of speaking in this
language.
First row: Tim Williams, David Carl,
'Gordon Rogers, Matt Sherwood,
David Zwan.
Second row: Charstie Davids, Darla
Anthony, Jonathan Seeger, Andrew
Marshall, Rhonda Carnahan, Marla
Perkins.
Bridges is involved in the local
community working with social
services and dealing with
gender issues.
First row: Angela Nettleingham, Jeff
Martin, Hannah Haffey, Renee El-
Khouri.
Second row: Jamie Wasson, Nancy
McMillian, Veronica Mayer.
CCARC (Cedarville College
Amateur Radio Club) provides
communication, by voice or
Morse Code, between mission-
ary parents and their children
on campus.
First row: Nathan Wehr, Kevin
Sherd, Eric Boothe, Tim Tuinstra.
Second row: Jonathan Magin, Joel
Hacker, Christopher Jones, Hannah
Broeckert, Jason Gillett.
>rganizations
CC Republicans stimulate
interest, involvement and lead-
ership in political affairs, keep
members and other students
informed about political issues,
and do it with a Christian
emphasis.
First row: Shelley Dolf, Valerie
Ashurst, Kara Ashurst, Steve Houg,
Daniel Ohlson, Heather MacLean,
David Meckley.
Second row: Sarah Haywood,
Chad Croft, Chad Brown, Gary
Leach, Michael Hall, Melanie Cline,
Stephanie Johnson.
Chi Delta Epsilon students strive to increase professional awareness and development, to participate in
community outreach and to encourage each other as they prepare for a career in education.
First row: Stephanie Wilson, Julie Hastings, JaneIle Reis, Adria Andrews, Rachel Rogers, Michelle Shinaberry, Holly Sorensen,
Angela Meredith.
Second row: Laura Lee Abraham, Jennifer Stover, Heidi Grant, Michele Schafer, Danielle Coler, Jessie Silvieus, Heidi Dean, Susie
Dunham, Rachel Cook.
Third row: Stacie Eldeen, Jennifer Howell, Amy Nichols, Tammy Michaels, Emily Davis, Angela Howe, Jennifer Mosby, Nadine
Tomsa, Jill Gerber, Tabi Leininger.
Fourth row: Erin Steelman, Karen Jacobsen, Christopher Leverette, Josh Halulko, Elizabeth Stone, Sofie Jorstad, Renee Tuinstra, Amy
Awabdy, Lesa Lepak, Kara Lehman.
organizations
Chi Delta Nu is committed to
offering prayer support, encour-
agement, and fellowship on a
monthly basis for its members.
First row: Mait Palombo, Tom Sagraves,
David Helton, Brian Naess, Matt Beck,
David Hackney, Todd Nielsen, Andrew
Manwiller.
Second row: Dan Huber, Jason Carrier,
James Dewald, Darin Rosenvold, Brian
Schoepke, Alan Anderson, Jeremy Toyer,
Justin Colby, Pete Sutton.
, Third row: Yoshimi Ikeda, Christine
Mattin, JenniferYaggi, Karrie Lenhart,
Shellene Everson, Marisa Young, Brooke
Frazier, Christine Gerard, Rachel Henricks,
Janna Gotiwals.
1Chi Theta P1 strives to provide opportunities for students in pre-health profession majors to experience various
facets of their chosen professions through special activities, speakers, and field trips.
First row: Stephanie Mace, Cara Hines, Summer Todd, Becca Ribeiro, Gena Lamoreaux, Leslie Davis, Rachel Maki, Renee El-Khouri.
Second row: Dawn Merritt, Jerra Davis, Shelly Gillett, Coriann Kooy, Kim Maynard, Rachel Wirt, Jessica Stuenzi, Katie Smith, Karin Moon.
Third row: Naomi Kossel, Martha Shrubsole, Laura Huggler, Heather Edwards, Mindy Gregg, Becky Lodge, Angela Ream, April Johnson, Shari
Read, Kristin Decker.
Fourth row: Jessica Schrader, Erin McLariy, Becky Ivey, Jill Witte, Alicea Stachler, Kathy Cramer, Beth Frank, Carrie Gwilt, Amy Clayton.
Fifth row: Stephanie Dickerson, Hannah Broeckert, Alicia Baisley, Tonya Brockman, Sarah Martin, Sam Olsen, Joseph Cantor, Richard Porter,
Bryan Jefferies.
Chi Sigma Iota promotes
interest in the office technology
profession, provides helpful
information for the future, and
fellowship for students with
similar interests in related fields.
First row: Jessica Griffith, Abigail
Brown, Leah Hoover, Joanna Halsey.
Second row: Amy Dietz, Lori Shelly,
Amy Meckley, Beth Tharp, Brooke
Spieth.
Commuter Crossroads
consists of commuting students.
There are special activities,
newsletters, and projects pro-
vided to keep these students
informed and involved in cam-
pus activities.
First row: Cherish Clark, Martha
Shrubsole, Kay Walbright.
Second row: Mike Sabella, Nathan
Piovesan, Dustin Hughes, Becky
Woelk.
DPMA (Data Processing Man-
agement Association) prepares
CIS students for a career in data
processing by acquainting them
with professionals in the field as
well as various hardware and
software.
First row: Sara Dyson, Erin Johns,
Kimberly Ruhl, Angie Letson.
Second row: Joffre Robalino, Derek
Shaw, Tyler Allison.
Delta Chi brings together
secondary education majors
from several different disciplines
and prepares them to be profes-
sional and community servants.
First row: Tiff Shaw, Evelyn Brown,
Martha Failor, Tim Flowers, Tami See,
Krista Cox, Sarah Carr.
Delta Omega Epsilon
provides fellowship for mem-
bers in addition to the social
and service benefits they pro-
vide for the college through
various projects and activities.
First row: Scott Kennedy, Pete Sutton,
Chuck Quarles, Josh Green, Cliff
Scott, Vance Smith.
Second row: Jason Brown, Scott
Kegel, Scott Vandegrift, Brent Gibbs,
Jason Quinn, Gabe Sava.
Third row: Chris Rudolph, Sean
Marr, Mark Otto, Neil Brown, Jon
Bradshaw, Nate Payne, Andrew Lutz.
Delta Pi Sigma prepares
women for their roles after
graduation and gives them
opportunity to serve God by
serving others.
First row: Caron Hartkop, Jill Barnes,
Amy Varner, Paula Faris.
Second row: Joy Webster, Michelle
Kinley, Melissa Pope, Brenda lnion.
— not as unwise hut as wise,
making the most of every opportun
phesufte5.1;-2t,
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Earth Stewardship enhances
the awareness, understanding,
and appreciation of God's
creation and promotes opportu-
nities for Christian environmental
stewardship through intellectual,
recreational, and community
service endeavors.
First row: Chris Knickerbocker, Jared
Mitchell, Barrett Lehr.
Second row: Molly Atkinson, Kim
Collins, Kelly Montague, Kathy Ogg.
EMS (Emergency Medical
Service) for trained students who
provide prompt and profes-
sional pre-hospital care and
transportation to Cedarville
students in need.
First row: Dave Curtis, Steve Burdette,
Amber Rohweder.
Second row: Ivy Schlesener, Donnie
Woodyard, Jennifer Bolt, Jessica
Stuenzi, Sharla Megilligan, Harold
Owen, Cara Miller.
Epsilon Alpha Pi is the social
work organization designed to
provide outreach opportunities
with various populations and to
increase professional awareness
among its members.
First row: Anastasia Mobley, Heather
Murdoch, Lowell Herschberger, Corey
Schwinn.
Second row: Pam Sibole, Amy
Hickox, Cheri Douglas, Jill Rynerson.
organizations
Right: Valerie Ashurst, Kara
Ashurst, Kristy Griffith and
Debbie Gliechman visit
Rockefeller Center on a KEA
trip to New York City.
Homes For Life organizes
and informs the student body
and organizations of monthly
work days for Habitat for Hu-
manities projects.
Right: Alicia Elmore, Brooke T.
Higgins, Josh Amos, Keith Hamer,
David Pfahler.
I.E.E.E. (Institute of Electrical
and Electronical Engineers)
promotes technical and profes-
sional growth among electrical
engineering students.
Right: David Carl, Joel Hacker, Tim
Tuinstra, Nathan Wehr, Natalie
Vandemark.
206
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Iota Chi Phi (Intercultural
Christian Fellowship) has omission
to achieve what God has stamped
on the heart of every true believer
and which the U.S. has stamped
on every coin - "E PLURIBUS
UN UM" -Out of Many, One.
Left: Elizabeth Rogers, Rajan Desai, Julie
Ross.
KEA(Kappa Epsilon Alpha) seeks to prepare business majors for their future careers in the business world.
First row: Debbie Davidson, Heidi Bowen, Kristina Milentis, Debra Thompson, KeelyWaibel, Kara Ashurst, Sara Howell, Karisa Linafelter, Janet
Wilson, Erin Barker.
Second row: Heidi Sorensen, Aimee Greenwood, Elizabeth Price, Kristy Griffith, Brandi Fisher, Kristen Kurken, Heidi Wolters, Becky Woelk,
Cliff Scott, Mike Sabella, Tom Weise.
Third row: Ryan Anderson, Doug Bayler, Robert Thomas, Rob Mulvaney, John Gruet, Jeff Gruet, Steve Houg, Kevin Vaughn, Keith
Youngblood, Paul Sheldon, Jamie Scheid.
Fourth row: Andy Kuyper, Trevor Batt, Scott Ice, Chris Pittenturf, Jon Check, Scott Christner, Jon Wu, Brian Schoepke, Josh Overholt.
1
organizations
MENC (Music Educators'
National Conference) strives to
keep music education students
informed of what is currently
happening in music education.
First row: Tiffany Zirke, Lea Anne
Churgovich, Angela DeSantis, Nadine
Tomsa, Joy Brandon, Mia Crecco,
Eileen McCoskey, Alisa Whitt.
Second row: Susan West, Jim
Leonard, Chet Jenkins, Kimberly Miller,
Beth Stewart.
Mu Kappa exists to provide
missionary kids and international
students with opportunities for
fellowship, social interaction,
and cultural and spiritual growth.
First row: Rajan Desai, Ben Nordaas,
Sofie Jorstad, George Weber,
Jonathan Hjembo, Martha Shrubsole,
1 Julie Brower, Chris Knickerbocker.
Second row: Patricia Rice, David
Heim, Rob Bouwens, Rebecca Border,
Michele Schafer, Nathan Waldock,
1Bart Allen, Jason Grahame.
Third row: Tami Weber, Michelle
Zeeb, Deborah Woods, Tami See,
Kouichi Ikeda, Jennifer Timblin, Atsuko
Ohtake.
Pi Delta serves as the official I
host to campus guests by provid-
ing tours for prospective students,1
youth leaders, and parents.
First row: Debi Wong, Jennifer Butler,
Julie Cooper, Martha Failor, Amy
Nichols, Johanna Byrer, Sara Howell,
Heidi Sorensen, Julie Hastings, Carol
Lee.
Second row: Tim Flowers, Sam Yeiter,
Dan Huber, Cliff Scott, Jon Check,
Justin Bailey, Tim Tuinstra, Andrew
Marshall, Josh Rupp.
Third row: Kendra Stanton, Dawn
Merritt, Lisa Cook, Heather Bethel,
1 Martha Shrubsole, Jennifer Yaggi,
James Dewald, Pete Sutton, Brooke
Frazier Doug Rose, Jennifer Blackburn. 
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Phi Epsilon Beta is a women's
organization which actively
serves the local community and
provides a social atmosphere
which enhances the many
aspects of life.
First row: Joy Brandon, Tricia Walker,
Alicia Elmore, Sherri DeClark, Sharon
Burns, Susie Rooke.
Second row: Jennifer Reed, Kelli
Cast, Bethany Corner, Rebecca
Southwell, Alison Stone, Janna
Gottwals.
r .Phi Gamma Psi is a women's
social and service organization
designed to encourage women
through prayer meetings and social 1
activities.
First row: Nettie Waibel, Tiffany Hamilton,
Maggie Gallerini, Stephanie Jones, Dawn
Muneio, Kristin Wohnle, Jennifer Tegtmeier,
Kathy Petersen.
Second row: Valerie Calvert, Rene
Rosencrantz, Cara Harju, Shauna Sum-
mers, Summer Bennington, Heidi Sorensen,
Julie Home, Lara Gyurik, Melissa
Crawford.
Third row: Jen Ingalls, Carrie Scott,
Melanie Ras, Ann Gabriel, Kristen
Houlihan, Veronica Thunder, Jenna
Coakley, Kristina Milentis, Debbie Burkley,
Kristy Griffith, Jill Molar, Jody Hovis.
Pi Sigma Nu is a brotherhood
that seeks to develop its mem-
bers into the "whole man" in the
areas of body, mind, and spirit.
First row: Dave Ormsbee, Jason
Davies, Duane Stutzman, Jim Harty,
Damon Derstine, Paul Gardner, Clint
Miller.
Second row: Ben Stewart, Ryan
Tatum, Jason Shaffer, Jeremy Haskell,
Steve Reutlinger, Jim Latourelle, Dan
Parlin.
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Right: Craig Hamer, Ryan
Coverdell, Emily Williams,
Patty Noble, Nancy McMillian,
Jennifer Wittenbach, Dallas Hill,
Michael Nuefeld, and Aaron
Darr, all Beta Chi members,
gather around for a snapshot at
one of their annual parties.
SAE(Society of Automotive Engineers) gives students the chance to learn about their future and talk to other engineers
through seminars and projects.
First row: Brent Ridley, Natalie Vandemark, Julie Armour, Philip Lehman, Andrea Osterc, Amy Ginn, Debbie Pittma.
Second row: Greg Flory, Nathan Wehr, Chuck Ware, Ryan Burkhard, Jason Gillett, Cherish Clark, Micah Roberts.
Third row: Scott Husband, Jesse Roberts, Dan Cochrane, Aaron Schradin, Matt Breneman, Rob Bouwens, Daniel Hicks, David Carl.
Fourth row: Jeff Breneman, Paul DeKruyter, Charlie Walker, Erik Anglund, Andy Heyd, David Preston, Seth Valentine, Jeremy Staley, Monty
Orcutt
44111F--'
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SHIN (Socieiy for Human
Resources Management) pro-
vides its members with informa-
tion on current issues in Human
Resources and opportunities to
meet professionals for business
contacts.
Left: Brad Evans, Heather Bossley,
Kendra Risser, Karisa Linafelter, Krisly
Griffith, Eric Sorensen.
STC(Society for Technical
Communications) gives profes-
sional writing students a variety of
opportunities to learn about their
field, enhance their professional
reputation, and find employment.
First row: Jill Molar, Angie Pappas, Lisa
VanWormer, Samantha Sternad, Celeste
Weaver, Phil Wittmer.
Second row: Rachel Ross, Tanya
Nicholson, Aaron Rayder, Jodie Delich,
Julie Brower, Heather Bossley.
Spanish Club offers an opportu-
nity to speak and have fun in a
relaxing atmosphere; members are
not required to be fluent.
First row: Dana Walter, Kim McKenzie,
JenniferYaggi, Elizabeth Parr, Ehrin
Arimura, Elizabeth Rogers.
Second row: KathyMcFarland, Kimbery
Kuczynski, Molly Atkinson, Ross Meyers,
Michelle Clark, Sarah Carr, Peter
Chevere.
organizations
SWE (Society of Women Engi-
neers) provides fellowship
between women engineers
through meetings and conferences.
First row: Andrea Osterc, Cherish Clark,
Julie Armour, Natalie Vandemark.
Second row: AmyCarpenter, Michelle
Bolt, Alyssa Arndt, Kristen Lee Hunter,
Laura Dolph.
Tau Delta Kappa provides an
opportunity for fellowship, ex-
change of ideas, and support of
those students enrolled in the
Honors Program.
First row: Heather Smith, JoLynn
Bishop, Summer Schafer, Laurie Weber,
Tiffany Hamilton.
Second row: HeatherMarsceau, Doug
Amundson, Tim Flowers, Brian Reen.
Right: Brenda Inion, Jodie
Jacobson, Melissa Pope, and
Amy Varner show how much
fun an organization can be.
orga
Theta Rho Epsilon (OPE) is a
men's organization dedicated to
accountability, building friendships,
and endeavoring to have a good
time.
First row: Elliot Gilham, Hugo Lopez,
Ernest Clark, Timothy Nicklas, Brian
Naess, Ryan Jenkins, Tim Hartman,
Dave Kaynor.
Second row: Eric Wambold, Tim
Haylett, Jim Amstutz, Jeremy Toyer,
Chris Vitarelli, Jon Wu, Jeff Beste, Dave
McMurtry, Shawn Shipp, Paul
DeKruyter.
UAA (Undergraduate Alumni
Association) assists the CC Alumni
Association and office with activi-
ties and represents the student
body in the Alumni Association.
First row: Emily Currall, Michael Hall,
Steve Barr, Jeremy Haskell, Tim
Courtright, Martha Shrubsole.
Second row: Heather Bossley, Heidi
Bossley, John lamaio, Jodie Enterkin, Joy
Brandon.
Vara)/ C is an organization for
varsity athletes to interact with
each other and to serve at the
concession stand for basketball
games.
First row: Lesley Nester, Michelle Dick
Megan Stevens, Becky Woelk, Laura
Glessner, Tiff Shaw, Kara Malone.
Second row: Cliff Scott, Denver Seely,
Zach Ruffin, Josh Bell, Doug Amundson,
Kari Persons, Laura Huggledulianne
Pletcher.
Third row: Amy Anderson, Jim Cramer
David Rooke, Joshua Lunney, Dave
Swasey, Jason Taylor, Travis Mulanax,
AndrewMiller.
organizations
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Below: David Rutledge drives past his Right: With a mighty sweep Michael
attacking opponent. Hidalgo takes a direct kick down field.
Men's Soccer
The Cedarville College soccer team
finished the 1995 season at 4-12-3
overall and 1-7 in the Mid-Ohio Con-
ference. John McGillivray closed out
his 22nd year as head coach with a
career mark of 199-178-24. "We
showed some positive signs this sea-
son with a lot of young players," said
McGillivray. "Even though we had
some matches where we didn't play
well, we had some of our best efforts
against several of our tougher oppo-
nents. Hopefully, a number of these
guys gained some valuable experi-
ence that will benefit the program in
the future."
The Yellow Jackets were winless
in their first six outings (0-4-2) be-
fore going on the road to defeat
Bluffton, 1-0, with sophomore for-
ward Dave Rooke scoring the goal. It
kept Cedarville's perfect mark against
the Beavers intact at 26-0 in a season
series that began in 1965. Four games
later, Cedarville battled longtime ri-
val Wilmington to a 1-1 tie for the
second straight year. Faulkner scored
the equalizer in the second half of
what was the 43rd meeting between
the schools in a matchup dating back
to 1963.
The Yellow Jackets jumped on
Asbury for four goals in the first half
and rode the wave to a 4-1 victory in
the annual Homecoming match.
Faulkner paced the team in scoring
with 12 goals and three assists for 27
points. Senior defender Neil Brown
was tabbed the team's Most Valuable
Player. He was named to the NCCAA
All-America Second Team, the NAIA
All-Mideast Second Team, and to the
All-Mid-Ohio Conference First Team.
Brown, Reade Faulkner, and senior
goalkeeper Ryan Mears each earned
spots on the All-NCCAA District III
unit.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Above: Neil
Wilmington.
Brown easily controls both the ball and his opponent in a game wilt
sports
Opponent Score
(HOME) Ickts. Opp.
Mt. Vernon Naz. 1 3
Denison 0 4
Bryan 0 2
Toccoa Falls 1 1 (OT)
Otterbein 2 2
TIFFIN 2 6
Bluffton 1 0
WALSH 0 2
Malone 1 4
Huntington 1 0
WITTENBERG 2 4
Ind. Wesleyan 1 2
WILMINGTON 1 1(0T)
Oh. Dominican 0 3
RIO GRANDE 1 3
ASBURY 4 1
Findlay 1 2(0T)
Shawnee State 2 1(0T)
Ashland 1 5
Season Record
4-12-3
FRONT ROW: Russ Pound, Jeffery Rockwood, Ben Nordaas, Andy Shaw, Brent Casselman, Greg Edlund, Michael Hidalgo,
Steve Lewis, Cliff Scott, Craig Schaap, Duane Hammond, George Weber. BACK ROW: Kevin Roper (Ass't Coach), David
Rutledge, Neil Brown, Nate Auffort, Ben Haffey, Jason Ostrander, Ryan Mears, B.J. Bechtel, Reade Faulkner, David Rooke,
Jason Shaffer, Joel Bjerke, John McGillivray (Head Coach).
Left: Cliff Scott concentrates on moving
the ball upfield before the Wilmington
defender crosses his path.
Above: D. Rutledge gives his opponent
the shoulder to gain clean possession of
the ball.
Left: Cedarville successfully defends the
goal, sending the ball flying high.
soccer
Women's
Volleyball
Carves
Their
Legacy
Cedarville College posted the
third most wins for a season in
school history after finishing with
an overall record of 32-17 and a
Mid-Ohio Conference mark of 10-8
to place fourth in the league. A
number of accolades came
Cedarville's way with junior hitter
Sarah Jackson and senior all-around
performer Melissa Hartman earn-
ing spots on the All-MOC First Team.
Senior hitter Cheryl Miller was an
All-MOC Second Team selection
while rookie setter Krista Hoffman
was named to the All-MOC Fresh-
man Team. "The women really re-
sponded well this year," remarked
interim head coach Kathy Freese.
"We had a good mix of experience
and young talent. I was quite pleased
with how competitive we were."
Hartman and Miller both graduate
with a number of school records to
their credit. Hartman leaves as the
Lady Jackets' all-time leader for
matches played (184), games played
(544), digs (2,429), pass percent-
age (.941), and digs per game
(4.47). Miller holds records for
total attacks (4,077), attack per-
centage (.271), solo blocks (220),
block assists (261), and total blocks
(481). Miller also finished with
1,478 career kills and is only the
second Cedarville player to go over
1,000. Sarah Jackson paced the
team in 1995 with 3.73 kills and
4.19 digs per game. Krista Hoffman
averaged a team-leading 6.02 as-
sists per game.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Record: 32-17
Rock Solid Fourth Place in the MOC!
Lisa Weirich listens intensely as the team huddles around Coach Freese.
FRONT ROW: Suzanne Lehman, Melissa Sprankle, Marcie Duez, Julie Mercer, Melissa Hartman, Christine Scheffel, Laura Huggler, Krista Hoffman. BACK ROW: Lana Hass
(Ass't Coach), Krystee Gehman (Student Trainer), Beth Corner, Pam Goodwin, Julie Opperman, Cheryl Miller, Heather Scheffel, Sarah Jackson, Lisa Weirich, Kathy Freese
(Head Coach).
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Left: Melissa Sprankle and Pam Goodwin
rise to the the occasion to block the hit
that turned out to be a tip.
Left: Rejected! Cheryl Miller stuffs the
spike.
Below: Marcie Duez serves the ball,
setting up another point for the Jackets.
Opponent
W/L
Siena Heights
Hillsdale
Ill.-Springfield
Mi.-Dearborn
Findlay
Shawnee State
Cornerstone
Spring Arbor
Wilmington
Central State
Taylor
Tiffin
Kenyon
Marian
Bethel
Judson
Huntington
Oh. Dominican
Otterbein
Hanover
Heidelberg
Oh. Wesleyan
Capital
Urbana
Walsh
Malone
Mt. Vernon Naz. L
Shawnee State
Oh. Dominican
Franklin
Siena Heights
Marian
St. Francis
Franklin
Findlay
Rio Grande
Spring Arbor
Grace
Ind. Wesleyan
Grace
Urbana
Mt. Vernon Naz. L
Walsh
Malone
Tiffin
Rio Grande
Central State
Tiffin
Mt. Vernon Naz. L
Above: Team work! As Melissa Hartman tips the ball, her teammates get in position
to cover a block.
volleyball
Women's
Cross Country
Review
The Cedarville College
women's cross country team con-
tinues to get stronger with time.
The Lady Jackets were ranked as
high as fifth in the NAIA poll,
placed a best-ever seventh out of
31 schools at the NAIA Nationals,
and won their fourth straight Mid-
Ohio Conference championship.
The women were seventh nation-
ally in another category — aca-
demics. They had the seventh-
highest overall team grade point
average and placed Jill Zenner,
Julianne Pletcher, and Michelle
Burson on the NAIA All-America
Scholar-Athlete team.
Cedarville won six meets in all
and placed second at the NCCAA
Championships.
Julianne Pletcher was the team's
top runner. Pletcher finished 13th
out of 286 runners at the NAIA
Nationals to earn All-America hon-
ors for the second straight year.
The junior was also second in both
the NCCAA and MOC Champion-
ships. Freshman Becky Jordan was
the number two runner and fin-
ished 21st in the NAIA to earn All-
America recognition. Jordan was
an NCCAA All-American and an
All-MOC performer. Michelle
Burson repeated as an NCCAA All-
American and an All-MOC runner
while teammate Heather Cornelius
joined her on both squads. Other
all-conference runners were Kara
Malone and Laura Boothe.
"We accomplished more this
season than we ever have before
and that was exciting," said Elvin
King, who was named MOC Coach
of the Year. "We are very optimis-
tic about the future. We will have
six of our top seven runners re-
turning next season."
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Heather Cornelius smiles as she nears
the finish line and the end of another
challenging race.
Above: With a yell and a grimace, David
Rae pushes up the hill to the finish.
Right: A swarm of Yellow Jackets over-
whelms the competition at John Bryan
State Park.
—CEDARVILLE CROSS COUNTRY-
Meet Place
Asbury Inv.
Midwest Coll.
Friendship Inv.
Greensboro Inv.
All-Ohio
Wilmington Clsc.
Gettysburg Inv.
Mid-Ohio Conf.
NCCAA Nat.
NAIA Nat.
1 of 7
10 of 33
1 of 9
1 of 15
7 of 38
1 of
1 of 21
1 of 5
2 of 15
7 of 31
Laura Boothe challenges a fellow teammate to give a little more at the Cedarville
Invitational at John Bryan State Park.
sports
3en Thompson and Chris Merrell leg it
)ut at the Friendship Invitational at John
3ryan State Park.
FRONT ROW: Christy Taylor, Jill Breckenfeld, Kara Malone, Heather Cornelius, Michelle Burson, Beckey Jordan, Edith Steele,
Kari Persons. MIDDLE ROW: Laura Boothe, Rebecca Jenks, Joni Forward, Julianne Pletcher, David Rae, Eric Crawford, Jill
Zenner, Megan Stevens, Amy Burson. BACK ROW: Elvin King (Head Coach), Ben Thompson, Steve McGillivray, Chris Merrell,
Jason Taylor, Dave Schwatzentruber, Chad Eder, Joel Peterson, John Ward.
The Cedarville College men's
cross country team continued its
rebuilding program. Six of the
Yellow Jacket's top seven runners
were either freshmen or sopho-
mores which creates a positive
outlook for the near future.
The Yellow Jackets claimed the
Greensboro, NC Invitational title
by outrunning 16 other schools.
They were second in their own
Friendship Invitational, third at
Asbury, fourth in the Mid-Ohio
Conference, and fifth at the NCCAA
Nationals.
Head coach Elvin King claims,
"We are in the process of getting
the men's program back to where
we want it to be. It takes patience
with the young talent we have on
the roster. Even with that, we have
been close to being ranked in the
NAIA poll."
Sophomore Eric Crawford led
the way as the Yellow Jackets'
number one runner. He finished
in the top ten of four events and
was the team's lone qualifier for
the NAIA Nationals.
David Rea and Joel Peterson,
also sophomores, were consistent
varsity performers along with
freshmen Chris Merrell, David
Swartzentruber, and Ben Thomp-
son. Jason Taylor was the lone
senior in the top seven.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Men's
Cross Country
Review
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Matt Towle spends hours in the training
room taping up all the injuries or players'
weak spots before the games.
Stephanie Yankovich watches as Duke
inspects Jon Wooley's swollen knee.
Meredith Allgrim
James Amstutz
Andrew Cousens
Jason Deugan
Joel Eaby
Kevin Fountian
ICrystee Gehrnan
Jason Grahame
Brenda Johnson
Fred Ludwig
Ruthann McAuley
Sheri Phipps
Jeremy Strong
Gretchen Taylor
Matthew Towle
Alissa Williams
Randy Yinger
A very important part of the
Cedarville sports program takes
place behind the scenes in the
athletic trainer's work room. The
trainers spend a great deal of time
taking care of the athletes who
need anything from a taped wrist
to emergency medical care. It
takes a great deal of time to be
involved in this way, but it is
crucial to a safe athletic program.
Cedarville athletes can feel much
safer when they know that there
are qualified trainers available in
case of an emergency.
Brenda Kregel
-ATHLETIC TRAINERS-
club volleyball / trainers
Have you ever been in a
place where the atmosphere was
so loud that you could not hear
yourself think? If you can answer
that question with a no, then you
have obviously never attended a
Cedarville basketball game. The
cheerleaders, with the help of the
pep band, lead the fans in orga-
nized chaos. If there is one thing
that Cedarville has, it's school
spirit. This applies not only to
basketball but to the college's en-
tire athletic program. Everyone
gets involved.
Faculty, staff, and students are
proud of the sports program and
of the athletes who participate in
it. You have not seen a real smile
until Dr. Dixon comes to the pul-
pit on the morning following a
victory for one of the teams. Ob-
viously, we all like to win, but
Cedarville fans have a reputation
for being "good losers." The posi-
tive testimony that the college fam-
ily demonstrates at the games is
frequently commented on by other
coaches, referees and opposing
fans.
At Cedarville, we know that
our testimony will dictate what
others think of us and it is impor-
tant that we are making a good
representation of Jesus Christ. It
doesn't matter whether we are
winning or losing, people are
watching us and hopefully they
can appreciate what they see.
Brenda Kregel
rFans Got  Spirit.
Above: Joe Williams enthusiastically
cheers the Jackets on to victory.
Right: The Bee and children love each
other and often show affection on the
court.
Right: Jeremy Verwys takes time out to
encourage a young cheerleader at heart.
sports
995-96 Pep Band Participants
aritone: Keith Hamer, Becky Kayser, Sarah Laramore, Jim Patten, Bethany Walker, Michele West. Clarinet: Dawn Albertson, Angela DeSantis, Cheryl Emmert, Susan
unsaker, Karisa Linafelter, Anna Lorenz, Stephanie Mead, Amy Meckley, Amy Nichols, Samantha Polgardy, Mark Roeder, Elizabeth Rogers, Lesley Shover, Heather
mith, Rachel Soderstrom, Sarah Svendsen. Flute: Tina Braley, Sara Bryan, Natalie Bunch, Sara Clayton, Heidi Corners, Becky Crosson, Angie Davis, Kimberly Dorsey,
risti Gleason, Erica Hunter, Trisha Johnson, Julie Jouwstra, Lisa Keever, Susie Lee, Melanie Lehman, Elizabeth McDonald, Sara Miller, Amy Powley, Kendra Risser,
ennifer Rogers, Rachel Sharp, Valerie Smith, Rebekah Sorensen, Brooke Spieth, Renee Tuinstra, Lianne Wright. French Horn: Mark Armstrong, Jamie Bedford, Melody
rickel, Renee Brown, Amy Clutz, Leah Peter, Summer Schaefer, Becky Van Loon. Percussion: Jessica Bolender, Christopher Brown, Ryan Eby, Michael Graybill, Daniel
licks, Ryan Huebner, Seth Johnson, Derek Luke, Ethan McQuinn, Charis Perez, Eric Perkey, Cheryl Sims, Lori Skillman, Ben Vawter, Jeremy Washburn. Saxaphone:
avid Arthur, Jesse Dawkins, Chet Jenkins, Brenda Johnson, Tom Leightenheimer, Monica Lindsey, Paul Sheldon, Presian Smyers, Jeremy Toyer, Jason Vasquez,
risten Wawro. Trombone: Kevin Armstrong, Matthew Boehm, Joyce Boggs, Aron Fay, Stephen Goldsworth, Steve Hodson, Kelly Kanten, Lori Leinbach, Steven
cGillivray, Tom Mullins, Mandy Murray, Debbie Pittman, Joe Reaper, Jeremy Staley, Tobin Strong, Jennifer Sutherland, Amy Thayer, Jill Townsend, Charlie Walker,
ndrew Woodman. Trumpet: Israel Barr, Michelle Boehm, Jeff Brown, Phil Caldwell, Donald Chapin, Andy Clary, Jeremy Farlow, James Filson, John Filson, Von Forshee,
eborah Frank, Brian Kuvshinikov, Andrew Manwiller, Kevin Murachanian, Chris Pagnard, Julie Parker, Richard Porter, Jamie Scheid, Martha Shrubsole, Kevin Sims,
isa Skillman, Ed Supplee, Flynn Tregay, Heidi Wolters, Bill Workman, Tom Wright. Tuba: Chris Brown, Matthew Cheek, Paul DiCuirci, Bethany Frank, Louann Nichols,
aimme Potter, Josh Rupp, Chuck Skillman. Directors: Mike DiCuirci, Jim Colman.
FRONT: The Bee, Jonathan Wu. MIDDLE
FRONT: Monique Shoaf, Karmen
Huddleson, Monica Mennenga. MIDDLE
BACK: Lori Brown, Kelly Grady, Sara
Hennis. BACK: Tom Sanderson, Scott
Vandegrift, Jeremy Verwys, Doug
Amundson.
Below: Ryan Huebner carries the flag
and gets the crowd excited before a bas-
ketball game.
Cedarville basketball games
are anticipated with much ex-
citement as the basketball sea-
son rolls around in the fall. As
the college family gathers to
support the Yellow Jackets, the
school spirit rocks the gym. A
large amount of the credit for
this goes rightfully to the pep
band.
The pep band is joined on a
volunteer basis. Those who are
involved willingly dedicate some of
their time to meet for practices and,
of course, the home games. The
band is led by Mr. Michael DiCuirci,
one of the college's music profes-
sors.
Although the pep band is
not considered the highlight of
the game and they may not
always be recognized for their
efforts, they are appreciated
by all who attend the games.
Cedarville basketball would
just not be the same without
the pep band to boost school
spirit.
Brenda Kregel
fans / cheerleaders / pep band
The pace of life hasn't necessar-
ily slowed down for Dr. Don Callan.
It has just taken on a different focus.
Callan has served for 36 years at
Cedarville College. The first 35
years he labored as the head men's
basketball coach and held down the
position of athletic director. While
he maintains the A.D. spot and all of
his other duties at the college, it was
when he stepped down as the hard-
wood mentor of the Yellow Jackets
that he truly faced a transition in his
life.
"I really wasn't sure howl would
feel about getting out of coaching,
but I knew I was ready," said Callan,
who gave up the coaching reins in
April of 1995. "I'll assure you that
I am still confident I made the right
decision. It has given me time to
concentrate on a number of other
things including giving more of my
time to our athletic teams."
Basketball opponents probably
don't miss Callan on the sideline
either. He finished his career with
eight straight 20-win seasons and
579 career victories in all. He was
the NAIA's third active winningest
men's basketball coach and the 19th
on the NAIA's all-time victory list.
Callan's accomplishments in the
athletic arena are endless and they
haven't gone unnoticed. His ex-
ploits on the football field and bas-
ketball court at his alma mater, Tay-
lor University, earned him induc-
tion into the school's Hall of Fame.
One of the highest honors to
A Solid Example
ever be bestowed upon Callan oc-
curred last February when he was
presented a Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Dayton Agonis Club.
He was one of seven people honored
for his longtime commitment and
contribution to athletics in the state
of Ohio.
While Callan has demonstrated the
ability to produce winning basketball
teams, it is his involvement apart
from the competitive athletic arena
that is just as legendary. In 1971, he
founded Cedarville's Missionary In-
ternship Service (MIS). Each year,
particularly in the summer, more than
200 students, faculty and staff take
part in the MIS by sharing the gospel
around the globe through team and
individual ministries.
Callan initiated the MIS program
by taking a men's basketball team,
known as the Athletes for Christ, to
the Philippines. The ten-member
unit generally tours the islands for
five weeks sharing the gospel of
Christ through basketball evange-
lism. Callan has also coached and
lectured in Australia, Japan, Korea,
Hong Kong, Poland, Portugal, New
Guinea, Spain, Taiwan, and Thai-
land.
The NCCAA presented Cedarville
with its first-ever Sports Ministries
Award in 1990 and, according to
Callan, remains as one of his most
satisfying honors. The award rec-
ognized two decades of resourceful
spiritual outreach through
Cedarville's athletic teams under the
leadership of Dr. Callan.
Family life also keeps Callan busy.
He and his wife of 40 years, Nedra,
have two married children and four
grandchildren. They also remain
active in the local church and in the
community.
"I have never looked back at my
decision to come to Cedarville Col-
lege," Callan explained. "I made a
commitment to work with Chris-
tian young people and the Lord has
been in it every step of the way."
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Jeff Reep '78 returned to Cedarville
College this fall to take over the head
coaching position for the Yellow Jack-
ets' men's basketball program. When
Dr. Don Callan announced his retire-
ment from coaching in April of last
year, following a legendary 35-year
career, the first thing he did as ath-
letic dirctor was announce Reep as his
personal choice to take his position.
"It's a great opportunity," Reep said
and it's important to keep the pro-
gram on the same track that it's been
going."
Reep had been a collegiate coach
for the past 17 years (prior to coming
to Cedarville). Since 1984, he had
been an assistant at New Mexico State
University and most recently held the
title of associate head coach. Prior to
his tenure at New Mexico State, Reep
spent the 1983-84 season as an assis-
tant at Stetson University in Florida.
He was a graduate assistant at Delta
State in Mississippi 1979-81 and
served as an assistant coach at the
school 1881-83. He was the junior
varsity coach at Cedarville College for
the 1978-79 season.
Reep played for four years at
Cedarville from 1974-1978, and his
1,279 career points presently rank
A Solid Choice
him 17th on the Yellow Jackets' all-
time scoring list. He was a two-year
captain, two-time Cedarville MVP,
and was twice named to the All-Mid-
Ohio Conference and All-NAIA Dis-
trict 22 teams.
Concerning the move from New
Mexico State to Cedarville, Reep
stated, "Cedarville is my alma mater.
I'm excited about running my own
program, and I look forward to being
here for a long time." Coach Reep
was enthusiastically welcomed at
Cedarville and had a fantastic first
year at the 'Ville.
Taken from Summer '95 Inspire
sports
addy's little helper wipes off the plan board--hope they don't need to see that one again.
Linton Ellis acknowledges the applause
at Moonlight Madness after another fan-
tastic dunk. He even jumped over a fellow
student and still managed to dunk the
ball.
Above: John Krueger drives the ball up
court.
Left: Senior, Jeff Bradley takes the ball to
the hoop over a Rio Grande player, who
attempted to draw the foul.
men's basketball
Below Right: Brent Miller stops in his
tracks as two Mount Vernon players team
up on defense.
Below: A loose ball, who will gain the
possession?
Above: Nate Huffman looks up as he
prepares to drain a three pointer, while
Krueger looks on for the pass.
Right: Dr. Jim Phipps and Ben Failor call
the Varsity Yellow Jackets' games for
CDR Radio.
After 32 years of calling the play-by-play,
Jim Phipps calls this year his last as the
Voice of the Yellow Jackets. Thanks for
32 dedicated years of bringing the action
to the fans--you'll be missed!
MEN'S BASKETBALL
It was a year in transition all the
way around for the Yellow Jacket
men's basketball team. The big-
gest and obvious change was that
of first-year head coach Jeff Reep
taking over for Don Callan, who
stepped down following eight
straight 20-win seasons and a leg-
endary 35-year career.
"We played our best basketball
at the end of the season," said
Reep, whose team finished 17- 15
for the school's llth straight win-
ning season. "I can't say enough
about the players. They always
played hard and won some diffi-
cult games down the stretch."
The Jackets were seeded fifth
out of ten teams in the NAIA Great
Lakes Tournament and opened
with a 92-85 win at Mid-Ohio
Conference for Rio Grande. Two
nights later came a trip to top-
seeded West Virginia State where
rookie John Krueger's three-
pointer at the buzzer provided a
dramatic 92-89 victory. Cedarville
then played for the championship
at Findlay, another MOC mem-
ber, for the right to go to the NAIA
Nationals. It was the Jackets' first
title game in 14 years and the two
teams had split their two regular
season games. The host Oilers
pulled away for a 98-88 win.
Senior forward Jeff Bradley av-
eraged a team-high 18.2 points
and earned spots on the All-MOC
and NAIA Great Lakes First Teams.
He started all 95 games he played
during his three-year career, fin-
ished sixth on the Jackets' all-time
scoring list with 1,833 points, and
drained a school-record 243 three-
pointers for his career. Senior
guard Jason Quinn averaged 14.5
points and was an All-MOC Sec-
ond Team selection. He was voted
Cedarville's MVP by his teammates.
Quinn, as well as sophomore guard
Brent Miller, who led the team
with 140 assists, were both All-
NAIA Great Lakes Scholar-Athletes.
Senior guard Todd Lane was pre-
sented the coveted Ted DeShields,
Jr. Coaches' Award and classmate
Nathan Huffman, who averaged
10.7 points, earned his fourth let-
ter in the program. John Krueger
averaged 11.3 points and was voted
the Freshman of the Year in the
Mid-Ohio Conference. Junior for-
ward Jon Woolley supplied 11.1
points and 6.1 rebounds before
missing the final four games with
a knee injury.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
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Opponent Score
ROBERT MORRIS 123-71
MICH.-DEARBORN 85-65
IND. EAST 97-59
WILFRID LAURIER 90-72
Ashland Univ. 78-93
Wilberforce 120-71
Huntington College 73-82
Ohio Dominican 62-69
Madonna Univ. 80-66
Tiffin Univ. 108-70
ST. CLAIR 120-65
CUMBERLAND 67-78
WALSH UNIV. 71-74
MALONE 69-91
OHIO DOMINICAN 80-98
Rio Grande 79-95
Shawnee State 88-99
Urbana Univ. 83-79
MT. VERNON 93-94
Mich. Dearborn 77-67
URBANA UNIV. 93-95
Mt. Vernon 103-98
Findlay 78-74
TIFFIN UNIV. 95-74
WILBERFORCE 126-62
Walsh Univ. 77-83
Malone 93-97
RIO GRANDE 103-86
FIN DLAY 78-84
Rio Grande 92-85
W.Virginia State 92-89
Findlay 88-98
FRONT ROW: Todd Lane, Jason Quinn, John Krueger, Brent Miller, John Jones. MIDDLE ROW: Eric Taylor (Team Manager),
Gary Carter (Student Ass't), Ted Forrest, Tim Ware, Pete Reese (Ass't Coach), Billy Curry (Ass't Coach), Jeff Reep (Head
Coach). BACK ROW: Linton Ellis, Jeff Bradley, Jon Woolley, Bobby Polack, Nathan Huffman.
Left: Jason Quinn takes aim and shoots
for two.
Above: Like father, like son. Every
little boy needs a good daddy to imi-
tate.
Above Right: Tim Ware gets a quick
pep talk and instructions from Coach
Reep.
Right: Jump Ball!
men's basketball
Amy Bathrick draws the foul and stops Right: Melissa Hartman shoots for two
her opponent's pass. against a tough defense.
Right: Cindy Cremeans drives the ball
upcourt.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Season: 16-20
WILBERFORCE 88-68
SPRING ARBOR 67-78
GEORGETOWN 55-61
Trinity Christian 51-45
Olivet Nazarene 72-81
Taylor Univ. 62-56
Bluffton College 68-78
Grace College 86-64
Oakland City 58-68
MT.ST. JOSEPH 53-62
Findlay 73-68
Mt. Vernon 81-62
RIO GRANDE 103-93
Tiffin Univ. 54-77
OH. DOMINICAN 78-62
Urbana Univ. 66-92
SHAWNEE ST. 77-71
Ohio Dominican 75-79
Malone
FIN DLAY
Walsh Univ.
MT. VERNON
Rio Grande
TIFFIN UNIV.
WALSH UNIV.
URBANA UNIV.
Shawnee State
MALONE
CONCORDIA
WILMINGTON
Walsh Univ.
Oakland City
Spring Arbor
Emmanuel
Olivet Nazarene
Mid-America
67-70
67-69
80-84
90-68
85-94
81-66
54-49
67-71
62-73
47-59
70-58
77-62
71-79
66-58
69-92
50-61
81-60
62-88
C'mon, Ladies! Coach Freese
and the bench encourage the
team on the floor.
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FRONT ROW: Gillian Gombis, Heather French, Summer Bennington, Robin Paulin, Jill Detwiler, Cindy Cremeans, Becky Cave,
Melissa Hartman, Amy Bathrick, Tammi Matula, Elizabeth Hamilton, Christina Hunt. BACK ROW: Joy Williams(Ass't Coach),
Kathy Freese (Head Coach), Joy Fagan (Ass't Coach), Jennifer Tew (Student Ass't Coach), Christine Copeland (Student Ass't
Coach), Amy Egoff, Beth Maxie, Stephanie Newman, Lesley Grow, Amy Mershon, Dawn Ames, Lisa Martin (Student Trainer),
Krystee Gehmen (Student Trainer), Martha Baldwin, Cheryl Schneckenberger (Student Trainer).
Cedarville's Lady Jackets box out and
prepare to grab the rebound.
Gillian Gombis drives the ball around
her opponent to the hoop.
The Cedarville College women's
basketball team finished with a 16-20
record and travelled to the NCCAA Na-
tional Tournament for the third con-
secutive year. The Lady Jackets also had
an 8-10 Mid-Ohio Conference record to
place sixth in the tough ten-team league.
The record is somewhat deceptive.
Cedarville played eight games against
teams that went on to the NAIA National
Tournament and had five other contests
against teams that at least received votes
in the national rankings. "I believe in
playing a demanding schedule," stated
head coach Kathy Freese, who even had
a game at NCAA Division I Liberty Uni-
versity snowed out. "I think it really
prepares us for the MOC and post-season
play. It always seems to pay off."
Cedarville was the only MOC team to
defeat both Findlay and Shawnee State,
who have established themselves as pe-
rennial NAIA powers. The Jackets sur-
prised Findlay on the road, 73-68, and
the Oilers were ranked as high as 11th
this year. The highlight, however, came
in a 77-71 overtime upset of Shawnee
State who was ranked No. 1 in NAIA
Division II at the time. Cedarville also
buried Olivet Nazarene 81-60 at the
NCCAA Nationals.
Senior guard Melissa Hartman
closed out an outstanding career
by being named to the All-MOC
First Team after averaging a team-
high 14.6 points per game. She
also was recognized as an NAIA
and NCCAA All-America Scholar-
Athlete for the second straight
year. Hartman is the Lady Jack-
ets' third all-time leading scorer
with 1,678 points. She graduates
with career records for most games
started (123), three-point field
goals made (154), assists (456),
steals (293), and free throw per-
centage (.763). Senior center Becky
Cave set a school record for most
games played in a career with 126
and for most blocked shots with
172. Junior forward Jill Detwiler,
who ranked third in scoring with
11.4 points per game, tied a school
record when she exploded for 41
points in a game at Rio Grande.
Junior forward Amy Bathrick av-
eraged 11.8 points and led the con-
ference with 10.5 rebounds per
game.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
women's basketball
Right: Jamie Hand shows some emotion
as he hits a powerful serve.
Below: Zach Ruffin runs across the court
and returns the ball with a sweeping for-
ward swing.
Andy Kunkler maneuvers his arms to get
off a decent return hit to keep him in the
match.
FRONT ROW: Brooke Taylor, Andy Kunkler, Jamie Hand, Mark Anderson. BACK ROW: Jeff Durham, Carl Weise, Zach Ruffin
Joseph Williams, Anthony Torlone, Alan Edlund (Head Coach).
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The Cedarville College men's tennis program opened up on a new set of
home courts, finished second in the Mid-Ohio Conference, and competed in
the NCAA National Invitational Tournament. Second-year head coach Alan
Edlund guided his netters to an 8-8 overall record and a 3-1 slate in the MOC.
Jamie Hand returned to the team following a one year layoff and held down
the number one position. The junior righthander recorded an impressive
15-8 mark in singles to improve his career numbers to 45-13. Hand was
seeded sixth in the NAIA Great Lakes Sectional Tournament and upset the
number two seed on his way to the championship match where he finished
as the runner-up. He was also the Flight #1 singles runner-up at the NCCAA
National Invitational winning two out of three matches.
The rest of the line-up included the only two seniors on the roster, David
Baker and Andy Kunkler, in singles positions two and three, respectively.
Baker had a 5-12 record while Kunkler was 6-11. Rookie Carl Weise was 8-
12 in the number 4 position, junior Zach Ruffin had an 8-9 record at number
five, while freshman Mark Anderson was 8-6 at sixth singles. Newcomer Jeff
Durham was 5-2 in varsity play.
Hand and Kunkler formed the top doubles spot and finished 8-8. Baker and
Weise were 6-10 in the second slot while Ruffin and junior Anthony Torlone
rolled to a 7-5 record in the third doubles position.
The Yellow Jackets were able to play on campus for the first time in two
years and won all four of their home matches in convincing fashion. They
defeated MOC foes Tiffin and Findlay by identical scores of 8-1, and registered
non-conference wins against Ashland (9-0) and Wittenberg (4-1).
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
MEN'S TENNIS
Men
Break
Even
Team Results
Opponent Scores
Ohio Wesleyan 2-5
Mt. St. Joseph 9-0
Asbury 8-1
Georgetown 1-8
Tiffin 8-1
Findlay 8-1
Otterbein 1-8
Ashland 9-0
Malone 9-0
Walsh 2-7
Wittenberg 4-1
Tiffin 8-0
NAIA Great Lakes Sectionals 4 of 7
Dave Baker shows a strong follow through
on his forward return to his opponent.
men's tennis
FRONT ROW: RuthAnn McAuley, Jodi du'Monceaux, Melissa Hartman, Mary Wolfe, Jodi Muehling, Darcie Blakemore, Melanie
Lehman. BACK ROW: Dr. Pamela Johnson (Head Coach), Gwen Judkins, Leslie Nester, Hasmine Gmuer, Kern VanderMolen,
Christine Wiesert, Joyce Boggs, Leah Peter, Eleanor Taylor(Ass't Coach). NOT PICTURED: Rachel English, Jessica Bolender.
Leslie Nester focuses on the ball in
preparation for a blistering serve.
Above: Melissa Hartman goes airborne
at the NAIA Nationals in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
Right: Jodi duMonceaux gets set to re-
turn her opponent's shot.
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The Lady Jackets tennis team enjoyed an 8-4 season overall and 3-2 mark
in the Mid-Ohio Conference before finishing second in the post-season
tournament. Cedarville hosted the MOC Championships on the new nine-
court campus facility.
Senior Melissa Hartman concluded an outstanding career with numerous
accomplishments including capturing the MOC singles crown. She defeated
the top two seeded players in the process and both opponents had beaten her Serving with grace and balance, Mary
earlier in the 1996 season. Wolfe hopes for an "ace."
Hartman advanced to the NAIA National Tournament where she split two
matches and was also named an NAIA All-America Scholar-Athlete in tennis
for the second straight year. Even more significantly, she was given the
prestigious Prince/Intercollegiate Tennis Association Graduate Scholarship
Award. She ended the season with a 10-5 singles record and a 41-12 mark for
her career.
Junior Hasmine Gmuer was the MOC #2 Flight singles winner. She was
9-2 on the season to improve her career record to 29-7. Gmuer joined
Hartman on the All-MOC Team in both singles and doubles. The twosome had
an 8-3 doubles record.
Newcomer Jodi du'Monceaux and sophomore Mary Wolfe won the #2
Flight doubles title in the MOC and also earned spots on the all-conference
team. They had a 7-3 doubles mark. Gwen Judkins, the only other senior on
the squad, and sophomore Jodi Muehling formed the other doubles unit and
they finished with a 9-4 record. du'Monceaux was the MOC runner up in
Flight #3 singles and had an 8-5 record. The remainder of the varsity line-
up included Wolfe, who had an 8-6 record, sophomore Lesley Nester (5-3),
and Muehling (6-4). Walsh totalled 40 points to repeat as the MOC
tournament champion while Cedarville had 34 points to finish second in the
six-team field. The Jackets had players in the top three singles finals and all
three of the doubles finals.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Melissa Hartman receives a watch after
earning a letter in Volleyball, Basketball
and Tennis for the last four years.
Team Results
Opponent Scores
Shawnee State 9-0
Findlay 7-2
Wilmington 9-0
Oberlin 0-9
Ohio Wesleyan 1-8
Earlham 7-2
Walsh 2-7
Malone 4-5
Mt. St. Joseph 8-1
Tiffin 9-0
Bluffton 6-3
Ohio Northern 8-1
MOC Championships 2 of 6
Women Leave
Opponents
Stone Cold
Women's
TennisGwen Judkinswatches her returnshot fall in her
opponent's court. women's tennis
FRONT ROW: Troy Paige, Brodie
Swanson. BACK ROW: Steve Burdett,
Jeff Gaglio, Jon Krueger, Andy Lutz, Toby
Jacobson, Jim Kragel(Head Coach).
A walk in
a park..
The Cedarville College golf pro-
gram continued its rebuilding pro-
cess under second-year coach Jim
Kragel. The Yellow Jackets placed
second in the 15th Annual Cedarville
Invitational, sixth in the Mid-Ohio
Conference Championships, and
seventh at the first-ever NCCAA
National Invitational.
Senior Toby Jacobson was the
top returning player and placed the
linksters with the lowest scoring
average per 18 holes for the second
straight year. He averaged 84.9 and
recorded his best scores at the
NCCAA Nationals with rounds of
78 and 80.
Jeff Gaglio, another senior, re-
..ruined by..
turned to the squad following a
one-year layoff and averaged 86.1
strokes. He led the team at the 54-
hole MOC tournament with an 83.7
average for the three rounds.
Sophomore Steve Burchett aver-
aged 86.8 and finished the season
with a 79 which was his low round
of the year. Troy Page, a junior who
averaged 87.4, joined Jacobson and
Burchett as the only players to com-
pete in all 3 rounds. He carded a 78
in the Cedarville Invitational. Other
varsity players included freshman
John Krueger (91.0) and senior
Andy Lutz (92.7).
Mark Womack Sports
Information Director
sports
Il
..a little white ball.
Shawnee Invitational
Urbana Invitational
Ashland Invitational
Mt. Vernon Invitational
5 of 11
7 of 12
11 of 15
6 of 8
Wright State Invitational
11 of 11
Findlay Invitational
5 of 12
15th Cedarville Invitational
2 of 3
Mid Ohio Conf.Championships
6 of 8
NCCAA Nat. Invitational
7 of 9
golf
Matt Neubert strives to put everything he has into the pitch.
The Yellow Jackets baseball team
finished 4-18 overall and 4-14 in
the Mid-Ohio Conference. One of
the few highlights occurred when
Cedarville ended the season with a
1-0 victory over Ohio Dominican,
who eventually won the MOC Tour-
nament and advanced to the NAIA
World Series.
After dropping the first ten games
of the season, the Jackets posted a
4-2 victory over Walsh. They fol-
lowed that with their first double-
header sweep at Malone in 11 years
winning by scores of 6-5 and
14-12. Cedarville then dropped
their next eight games before de-
feating ODC.
Senior outfielder Steve Mays
wrapped up his outstanding career
by leading the team with a .324
batting average. He paced the club
in hits (22), runs (18), triples (2),
home runs (3), walks (17), and
stolen bases (11). Mays was named
All-MOC his first three years in the
program but was honorable men-
tion in 1996. He was also tabbed to
the All-NCCAA District I team.
Mays finished with a .372 career
batting average with 19 doubles, 13
triples, ten homers, and 57 runs
batted in. He scored 103 runs and
stole 59 bases in 71 attempts. Mays,
who also sported a .973 fielding
percentage in centerfield, batted
leadoff in all 119 games he played.
Junior catcher Josh Green was
also an All-NCCAA District I pick as
well as MOC honorable mention.
He batted .290 with a team high 11
RBI's, and threw out 12 basenumers
attempting to steal. Sophomore third
baseman Josh Lunney hit .275 and
was voted to the All-NCCAA
District I squad.
Sophomore righthander Sean
Moore led the pitching staff with a
2-2 record. He hurled a complete
game in the 1-0 decision against
Ohio Dominican for Cedarville's
lone shutout of the season.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Baseball
Steve Mays takes a big swing and watches Josh Green shows off his protective gear
the ball fly over the infielders' heads. as he walks to the dugout.
sports
Left: Andy Sipes steps off the bag as he
throws to second for the double play.
Left: Safe! John lamio makes it back to
first base, beating the pick-off throw.
Below: Stee-rike! Josh Green ducks as
a foul ball just misses the umpire's head.
Stone Faces & Scores
Opponent Score
Mt. Vernon 0-14
Mt. Vernon 0-12
Findlay 7-10
Wittenberg 9-11
Rio Grande 0-5
Rio Grande 5-6
Urbana 0-10
Urbana 6-10
Walsh 4-8
Walsh 4-2
Malone 6-5
Malone 14-12
Shawnee State 4-10
Shawnee State 4-15
Wittenberg 5-13
Mt. Vernon 5-15
Mt. Vernon 1-8
Tiffin 1-5
Tiffin 1-9
Ohio Dominican 0-7
Ohio Dominican 1-0
FRONT ROW: Dave Staedtler, Josh Green, Clint Miller, Steve Mays, John lamio, Andy Sipes, Doug Ashley, Sean Moore, Josh
Lunny. BACK ROW: Dan Kaynor, Matt Neubert, Jeremy Howard, Dustin Klopp, Jay Clark, Steve Strong, Adam White, Brian
Rasey, Mark Wood, Norris Smith(Head Coach), Ned Woodring(Ass't Coach).
baseball
FRONT ROW: Beth Vencill, Melissa Sprankle, Lana Schwinn, Cindy Cremeans, Penni Ruhl, Erika Miller, Michelle Dick, Sara
Burnett(Student Ass't Coach). BACK ROW: Cheryl Schneckenberger(Student Trainer), Holly Barnett, Jennifer Cassidy,
Noella Fisher, Amanda Mudrey, Andie Butz, Bonnie Schaefer, Lara Gyurik, Brandi Knight, Joy Fagan(Head Coach).
Above: As pitcher Brandi Knight releases Right: Penni Ruhl leaves the ground
another fast pitch, Erika Miller leans in, briefly as she slides into third to beat the
anticipating an infield out. throw.
Second Rock
Scores!
Opponent Score
Bethel 4-0
Bethel 4-3
Central Methodist 14-20
Cumberland 5-8
Mobile 1-7
Mobile -8
So. CA College 6-5
Shawnee State 6-1 7
Urbana 4-1
Urbana 2-7
Walsh 2-1
Walsh 1 2- I 2
Findlay 7-2
Findlay 7-6
Mt. Vernon 9-10
Mt. Vernon 4-3
Tiffin 4-5
Tiffin 1-3
Rio Grande 3-4
Rio Grande 7-6
Malone 17-7
Malone 12-4
Ohio Domincan 1 - 7
Ohio Domincan 9-8
Urbana 6-5
Urbana 8-2
Oakland City 4-1
Concordia 4-3
Spring Arbor 1-3
Concordia 2-6
Olivet Nazarene 1-3
Bethel 5-15
Lee 1-2
Greenville 2-1
Lee 0-15
Tiffin 7-5
Shawnee State 0-7
Tiffin 4-1
Shawnee State 0-4
sports
NoeIla Fisher carries the ball in after closing the inning by catching a fly ball.
The Cedarville College women's
softball team enjoyed a successful
season under first-year coach Joy
Fagan. The Lady Jackets finished
second in the Mid-Ohio Conference
and made their first-ever appear-
ance at the NCCAA National Tour-
nament.
Cedarville was 19-20-1 overall
and ended up second in the tough
MOC standings at 10-5-1. The
women were runners-up in the con-
ference tournament behind peren-
nial power Shawnee State, who even-
tually was the NAIA National Run-
ner-up.
A challenging non-conference
schedule awaited the Lady Jackets as
well. Their southern tour during
spring break induded four games
against NAIA nationally-ranked op-
ponents. They even upset No. 5
Southern California College, 6-5. It
was typical for Cedarville to win the
close ones as they were an impres-
sive 10-5 in one-run games.
Junior third baseman Erika Miller
was voted to the All-MOC first team.
She tied for the team lead in hitting
with a .376 average, was tops with
38 runs batted in, and led the MOC
with 16 doubles.
Senior shortstop Cindy Cremeans
was tabbed to the All-MOC second
team after also batting .376. She led
the club in bats (141), hits (53),
and assists in the field (124). She hit
.367 during her two-year career at
Cedarville and struck out only three
times in 298 plate appearances.
Senior catcher Penni Ruhl was
also named to the All-MOC second
team. She hit .333 with a team-high
36 runs scored. She started every
game behind the plate and threw
out 23 baserunners attempting to
steal.
Junior first baseman Jennifer
Cassidy batted .305 and was voted
to the NCCAA District III All-Tour-
nament Team along with Cremeans.
Cassidy also joined Penni Ruhl and
Melissa Sprankle as All-MOC
Scholar-Athletes.
Freshman Lara Gyurik and Brandi
Knight handled all of the pitching
duties. Gyurik, who was All-MOC
honorable mention, was 9-8 on the
mound with a 3.44 earned run av-
erage. She also batted .323 at the
plate with 31 runs scored. Knight
had a 10-12 pitching record with a
4.55 ERA.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
Softball
Penni pulls off her mask and watches as the ball goes deep into left.
softball
Right: Jill Zenner easily clears the high
jump bar during an indoor track meet.
Left: Tiff Shaw shows that throwing the
hammer is not just a guy thing.
Below: Wow! He is way up there! He
clears the pole with the greatest of ease.
There is a pattern developing in
Cedarville College track and field
and the 1996 season was no excep-
tion. The Lady Jackets won the
National Christian College Athletic
Association championship for the
third straight year, the Yellow Jacket
men finished second in the NCCAA
for the fifth straight time, and both
squads were the Mid-Ohio Confer-
ence runner-up in their respective
divisions for the second consecu-
tive year. The individual accom-
plishments totalled five NAIA All-
Americans, 18 NCCAA All-Ameri-
cans, eight All-America Scholar-Ath-
letes, and ten All-MOC performers.
Additionally, Paul Orchard was
voted the women's Coach of the
Year by both the MOC and NCCAA.
Cedarville hosted the NCCAA
meet and the Lady Jackets lapped
the field with 190 points which was
twice the total of the runner-up.
Julianne Pletcher set meet records
in winning the 3,000 and 5,000
meter runs while Joy Beider won the
100 meter hurdles, high jump, and
was part of the victorious 4x400 meter
relay squad. Other All-Americans
were Jill Bruin, Michelle Burson, Laura
Glessner, Sylene Graves, Sarah Jack-
son, Courtney Kilburn, Lindsay
Mitchell, Christy Taylor, and Debbie
Trimble.
Pletcher was presented the Wheeler
Award as the Athlete of the Year in
NCCAA women's track and field. She
was twice an NAIA All-American (top
six finishers) during the season plac-
ing second in the indoor 5,000 meter
run and fifth in the outdoor 10,000.
Jill Zenner was also an NAIA All-
American by finishing second in the
3,000 meter racewalk.
The Yellow Jacket men finished
just 4.5 points behind defending
champion Taylor University in the
NCCAA meet. Joe Cunningham was
named the Wheeler Award recipient
in the men's division. He was the
pole vault champion in both the MOC
and the NCCAA.
Linton Ellis won the NCCAA 100
and 200 meter dashes and was part
of the winning 4 x 100 meter relay
team with Lee Reinhard, Bobby
Polack, and Chris Melkonian that set
a school record of 42.25 seconds.
Other NCCAA All-Americans were
Dan Hudson and Jon McGinnis.
Chad Eder was the NAIA cham-
pion in the 5,000 meter racewalk.
He had previously qualified for the
U.S. Olympic Trials in the 20K walk.
Chris Melkonian earned NAIA In-
door All-America honors in the pole
vault by placing sixth.
Michelle Burson, Julianne
Pletcher, and Jill Zenner were All-
America Scholar Athletes in both
the NAIA and NCCAA. Other NCCAA
All-America Scholar-Athletes were
Laura Glessner, Kara Malone, Tif-
fany Shaw, Doug Amundson, and
Joe Cunningham.
Mark Womack, Sports
Information Director
FIELD AND TRACK
sports
FEMALE PARTICIPANTS: Meredith Allgrim, Joy Beitler, Laura Boothe, Jill Breckenfeld, Jill Bruin, Michelle Burson, Becky
Campbell, Heather Cornelius, Rachelle Elder, Jon i Forward, Laura Glessner, Sylene Graves, Alison Huizinga, Sarah Jackson,
Becca Jenks, Laura Jonson, Becky Jordan, Courtney Kilburn, Kara Malone, Julie Mercer, Lindsey Mitchell, Stephanie Newman,
Kari Persons, Julianne Pletcher, Tiffany Shaw, Edith Steele, Megan Stevens, Christy Taylor, Jennifer Timblin, Debbie Trimble,
Nicole Wolf,Jill Zenner, Paul Orchard(Head Coach), Elvin King(Ass't Coach), John McGillivray(Ass't Coach).
NCChti
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
TRACK Ett FIELD
WOMEN
1996
MALE PARTICIPANTS: Jason Alexander, Doug Amundson, Chris Armistad, Josh Bell, Jim Cramer, Joe Cunningham, Chad
Eder, Linton Ellis, Pete Gruhlke, Greg Johnson, Jason Kandel, Gary Leach, Tim Lehr, Chris Leverette, Steve McGillivray,
Jonathan McGinnis, Chris Melkonian, Chris Merrell, Andy Miller, Jason O'Dell, James Persenaire, Joel Peterson, Bobby Polack,
David Rae, Lee Reinhard, Ben Stutzman, David Swartzentruber, David Swasey, Jason Taylor, Ben Thompson, John Walton,
John Ward, Paul Orchard(Head Coach), Elvin King(Ass't Coach), John McGillivray (Ass't Coach).
Track
Meets
Women's Team
Wittenberg Invt.
2 of 8
Mid-Ohio Conference
2 of 6
NCCAA Nationals
1 of 14
NAIA Nationals
18 of 47
Men's Team
Wittenberg Invt.
1 of 8
Mid-Ohio Conference
2 of 6
NCCAA Nationals
2 of 14
NAIA Nationals
22 of 59
field and track
The 1996 Miracle staff offers a special thank you to all those churches and parents who through their
generous gifts made this Miracle possible. Without their help many special elements of this yearbook such
as extra pages, photography or design elements would be greatly reduced or eliminated. Thank you!
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Volume 42 of the Miracle, the
Cedarville College yearbook, P.O.
' Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314 was
printed by Jostens Printing and
Publishing, 4000 So. Adams, To-
peka, KS 66601.
Cover. The Set in Stone cover was
designed by Racha and staff, pro-
duced at the Topeka, Kansas, plant
of Jostens and features a "true life"
cover. The marble background was
provided by Cedarville College's
Public Relations department. The
artwork title was produced by staff
of Jostens'.
Endsheets. The front and back
endsheets are Black.
Paper Stock. The entire book is
printed on 80# gloss (#191)
Color. 88 pages were printed in 4-
color or process color.
Copy. All known authors were given
credit for their articles at the end of
each article. Several authors were
unknown, but we thank them for all
their help in making this book com-
plete. Our own copy staff wrote a
majority of the articles but there were
also several contributing writers. The
informational sports articles were
written by Mark Womack.
Design. Pages were designed by the
layout staff and produced on Pentium
computers and PageMaker 5.0. Stu-
dent Life (p. 8, 9, 12-39) were de-
signed by Julie Brower. Jeff Fortna
Colophon
took on the challenging job of names
and faces. He organized the faculty,
staff, and underclassmen pages
(p. 42-81). Jodie Delich helped out
with the Faculty and Staff. Senior,
Jodie Delich, took on the senior sec-
tion (p. 84-130) and all of the senior
events. Campus Life (p. 134-163), a
section renamed from Fine Arts, was
created by Maggie Gallerini. Evelyn
Brown created the Christian Minis-
try pages (p. 166-191). Heather
Bossley stepped in once again to
help us out and produced the organi-
zations section (p. 194-213). Sports
(p. 216-243) was put together by
Jerami King. Julie Witt, my spring
quarter secretary, compiled the pa-
trons (p. 244-246). Sue Terkelsen,
our advisor, compiled all the names
for the index (p. 247-253). The open-
ing (p. 1-7), division pages, and the
closing (p. 244-256) were designed
by the editor-in-chief, Racha Acton.
Photography. All senior, under-
classmen, faculty and staff portraits
were photographed by DaVor Pho-
tography of Bensalem, Pennsylva-
nia. Organizational and Christian
Ministry groups, class officers, the
Junior/Senior banquet, Nurses Con-
vocation, and Graduation, along with
many candids were photographed by
Mike Apice of DaVor Photo. Ad-
ministrators, Trustees, athletic teams,
traveling ministry teams, theatre pro-
ductions, musical groups, and sev-
eral candids were taken by Scott
Huck, Public Relations. Bruce Moore
helped us out by photographing the
Phil Keaggy concert. Homecoming
Court, Who's Who, Senior Recital-
ists, SGA officers, and Miracle Staff
were photographed by Sherri Mash,
Xenia, Ohio. Color photos were
printed and sized by DaVor photo.
Black and white were sized and
printed by DaVor Photo and Eric
Fiveland. Several pictures were sub-
mitted by students and Cedars, our
college newspaper. Thanks to Eric
and the photography staff for their
hard work with all the candids.
Special Thanks. Sincerest thanks to
my entire staff for all of their help to
create a God-honoring and outstand-
ing book. I've learned even more
over the past year and hopefully re-
membered a few things from the year
before. Thanks for all your time,
dedication, hard work and hanging
tough through the hard times all year.
Thank you to all who submitted pic-
tures and articles. Special thanks to
Carol Bliss and Sue Terkelsen, our
advisors, for the hours of proofing,
editing and helping out with a huge
amount of work at the end. Thanks
for taking time out to help us finish.
Thanks also to Irene Gidley for giv-
ing us another set of eyes to proof.
Thanks to Abby Silvius and her con-
tribution to help us pull of the dedi-
cation of this book to her husband
Dr. John Silvius. I am grateful for
the advisement, suggestions, and
extra help from my public represen-
tative, Tillie Billheimer, and my
inplant representatives Jennifer
Bauer and Deb Scott. Thanks for all
the hard work of the DaVor team and
my representative Jim Rainey. And
extra thanks to my father, mother,
brother Caleb, roommate Heidi, and
friends to encourage me and support
me through this year's book and help-
ing me out with little projects to
complete this book. Thank you to
my husband, John, for your support
and encouragement to the very end.
To All. Set in Stone, the ultimate
Miracle, has happened once again. I
am sure that you will find errors even
after we have spent numerous hours
proofing this edition. Please enjoy
the memories that we have tried to
Set in Stone. Remember to build
your lives on a firm foundation of
God and His Word. We must be firm
and set to stand against the Devil and
the ways of this world.
Racha Acton Gruet
Editor-in-Chief
254 > colophon
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